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PREFACE 

Readers of this thesis may be curious to know how 

and why a Westerner, especially one raised in a Christian 

home and Church environment, trained in Theology for the 

ministry, and a former missionary in India, came to his 

present preoccupation and fascination with Advaita Veda:nta. 

This preface is written, therefore, 1:0 provide a brief auto

biographical sketch of the author's spiritual and intellectual 

pilgrimage to date. 

My home was, and still is, a very religious place. 

Every member of our family attended Church and Sunday School 

regularly and was active in Church-related activities. My 

two elder brothers trained for the ministry before me. Even 

when a teen-ager, the worship and service of God retained in 

my life its place of paramount impori:ance. 

During my undergraduate years at McMaster University, 

I greatly enjoyed courses in psychology, philosophy, and the 

philosophy of religion. The question that arose insistently 

in my mind during those years was epistemological: "How do 

we know God?" Interestingly enough, it was during this period 

of my education when I decided to volunteer as a missionary 

to India. 
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To be an overseas missionary of our denomination, one 

was required to study theology in seminary and to be ordained 

by the Church. I enrolled, therefore, at McMaster Divinity 

School where my favorite subject was Systematic Theology. I 

sought a solution to the epistemological problem of religious 

knowledge by writing my B. D. Thesis on the Doctrine of 

Revelation, with special reference to its media. The thesis 

explored Biblical examples of divine revelation in nature, 

and through the events of history and the self-consciousness 

of Jesus. The Christian experience of the Holy Spirit, with 

its divine immanence in man, solved the problem of revelation 

for me in the context of Christian theology. 

I felt spiritually exhausted by the end of my seminary 

training, and knew that I was not ready for an encounter with 

Indian culture and religion. So I went to Hartford Seminary 

Foundation in Connecticut, U.S.A., to study, among other things 

cultural anthropology and Indian religious philosophy. This 

administered a rude shock to my inherited faith in God, but 

I recovered in time to be commissioned as a missionary to 

India. I sailed, along with my wife and three small children 

to India in 1958, eager to express God's love in humanitarian 

service to the Indian people, and to enter into dialogue 

with Hindus on the meaning of religion. 

My eleven years in India (1959-1970) were spent in 

the service of a minority Christian community. The ingrown, 
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ghetto-like mentality of the Church did not encourage dialogue 

with Hindus, much less humanitarian service. I busied myself 

with Biblical teaching and preaching and literacy work within 

the Christian community. Gradually, my disallus ionment 1N'i th 

the social expression of Christianity led me to suspect that 

something was wrong with the theology motivating and sustaining 

it. A flood of books from the West, culminating in the 

secular and Death of God theologies, seemed to confirm this 

suspicion. I began to search for a more viable faith, one 

with strong intellectual roots. For a while, I was attracted 

to the existential theologies of writers like John ~1acquarrie. 

On my return to Canada in 1971, I turned my attention 

more and more from theology to philosophy and the philosophy 

of religion. I enrolled in the Department of Religion at 

McMaster, hoping to find a new approach to the problem of 

religious knowledge and experience. My continuing interest 

in Indian philosophy determined my course of study. Since 

then I have completed two years of Sanskrit and plunged into 

the intricacies of Vedantic philosophy. 

My thesis research, conducted under the excellent 

guidance of Dr. K. Sivaraman, has led me to discover the 

remarkable similarity of ~a~karacharya's Advaita Vedanta 

and Husserl's Transcendental Phenomenology. Though the 

two philosophies represent Eastern and Western, ancient and 

modern, religious and secular modes of philosophizing about 
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Ultimate Reality, yet they are closely related. 

The Advaita philosophy, it seems to me, offers a 

uniquely catholic or universal philosophy of religion. It 

lays bare the foundation of a' II knowledge, including religious 

knowledge. It harmonizes with science and logic. Advaita 

Ve'd'a::nta defends genuine spiri tuali ty against materialism, 

psychologism, scientism, and supernaturalism. It corrects 

the dogmatic notions of "revelation" common to most, if not 

all of the empirical religion, and the fulfilment of man's 

long quest for knowledge of Divinity. 

This thesis marks the beginning, not the end, of a 

great spiritual and intellectual adventure. I look forward 

/. - -
to a more intensive study of Sankaracarya's writings from a 

phenomenological point of view in the doctoral programme. 

I am confident that such a study will contribute to building 

a bridge of understanding between Christians and Hindus, 

and towards the emergence of a universal philosophy of 

religion. 

I wish to acknowledge here special thanks to members 

of my thesis Supervisory Committee, Dr. K. Sivaraman, (Chairman) 

Dr. J.G. Arapura, both of the Department of Religion: and to 

Dr. G.B. Madison of the Department of Philosophy. I am 

grateful to Mrs. Betty Repa for her labours in typing the 

thesis. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

I 
Note: Wherever ItS. B.,1i or Bhas'ya appears after an abbreviation 

/ - -it means that Sankaracarya's commentary on that 

work is being referred to. 

B. G. or Bhg. G ••••••••••••••••••••• Bhagavad-GIta 

B. S ...•.............•.............. Brahma Sutra or Vedanta Sutra 

Br. Up., or Brihad. up ...•...•..•... B:hadara~yaka Upanisad 

Chand. up .•.......................•. Ch~ndogya Upanisad 

Katha Up •..................••....... Katha Upanisad 

l'1and. Up •...•...•..............•...• lYlandukyopanisad 

Mund. Up ..•...................•....• Murtdaka Upanisad 

Tait.t. Up ........•..••..........••.. T'aittiriya Upanisad 
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We put out of ~ct;on the genenU thesis v:hich belorlp:s to the essence 
of the natur'11 standpoint, we place in "brackets 1,ih.atever it includes 
resnecting the nature of Being:: this entire natural world therefore 
which is continually 11there for u<;tl, Vl"!"resent to our hand", and will 
ever remain there, is a "fact-world" of which "T0 continue to be 
con..scjOtlS, even though it pleases us to put it in brackets. 

If I do this, as I am fully free to do, I do not then deny this ltwo-rld" , 
as though I were a sophist, I do not doubt thaITt is t:fi:ee as thollgh 
I were a sceptic; but I us: en. enomenolo:;lcal -rio ~ lAo ic;:h 
completely bars me from USIng any Judgment that concerns spat]o-
temporal existence (Dasein). 

- Edmund Husserl, Ideas, 99-100 

Consciousness, conc;idered in 'its "purity", must be reckoned as a ~elf
contained system of Being, ~s a system of Absolute Being, into ,.!h'iCh 
nothing om penetrate, and from ",!hich nothing can escape; 1\tlic.h hac; 
no snatio-temooral exterior. and can be inside no snatio-temnoral 
system; which' cannot experience causality from anything nor exert 
causality upon anytl,ing, jt being presupposed that causality bears 
the nonnal sen.se of natural causality as a relation of dependence 
between realities. 

On the other side, the whole spatia-temporal 1,Torlc1, to which man and 
the human Ego claim to belong as subordinate singular realities, is 
according to its own meaning mere intentional Being, a Being, there
:rore, Which has the meTely secondary, relative sense of a Being for 
a consciousness. It is a Being which consciousness in its mID -

experiences (Erfaunmgen) posits, and is, in principle,. intuitable 
and determinable only as the element common to the hannoniously 
(Einstimmig) motivated appearance-manifolds, but over and beyond this, 
is jus t nothing at all. 

- Edmund r~serl, Ideas, 139 



INTRODUCTION 

'1. 'Pre'amble 

1 
'A:dvaita: Vedanta is not a religion per 'se but is 

rather a philosophy of religion that evolved on the Indian 

subcontinent as the fruit of a long process of meditation on 

religious phenomena by enlightened seers. It is the culmina-

tion of centuries of reflection on a bewildering variety of 

religious experiences known to the Hindus and recorded for 

posterity in the Vedas, the Upanisads, the Bhagavad-Gita . 
and many other sacred writings. This sophisticated product 

of man's intellectual and spiritual intuition emerged in the 

context of India's jungle of religious beliefs and practices, 

not the least of which is known to-day as Buddhism. Even 

within the orthodox fold of Hinduism~ Advaita had to contend 

with rival schools of philosophy such as Dvaita and Vi'istad-
2 ~o 

vai ta Vedan,ta._ One of the earliest and best-known formulators 

of Advaita was Gaudapada, but the genius who, more than any 
<t, 

other, articulated and systematized it as a universal philosophy 

1 
1 --, Vedanta means "end or culmination of the Veda". The term 
signifies those schools which claim to summarize the teach
ings of the four Vedas, including the Upani\3ads.Advaita 
means "non-dual", the doctrine that represents Ultimate 
Reality (Brahm:an-Atman) without duality or multiplicity, 
without qualities or attributes. 

2nvaita means "dual"; vi/istadvaita means "qualified dualism". 

1 
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of religion, and brought it to ascendancy over its rivals 
;' ~ _ _ 3 

in India was Sankaracarya. 

There is a vast amount of literature attributed to 
.1'. __ 

the authorship of Sankaracarya by tradition. Most scholars 

agree without dispute that he wrote commentaries on the ten 

rnajorUpanisads: 'Brhad-aranyaka,' Chandog:ya , Aitareya , 
.. It 

Taittirlya, 'Is'a ,Kena, Katha, Pra~na , Mundaka , and Mandukya . .... .. .. 
There are some reservations about the commentary on the 

Sveta~vatara Upanisad, but none about the 'Brahma Sutra Bhasya 
• 4 • 

or the Bhagavad-G'Ita Bhasya. There is much less consensus , 

among scholars about the Sankarite authorship of "minor" 

works like Upade{asahasri, Atma Bodha, Vivekadiidamani, and 

Aparoksanubhuti. There are more than a hundred such works . .. 
It is perhaps impossible to establish with certainty, by the 

historical method, how many of these documents are authentic 

". - -writings of Sankaracarya. The possibility of establishing 

their dating and authorship by internal literary and philo-

sophical evidence is more feasible, though inconclusive. 

We shall assume, therefore, that the tradition attributing 

Vivekacudamani and Aparoksanubhuti to §aii.karacarya is true 
Q • • 

unless it can be shown that the philosophical contents are 

3 

4 

See my 'Appendix ,1 for a summary of the man and his works. 

Bhalsya means "commentary". In future, we shall designate 
conunentaries by ~af.tkaracarya by the abbreviation IIS.B." 
following the name of the text commented upon. ----
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inconsistent with his known writings. In this connection, for 

example, we examine and reject the argument against 

~~ -- --Sankaracarya I s authorship of Viveka:c:udama:ni advanced by 
., (> 5 

Daniel H.H. Ingalls on philosophical grounds • 

." '" --I am convinced that Sankaracarya's so-called "minor" 

works give a better introduction to the essentials of Advaita 

Vedanta than his "major" commentaries. They are more direct 

and forthright in style, designed as "manuals" for those 

aspiring to "Self-realization". They are unencumbered with 

arguments against opponents of rival schools, or technical 

discussions of obscure points in philosophy. They are free 

from the burden'of commenting on the text of Scripture (Sruti). 

They are cast in a phenomenological mode of expression. 

My general approach in this thesis can be described 

as "phenomenological". Therefore, I have devoted considerable 

space in the Introduction to a description of the phenomeno-

logical method of Edmund Russerl, the father of modern 

Phenomenology. I do not pretend to give an adequate survey 

of Husserl's complex methodology. At best, I indicate some 

general features for comparison with Adva'ita Vedanta. I find 

a striking affinity of method and result in these two phil-
6 

osophies of ancient and modern times. Both proceed by the 

5 
See Appendix 2 for my refutation of Ingall's theory. 

6 
I am encouraged in this bold idea by J.N. Mohanty's 
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systematic analysis of human consciousness. Both employ a 

method of "reducing" or "bracketing" the phenomenal world. 

Both attain astonishingly similar results: the Transcendental 

Ego of Husserl, and the transcendental Self· (.Atman) of 

"., - -Sankaracarya. 

Lest any of my readers doubt the relevance of Pheno-

menology to the study of Advaita or religious philosophy in 

general, I have included a section in this Introduction 

called "Religion in a Phenomenological Key". I am indebted 
7 

to Peter :Koestenbaum's illuminating article on the sub.j.ect. 

He lists nine points where Husserl's Transcendental Ego 

impinges on the world of religion. I make use of only seven, 

though I am sure there are additional ones to be considered. 

The final section of my Introduction deals with the 

unique method of Advaita called "deliberate superimposition 

and rescission" . (adhy·aropapavada). It is of crucial importance 

d'. - -
for interpreting Sankaracarya's philosophy, and I shall have 

occasion to refer to it in the thesis whenever it is necessary 

to resolve apparent contradictions between the empirical 

and transcendental modes of speaking and thinking. Failure 

7 

article, "Phenomenology in Indian Philosophy", iriProceedirigs 
·of the Xlth Tri"ber:riational Congre·ss o:f· PhiTo:s:ophy, XII I , 
Brussels: North-Holland Pub. Co., 1953, pp.255-62. 

Pet.er Koestenbaum, "Religion in the Tradition of Phenomenology", 
chapter 7 of· ·ReligioriiriPhil:osophica:l·a·nd :c:ul·tu:r:al . 
perspe·c·tive, Ed. J. Clayton Feaver and William Horosz, Princeton, 
Toronto and London: D.Van Nostrand Co. Inc., 1967, pp.185-193. 
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to understand this method has led to gross misinterpretation 

of Advaita by scholars of East and West. It is appropriate 

only in the context of Transcendental Phenomenology and so 

I draw attention to it at the outset. 

Daniel H.H. Ingalls" advances the theory that Sankaracarya 
8 

started out in the" "Bheda:bheda tradition, and later moved 

away from it under the influence of a phenomenalistic school 

". - -He opines that Sankaracarya 

did not go as far in the direction of phenomenalism as 

... 
Gaudapada, and that his most original contribution was the 

9 
concept of a qualityless Brahman. I question the thesis 

that ~ankaracarya's attribute-less Brahman can, in any sense, 

be associated with phenomenalism. Buddhist "phenomenalism" 

is an anti-substance doctrine directed not only against 

material substance but also against "spiritual substance" 

" --whereas Sa~karacarya's ( and even Gaudapada's) approach may . 
be described as an attempt at ultimate reduction of the phen-

omenal world. Phenomenalism and phenomenology are radically 

different types of reduction. For Husserl reduction involves 

dispensing with all genetic and existential considerations 

and focusing on the "eidetic" structures of experience. 

8 
Bhed"abheda-vada is the theory that t"he individual selves 
are both different and non-different from Brahman. 

9Daniel H.H. Ingalls, "The Study of ~amkaracarya", "a"rt. in 
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The transcendental' 'BYahman:-:Atmanemerges only after a ruthless 

"phenomenological reduction" of the world. I find no 
.JIll. __ 

essential difference between the phenomenology of Sankaracarya 

and his predecessor Gaudapada. Ingall's thesis results from . 
a failure to distinguish phenomenalism from phenomenology 

and to discern the method of transcendental phenomenology 

in the ancient formulators of Advaita. 

'. 
"requirements" for admission to the "school" of Self~realization. 

They surpass mere academic qualifications, demanding of the 

student mental and spiritual preparation of a unique kind. 

We shall examine them to find out what principles of the 

phenomenological method are involved. At the end of the 

". - -chapter we shall see how Sankaracarya reinterprets and 

supplements the eight steps of Pat~ja1i's Yoga to suit 

his own purposes. 

In Ch~pter Two I plan to analyze the Three States of 

Consciousness - Waking, Dream, and Deep Sleep, as they are 

~'. - -used by Sankaracarya for "reducing" the ego and attaining 

Self-realization. (Aparoksanubhuti). 

AhnalsbftheBhahda.'rkar Oriental' Re's:ear'ch Thst'it'ute , XXXIII, 
Ed. Karmarkar and R.N. Dandekar, Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental 
Research Institute, 1953, p.12. 
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• JIII". - _ 
In Chapter Three I plan to deal wlth Sankaracarya's 

description and "reduction" of the Five Sheaths (kolas) that 

"cover" the Self - the physical, vital, mental, intellectual, 

and bliss sheaths. These get falsely identified with the 

Self through primal ignorance and have to be "reduced" one 

by one so that the Self (Atman) may be realized. 

~. - -
In chapter Four I plan to deal with Sankaracarya's 

"reduction" of the Three Bodies - the gross, subtle, and 

causal bodies. This will repeat somewhat the material of 

the 'Third Chapter in a different form, but will allow me to 

introduce some new entities for reduction, for example: 

I~vara (God) ,prar'cibdha Karma (those actions determining 

bodily existence), and the causal relation. The thoroughness 

of the "phenomenological reduction" in Chapter Four enables 

me to elaborate on the transcendental Self (Atm:an), and on 

the "I am" sayings of theJIV'anmukta (one who is liberated while 

still embodied) that are found uniquely in both Aparoksanubhuti 

ViV'ekac'Udam:ani. The latter are of special interest because 

",. - -
they are not found in the "major" commentaries of Sankaracarya. 

In my conclusion, I shall recapitulate the phenomeno-

logical steps outlined- in the four preceding chapters, and 

L. - -
summarize my reasons for concluding that Sankaracarya was 

a transcendental phenomenologist in an age when those grandiose 

terms were unknown. 
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The writer finds it illuminating to approach Advaita 

Vedanta through the methodology known to-day in philosophical 

circles as Transcendental Phenomenology. We shall deal with 

its relevance to the study of religious phenomena in a later 

section. Here we are primarily concerned to describe what 

we mean by Phenomenology, and to isolate some of its leading 

features. James M. Edie describes Phenomenology as a "science 

of experience" or a "radical empiricism" that cannot be equated 

with traditional empiricism or psychologism. By analyzing 

consciousness in its "intentionality", Phenomenology uncovers 

the "strict correlativity" or polarity of subject and object 

in consciousness. This opens up the possibility of a third 

or "Transcendental" dimension: 

10 

'rhe phenomenological method is a descriptive method; the 
type of philosophy it inaugurates can be called a radical 
,empiricism. . . • Phenomenology is neither a science of 
6Ejects nor a science of the sUbject; it is a science of 
'experience .•.• It is, therefore, a study of consciousness 
asintent'io'nal, as directed towards obj ects, as living in 
~an intentionally constituted world. The subject (noesis) 
and the object (noema) are studied in their strict 
correlativity on each level of experience •.•• Such a study 
is tran.scendental in the sense that it aims at disclosing 
the structures of consciousness as consciousness ..•• 
In short, phenomenology is a study ofphenome'na. lO 

Pierre Th~venaz, What is Phenomenology?' And' 'Other Essays, 
'Etil. and Trans. James M. Edie, Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 
1962, p.19-20 
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The technique of "phenomenological reduction" is 

fundamental to Husserl's method because it suspends the 

"natural attitude" of the mind and permits the grasping of 

the world as phenomenon. It is not concerned either to 

affirm or deny the factual reality of the world, but to 

clarify its "constitution ll in consciousness: 

It is by a process of reduction (going against the 
natural tendencies of the mind) by a radical ascesis •.• 
that he exorcises the spectre of psychology and the sly 
temptations of psychologism •.• to permit a grasping of 
the world ... asphenome'n'on. It is not a question of 
making it appear in its factual reality or in its existence 
(which are put in parentheses), but in its immanent 
reality to consciousness ••. G To reduce does not mean to 
eliminate or to put in doubt ..•• All to the contrary, 
the primordial and essential purpose of the reduction is 
to bring to light this essential intentional contact 
between consciousness and the world, a relationship 
which in the natural attitude remains veiled. ll 

The radical nature of Husserl's phenomenological 
, ,. 

reduction is indicated by his use of epokhe (Greek 

meaning lIabstention"). He IIbrackets ll or "disconnects II the 

natural world and all theories or sciences related to the 

natural word: 

11 

We put out of action the general thesis which belongs to 
the essence of the'natllralstandp'oint, we place in 
brackets whatever it includes respecting the nature of 
Being: this entire natural world therefore which is 
continually IIthere for us", IIpresent to hand", and will 
ever remain there, is a "fact-world" of which we continue 
to be conscious, even though it pleases us to put it in 
brackets. If I do this, as I am fully free to do, I 
do not then deny ttlis "world ", as though I were a sophist, 

Th~venaz, ~. sl!., p.42-3. 
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I da nat daubt that it is there as thapgh I were a sceptic; 
but I use the "~henamen,?lagical"i:rr(')1-11, which campletely 
bars me.fram.uslng any Judgment that: cancerns' 's'p'a:t'ia
temp'ar'al :e::X:iste:n'oe . (Dasein) .12 

What result is achieved by Husserl's radical 

abstentian (epakh~) fram the "natural attitude"? He'becames 

aware, far the first time, .of "transcendental subjectivity" 

and perceives it as the .origin, suppart, and faundatian .of 

all meaning: 

Far Husserl, in the reduction the. world remains where it 
is, but naw .one perceives that :ever'y .. act'..of .. knowledge 'in 
fact refers ta a subject' (thetrans'cehdent:a'lEgo·) . ·asta 
and ultimate and primary term which is the origin, the 
suppart .or faundatian .of its meaning. The reduct ian 
leads then, simultaneausly ta "the apadictic evidence" 
.of the I (ta thec'agita, ta the cansciausness .of self) 
and ta the warld-phenamenan intended by the transcendental 
cansciausness, and abave all ta their absolutely 
fundamental and indissaluble canjunctian .... But this 
cagita is nat, as with Descartes, the indubitable knawledge 
.of a being, .•• nar is it the interiar experience .of a ~art 
.of primitive fact,' the 'ega. That wauld be ta remain an 
the level .of the warld, .of psychalagicalknawledge, 
and .of the natural knawledge .of fact. It is the 
grasping .of self .outside the natural warld, in an 
absalutely indubitable evidence, as transcendental 
subjectivity, that is ta say as'arigina'f 'alT meanin:gs, 
as 'the 'sens:eaf 'thewa'r:ld .l3 

Gastan Berger warns us against thinking that 

Phenamenalagy, because .of its recagnitian .of "transcendental 

subjectivity" turns away framthis warld and samehaw claims 

ta reveal an:ather warld: "The ega's life transcends the 

12 

13 

Edmund Husserl, Ideas, General Intraductian ta Pure 
Phenamenalagy, 3rd. ed. Trans. W.R. Bayce Gibsan, Landan: 
COllier-Macmillan Ltd., 1969, p.99-100. (underlining mine). 

Th~venaz, ap. ~~ f p<>47o (underlining mine) . 
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world, not becau.seit is foreign to -the world, but because 
14 . 

it 'c·onstibltes the wor ld 0 " He considers that the task 

of phenomenology is to explain "the origin of the world" 

in relation to the constitutive intentionality of the 

Transcendental Ego: "Here the adequate formula is ,ne'go

c'dg'ito -' 'cog'i:tat'um" •.• "all facts in the world, all essences, 

send us back to the transcendental ego as the ultimate term 
15 

which alone appears to us as necessary." Eugen Fink makes 

a similar point when he calls world constitution the central 

and fundamental concept of Phenomenology: 

The true theme of phenomeno+ogy is neither the world 
on the one hand, nor a transcendental subjectivity which 
is to be set over and against the world on the other, 
but the \oV'o'rTd's: 'becoming in: 'the Co:ns·t:i:tu:tion:of 
trans:cendentaTsu'bj'ec'tivity. 16 

Husserl's distinction between the Transcendental Ego 

and the human ego separates him from the existentialists, 

who reject the concept of "disembodied pure consciousness" 

14 

15 

16 

Phenomenologically .•. r exist as a transcendental Ego, 
an awareness of what it is to be an embodied Ego in the 

Gaston Berger ,The Cog'ito 'in HusserT's· Philo'so'phy F Trans. 
by Kathleen McLaughlin, Intro. by James M. Edie, Evanston: 
Northwestern University Press, 1972, p.72. 

Berger, Ope cit., p.73 

Eugen Fink, "The Phenomenological Philosophy of Edmund 
Husserl and contemporary Criticism ll in ThePhe·nomeno'logy 
bf Husserl, Ed. R.O. Elveton, Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 
1970, p.130. 
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world. But it is just this embodied Ego, or at least 
an Ego essentially' etlga:ged in the world, not just a pure 
conscious subject, with which the existentialists are 
concerned. Thus Husserl's distinguishing between a 
transcendental Ego, pure consciousness as such, and a 
human Ego immersed in the world, and his granting of a 
primary reality to the former rather than the later, 
separate him in principle from the existentialists whom 
he has so strongly influenced. 17 

For Husserl, it is not only possible but desirable to progress 

from awareness of the "human ego" to the "transcendental Ego" 

by the method of "eidetic reduction"~ Maurice Natanson 

defines "eidetic reduction" as moving (in consciousness~ from 

"mat.ters of fact to essences, from empirical to essential 
18 

universality. II "The eidetic reduction is a method by 

means of which the phenomenologist is able to attend to the 

character of the given, setting aside that which is contingent 

and secondary and noting that which shows itself as universal." 

The final outcome of Husserl's "transcendental phenomenology" 

" f is the "constitutive identity o. the human and transcendental 

Egos. 

17 

18 

19 

F. Molina, "Husserl: The Transcendental Turn", Chapter 3 
ir1 Existential·isrri ·as·,Philo·s:O:phy, Englewood Cliffs, N. J . , 
Prentice-Hall, 1962, p.SO. 

Maurice Natanson, Literature, Philosophy, and the· Social 
Sciences . CEssays·inExistent·iaTisrnand' ·P'hen:omenology) , 
The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1962, p.14. 

Natanson, loco dit. 

19 
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The identity which prevails here is not a form of identity 
that can be determined within the horizon of the mundane 
idea of being, but is rather a form of identity which 
holds between a mundane being •.. and a transcendental 
being. Is man therefore the absolute? Not at all. 
But neither is the absolute a "transcendent" reality 
beyond man and not encompassing him .... In place of a 
"transcendent" relation between man and the world-ground 
we must posit a "transcendental" relation which does not 
overlook man's worldly finitude ••. but which comprehends 
it as a constituted meaning, thereby taking it back 
into the infinite essence of spirit. 20 

All ontic forms of identity fail to define the "constitutive" 

identity of the human and transcendental Egos, because no 

analogous relation is possible in the "natural attitude." 

Husserl's conclusion may be termed transcendental and 

phenomenological idealism. Ultimately, he realizes the one, 

universal, transcendental, pure Consciousness that is the 

Ground and Source for all individual egos and their constituted 

world(s) : 

20 

21 

In any event, it is clear that Husserl considered the 
full development of his phenomenology to be bound up 
necessarily with a transcendental idealism in which 
pure cOrisciousne·ss as the phenomenological residuum 
gained by means ofepoch~ and transcendental reduction 
is the rock bottom of all phenomenological enquiry. 
And this transcendental ego is, JEor Husserl, consciousness 
as such, in its ultimate generality, revealed as the 
very condition for the possibility of individual empirical 
egos and ultimately, their world. Thus, there are not 
t.ranscendent egos, but the Transcendental Ego, which is 
the phenomenological ground and source for the individuated 
consciousnesses within empirical reality. 21 

Eugen Fink, Ope cit., p.144. 

Natanson, Ope cit., p.20-21. 



3 .·Tr·ansCie:nd'en:tal ·Phe'n'ome·n:o·-ldg;y· ;a;nd 

"Adv,a'it'a Ved'83n:ta, 

14 

The preceding section serves to highlight the salient 

feat.ures of Husserl' s Transcendental Phenomenology. It is 

now appropriate to ask whether the general structure of 

Phenomenology resembles the structure of Advaita Vedanta 

as found in the writings ,/. - -
of Sankaracarya. The answer is a 

categorical "jes". Consider the following points: 

(1) Husserl! s 'eJ?oc'h~ or abstention from the "natural attitude" 

and deliberate "bracketing" of the general thesis of 

"objectivity" with respect to the world parallels in function 

" - -Saitkaracarya's call to "renounce" the world of objects and 

actions. The world's "factual existence" remains, but its 

claim to reality or validity is "reduced" to secondary or 

practical reality (vyavaharikasatta") in comparison with the 

Absolute Reality' (par'arria::r:thika 'satta) of Hr·ahman:-:Atman. 

(2) Husserlls concept of the "natural attitude" with its 

na!'vet~ regarding the "reality" of phenomenal existence and 

its theses of "objectivity" (for example, in the sciences or 

L. - -positivism) functions like Sankaracarya's concept of ignorance 

. (avidya). In: "Advaita, the cancellation or rescission (apavada) 

of "entities" falsely superimposed on the Self (Atman) by 

ignorance results in "liberation"(mukti) or the immediate 

intuition of Brahman. 
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(3) Husserl's concept of the Transcendental Ego as "pure" 

consciousness and its qualitat.ive difference from the "human 

-ego" of empirical existence functions like the Self ·CAtman) 

. #'. -- -
ln Sankaracarya IS· 'AdVa:ita: Veda::n:ta. The· ·Atman too is non-

egological, non-empirical, devoid of all qualities or attributes, 

absolutely unique and universal. It is the "essence" of all 

empirical egos, the Being (Sat) of all existence, the source 

of all meaning. It is Consciousness· (Ci t) itself. 

(4) Husserl's concepts of "intentionality" and "constitution" 

with respect to the Transcendental Ego's creativity in 

relation to the world, functions lik,e ~ankaracarya I s concepts 

of ilgnorance (avidya) and cosmic illusion (maya). The empirical 

selv1es (Jlvas) and their "world" of multiplicity or duality 

results from the "projecting" (viksepa) and "covering" ('avarana) 

functions of cosmic illusion (maya), which is the mysterious 

power(~akti) of Brahman. In Advaita, the phenomenal world 

has "reality" only in a secondary or derivative sense, only 

as a false "appearance" of Ultimate Reality. It is indescribable 

(anirvacaniya) in terms of either "existence" or "non-::,existence". 

(5) Husserl achieves "apodictic" or absolutely certain 

evidence of the Transcendental Ego by the method of 

"phenomenological" and "eidetic" reduction. This corresponds 

to the immediate and self-evidencing knowledge of the Self 

(Aman) called "Self-realization" which is attained in· Advaita ----
Vedanta by the progressive cancellation or rescission of false 

superimpositions imposed on the Self by ignorance. 
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We could enumerate many more points of similarity. 

Enough has beeri said to indicate the ~arallel structures of 

the two philosophies and the indisputable fact that they share 

a common approach to Reality. They both may be termed 

"transcendental-phenomenological idealism". J.N. Mohanty, 

a well-known scholar of Phenomenology and Vedanta in India 

has written in strong and unequivocal support of the thesis 

that. orthodox Vedanta, and its predecessor' 'sankhya are motivated, 
• 

orig'inally, by phenomenology and ought to be interpreted in 

that, context. 

Mohanty writes: 

The ultimate principle in each of these systems (sankhya, 
Yoga, and Vedant~ is the pure consciousness itself and the 
dynamis C~~ of thought seems to have often the motive 
of withdrawing the attention from the object-world and 
fixing it upon this region of pure consciousness. The 
withdrawal and attainment can not be catastrophic and must 
have to pass through successive stages. Hence the need 
of a description of these successive stages and this 
constitutes the underlying motive of the transcendental 
psychologye ........................... 0 • " ••••• ' • • 0 ••••••••• 

Indeed, it is interesting to see how in the Sankhya, 
an evolutionary ontology has been made subordinate to the 
phenomenological motive. Conceived as a purely natural
istic evolutionary ontology, the terminology of the 
Sankhya becomes unmeaning •........•.•.•................. 
Purusa, the ultimate Conscious principle is the pure 
Consciousness, - transcendental subjectivity.22 

The Vedanta has also a metaphysical motive; but it is 
phenomenology that predominates. Indeed the history of 
the Vedanta during the period following its great formulator 
Sankara falls into two main camps, which we can here 
differentiate as follows. The one emphasises the logical
ontological aspect; the other and the more orthodox 
school emphasises what we would like to call the 

22 
J.N. Mo.hanty, op.cit., p.258. 
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phenomenological aspect. And the history of the Vedanta 
also contains enougheviderice for the only too well-
known fact that 'the logico-ontological aspect developed 
only when the Vedanta'as a philosophical school had to 
stand up and defend its own against the attacks of the 
Buddhists and the dualists. But to understand the Vedanta 
only through its' dialectics is to miss its true and inner 
essence. The Vedanta's "Brahman" is rather the transcen
dental subjectivity of Kant or Husserl ~~an the all
inclusive Absolute of Hegel or Bradley. 

The great Vedantist {ankara begins his famous commentary 
on the Vedanta Sutras by formulating this fundamental 
distinction between Immanence and Transcendence, between 
consciousness as such and all that by its very nature has 
the status of "intentional" being .••...•....••..•.•....• 

... the Vedantic literature abounds in phenomenology of 
perception, of dream, of sleep and of the illusiory~~J 
experiences. To explore these treasures and to get at the 
original motive is a task of great magnitude as well as 
of immense interest. 24 

4. Religion in a Phenomenologica'l Key 

We turn now to the specific application of phenomeno-

logical method to religion, using Peter Koestenbaum's excellent 
25 

article on the subject as our guide. Though Husserl gave no 

religious significance as such to his doctrine of the 

Transcendental Ego, Koestenbaum's interpretation of it is highly 

23 

24 

25 

Tbi~, po259. 

Tbi9.o, p.260. 

Peter Koestenbaum, "Religion in the Tradition of Phenomenology" 
inReligibhihPhilo:s:o'phic'alahd Cu 1 tu'r:a l' 'Pe:r's:p:e:c:tive, 
Ed. J. Clayton Feaver and William Horosz, Princeton, N.J.: 
D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc., 1967, p. 174-214. 
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sug,ge:stive and invites comparison wi ththe Self (Atman) of 

/. - -
Sankaracarya is' 'AdVa:i:ta Vedin'ta. The paradigm of " intentionality" 

is the starting-point, because it differentiates the Transcendental 

Ego from the "human ego": 

The paradigm of the intentionality of consciousness 
mentioned earlier (i.. e., the ego·-cogi to-cogi tatum triad) 
can serve as basis for a brief explication of the Trans
cendental Ego and its religious implications .... When 
I focus my attention on any object of apprehension -
a physical object, an abstraction, a feeling - no problem 
regarding the nature of the ego appears. But when the 
intentionality of consciousness directs itself on the ego 
proper, when I explore my own ego, then the above analysis 
of consciousness demands that we postulate two different 
egos in experience: the ego that is perceived (called the 
empirical or thepsycholo'gical ego) and the ego that does 
the perceiving or apprehending (called the 'Tra'nsce'ndental 
Ego). The Transcendental Ego is the ultimate core of 
consciousness. It cannot be apprehended in the manner 
of an object - since it is the perennial ~gbject - but 
it is nevertheless present in experience. 

Actually, it is misleading to talk about "two different egos" 

in experience as if we were all suffering from schizophrenia. 

The intention is quite different, namely, to draw attention 

to the capacity of the self to be aware of itself, to objectify 

its operations. It is probably more accurate to speak of a 

"p,olarity" in consciousness (rather than a duality) which we 

symbolize in language as "human ego" and "transcendental ego": 

26 

First of all, the Transcende~tal Ego is experienced as 
distinct from the body and the psychological states of 
the individual. I experience my anxiety, my joy, and my 
body. The I that does the experiencing is structurally 
different from that which it experiences: the I is the 
Transcendental Ego, and the anxiety, joy, and the body 
represent the empirical or psychological ego. The two 

Koestenbaum, OPe cit., p.185. 
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egos are at opposite. extremes of the intentional stream 
of consciousness. 27 

Koestenbaum feels that philosophy as a whole has neglected to 

give phenomenological descriptions of the appearance of the 

Transcendental Ego in consciousness. Existentialists like 

Sartre, in fact, deny its existence altogether and describe 

its absence as "Nothing". The term is not altogether 

inappropriate, since we lack language to describe this unique, 
" 28 

non-objectifiable locus of experience. 

The experience of the Transcendental Ego and its 

inexpressibility in language may in fact account for a wide 

variety of religious phenomena like the Buddhist Nirvana, , 

the Vedantic ""Ne"ti Ne:ti", the "Death of God" theology of 

modern Christianity, not to mention the many species of 

mysticism. Koestenbaum sees the experience of the Transcendental 

Ego as the primal source of all "negative theology": 

27 

28 

!£ig,. I ,p.185~,6,., \ 

It is doubtful whether modern philosophers like Sartre, 
when they use the term "Nothing", succeed in emptying :the 
self of all positive or transcendental meaning. Michael 
Novak certainly does no.t: "It is important to base one's 
life upon the experience of nothingness, to continue to 
return to it, and never to forget it. For the experience 
of nothingness is a penetrating, truthful experience. It 
is not an illusion or a threat, butaglimp"se' "int·oourown 
reality •.. In the nothingness, one has at last an opportunity 
to shape one's own identity, to create oneself." Novak, how
ever~ is like most existentialists in rejecting "pure 
consciousness" (Transcendental Ego) as a fiction. 
Michael Novak, TheE:xperieri.ce of Nothingness Harper and Row, New York, 
Evanston, San Francisco, London, 1970. 
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The persistence of negative theology in the ~eligions of 
the world can be understood in thelight--of-the independence 
of the Transcendental Ego he're mentioned.... If we now 
assume that an exposition of the Transcendental Ego is 
one clue to the phenomenological understanding of God, , 
then we can make sense of many of the manifestations of 
religion, including negative theology. The view that 
awareness of God can be evoked only by designating what 
he is not, corresponds to the fact that the Transcendental 
Ego is inaccessible to ordinary forms of experiencing and 
their linguistic equivalents. Negative statements are, 
needed, not only for ,God, but for an apprehension, 
suggestion, and appreciation of the Transcendental Ego. 29 

Koestenbaum traces that sense of personal continuity 

and identity we all experience in life to the permanency of 

the Transcendental Ego. It is eternal presence, unaffected 

by the ever-changing kaleidoscope of internal and external 

events belonging to the empirical ego. It is difficult, if 

not impossible, to account for the constancy of personal 

identity between birth and death on any other premise: 

The Transcendental Ego is experienced as always the same. 
It is the continuous background of changes in the empirical 
ego. These, changes "in the_empirical ego are shifts in 
mood, focus, growth, outlook, attitudes, and so on. 
In the midst of such chaos, the individual experiences 
himself to be the same throughout. That sense of personal 
continuity and identity has its source in the experience 
of the Transcendental Ego. The Transcendental Ego is 
experienced as permanent. 30 

~ - - -
Sankaracarya, in his commentary on the' B'ra'hma sutras bases 

his argument for the Self's role in knowledge (implying memory 

and anticipation) and immortality on its permanency: 

29 
Koestenbaum,op.' 'c'i t., P .186. 

30 
IbilQ..., p.186. 
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Let us further consider the relation expressed in the 
following clauses: II know at the present moment whatever 
is present; I knew (at former' maro.ents) the nearer and the 
remoter past; I shall know (in the 'future) the nearer 
and the remoter future.' Here 'theObject of knowledge 
changes according as it is something past or something 
future or something present; but the knowing agent does 
not change, since his nature is eternal presence. And 
as the nature of the Self is eternal presence, it cannot 
undergo destruction even when the body is reduced to 
ashes') nay we cannot even conceive that it ever should 
become something different from what it is .. 31 

Koestenbaum finds that the Transcendental Ego is an 

ontological necessity in experience. Its non-existence is 

simply inconceivable. One obvious parallel in Christian' 

theology is the ontological "proof" for the existence of God; 

The Transcendental Ego is experienced as existing necessarily. 
The. reason for such a statement is that the presence' 
of the Transcendental Ego is required in order to conceive 
of its n6n-existence. To conceive of even the possibility 
of the non-existence of the Transcendental Ego presupposes 
the presence, in experience, of the Transcendental Ego .... 
This approach to the exploration of the Transcendental 
Ego is reminiscent of the ontological argument. In fact, 
the ontological proof for the existence of God is the same 
as the phenomenological disclosure of the element of 
necessary existence in the Transcendental Ego. 32 

There is a self-authenticating evidence about the Transcendental 

Ego of Husserl and the Self (Atman) of Ad'Vaita Vedanta. 

It is known immediately and intuitively, with "apodictic" 

certainty, and requires no "proof" beyond its awn existence. 

31 / 
The Vedanta Su·tras, S. B., XXXVIII Trans. George Thibaut, Delhi, 
Patna, Varanasi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1962, p.14-15. 

32 
KoestenbaUm,' 'cp. 'cit., p.189. 
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Koestenbaum .notes that H.usserl's Transcendental Ego 

is e xperienced as non- spatial and a-temporal . It is, therefore, 

legitimate to speak of its "infinity " and "eternality": 

The Transcendental Ego is e xperienced as e~ternal to both 
space and time . Space and time are, strictly s peaking, 
cogitata, that is, intentions and constitutions of the 
Transcendental Ego .... 

Space and time are intended to apply to the physical 
universe, but no such intention is a pparent in the attempt 
to examine the Transcendental Ego reflexively. Infinity 
and eternity are therefore permissible metaphors with which 
to designate the manner in which the Transcendental Ego 
gives itself to introspection. 33 

The categories of space and time are, of course, equally 

inapplicable to the Self (Atman) of Advaita Vedanta . But 

" . - -Sankaracarya rules out another category not mentioned by 

Koestenbaum, namely "causality": 

The nature of the cause inheres in the effect and not 
vice versa; so through reasoning it is found that in the 34 
absence of the effect the cause, as such, also disappears. 

And again : 

One should verily see the cause in the effect, and then 
dismiss the effect altogether. What then remains, the 
sage himself becomes . 35 

Husserl makes the same point about the Transcendental Ego when 

he writes : 

33 

34 

Ibid., p.189,190. 

~ankaracharya, Aparoksanubhuti, Trans . Swami Vimuktananda, 
Calcutta : Advaita Ashrama, 1938, sloka 135, p.72. 

35 I 
Ibid., sloka 139 , p. 74 . 
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Consciousness, consideredin"its .. '~purity", must be 
reckoned,as"a'.'seTf-;c:o;n:ba:inedsys"t:em :o:f: B:ei'ng, as a system 
of' 'Ahs:o:lllbe: 'Be:i:ng, into which nothing can penetrate, 
and from which nothing,can .. escape;, .. which .. has .. nospatio
:tempor aI, sy s ten:i;' ,whi:ch, ,c'atln:o't', 'ex'p:e:r'ie:n'c:e: .'C!'a'u's:a'lityfr'om 
!=lnythin'g 'or ex:er't'cau:saXityup:o'n a:nything ., it being 
presupposed that cau$.a,lity bears "the normal sense of natural 
causality as a relation of dependence between realitieso 36 

We move on to KoestenbaUm's next point about the 

implications of Husserlian philosophy for religion. He 

stresses the singularity of the Transcendental Ego. This can-
37 

not, in any way, bring the charge of solipsism against ," 

Husserl, because it refers exclusively to a wrong identification 

of the empirical ego with total being. Such an identification 

is absurd because it contradicts experience. It is clearly 

not intended in Phenomenology: 

36 

37 

Experience discloses only one Transcendental Ego. Such 
a view may be akin to the unity and singularity of a 
universal Spirit found in Absolu1:e Idealism, but it 
certainly is not a form of solipsism. In terms of ,the 
Husserlian categories here developed, solipsism becomes 
1:he mistaken identification of the empirical ego •.. with 
the totality of being ..•. In fact, this identification is 
absurd. Any empirical ego, including one's own, is seen 
1:0 be but an infinites.ma.J., speck in the totality of spatio-
1:emporal being.... Furthermore, in connection with tl).e 
singularity of the Transcendental Ego, it does,not make 
sense 'to' 'talk 'of' 'another Transcend'enta'l 'Ego, since that 
Ego would be merelY.9-n gbject or cogitatum to the original 

Huss(9rl, opo 'cit., p.139. (underlining my own} 0 

So'l'ipsism is defined in Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary 
(Toronto: Thomas Allen Ltd., Springfield: Go&Co Merriam Co., 
1953, po805) as: .. The theory o~ belief a. That the self 
knovvs and can know nothing but its own modifications and states. 
b. That the self is the only existent thing." 
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Transcendental Ego. 38 

.,. --
Sankaracarya was the spokesman of 'AdVaita (meaning, 

Non-Dualism) rather than simpleoneriess or unity. It is a subtle 

but important distinction beCause it indicates the difference 

between finitude and infinity. Alan Watts observes: "One and 

Many are both terms of number, and thus of finitude and dualism. 

Hence the infinite must be called the non-dual rather than the 
39 

One." Advaita vedanta is a philosophy of religion, not a 

religion perse. It strives for the "essence" of religion in 

the infinite, indescribable Self '(Attrtan) . "As an intellectual 

being I' man can realize himself as theatma, the infinite imagining 

itself as the finite. But as a being of reason, feeling, and 

sense, man must relate himself to the infinite as to a God 
40 

other than himself.1I In religion proper, man is related to 

the Infinite ahaloqically because reason can never grasp or 

express the truth of non-duality. 

Koestenba,um I S next step is to identify the Transcen-

dental Ego with the totality of Being defined and experienced 

as Consciousness: 

38 

39 

40 

Koestenbaum,~. cit., 190 (My own underlining) 

Alan Watts, The Sup'reme Tde'nt'i:ty, New York, Random House 
1972, p.69. 

ThieL, p. 70. 
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The Transcendental Ego has close affinity and may be 
considered as even identical wi.th··~theTranscendental 
Realm or the totality of Being ...• ·It follows both from 
definition and from intuition that all of Being is 
experienced as suffused with consciousness, that iS4 as 
related to the Transcendental Ego (which I am) i •••• 1 

This equation of Being with Consciousness in the Transcendental 

Ego distinguishes Husserl"s TranScendental Phenomenology from 

traditional idealistic and naturalistic metaphysics. The latter 

tend to concentrate on the subjective or objective poles of 
42 

consciousness while neglecting its structural wholeness. 

Husserl's technique of "phenomenological reduction;' 'on the other 

hand, leads him to the "apodictic" or absolutely certain evidence 

of "transcendental subjectivity" and to know it as the ultimate 

origin of all meaning and being. It is "pure" consciousness 

/ --or what Sankaracarya calls Cit~ It is, perhaps, legitimate to 

translate Husserl's Transcendental Eg'o into religious terms as 

Godhead. The symbolic nature of our theological vocabulary must 

be frankly recognized for what it is: projections or objectifi-

cations of a Reality encountered in the depths of human conscious-

ness. Berdyaev calls this Reality Spirit: 

41 

42 

Spiri~ is never an object; nor is spiritual reality an 
objective one. In the so-called objective world there 
is no such nature, thing, or objective reality as spirit. 

Koestenbaum,op. cit., p.19l. 

Ibid., p.19l-2. 
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Hence it is easy to deny the reality of spirit. God is 
spiri t because 'he is not object, hecause he is subject ..•• 
In objeCtification ther'e 'are 'no primal realities', but only 
symbols., -The 'objective 'spirit is merely a symbol!jm of 
spirit.... The subject alone 'always has reality. 

Spiri-t or Godhead would seem to be the theological equivalent 

"". - -for Sankaracarya' s transcendental Self 'CAtman) . 

Koestenbaum refers to the phenomenon of the "empty" 

consciousness in universal religious experience as the appearance 

of the Transcendental Ego: 

It may be possible to comment on the manner of appearance 
of the Transcendental Ego ..•• The height of religious 
illumination, be it the vision of God in Western mysticism 
or nirvana or'sarn:adhi in Oriental mysticism, can be described 
metaphysically as the experience of' 'empty 'cotlsCi'ousn-e'ss. 
Consciousness is there •.. but the contents are gone, the 
particular determinations and differentiations have been 
eliminated. Such w~7Ild be the experience of the pure 
Transcendental Ego. 

- - ~. -- -In: Aparoksan:uhhuti , Sanka_racarya defines' 'Samadhi. Ne:gat,ively, 

it is consciousness unobstructed by objective thinking. 

Positively, it is knowledge of Brahrtiar~-Atma'n, that simply and 

nothing more: 

43 

44 

45 

The complete forgetfulness of all thought by first making 
it changeless and then identifying it w~5h Brahman is 
called Sama:dhi known also as Know'l'ed'ge. 

N. Berdyaev, Spirit and Reality, New York, 1939, pp.5, 53. 

Koestenbaum, Ope cit., p.192. 

/., - - I 
Sankaracharya~'op~ cit., sloka 124" p.66. 
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The "emptiness", far from be.ing- astateo;f "unconsciousness VI 

like drea'mless sleep' is rather an intensification or i.llUmination 

of "pure" consciousness. It is theappea'rance of' 'Atman. 

Koestenbaum concludes his discussion of the Transcendental 

Ego and its implications for religious philosophy with 

some cormnents on "freedom". The "active" aspect of transceri-

dental freedom is expressed by the capacity to "constitute" 
46 

the world of empirical egos and to invest it with meaning. 

The "passive" aspect of freedom is the Transcendental Ego's 

ability to "witness" all being. Hence the metaphor of omniscience 

is not misapplied: "To know all means to be the observer of 

all. Omniscience is one kind of freedom; it is the freedom of 
47 

knovdedge. " A problem to resolve, says Koestenbaum, is the 

apparent contradiction between the omniscience of the Transcen-

dental Ego and the finitude (ignorance?) of human experience 

in the world: 

46 

47 

48 

The value and truth of religion may well be said to stand 
or fall with the success with which it can reconcile the 
apparent contradiction between the intuitions of the 
omniscience and omnipotence of the Transcendental Ego and 
the obvious finitude of human experience. If there is an 
answer within the context of phenomenology, it must be 
found in irnmediate experience, not in metaphysical 
inference. 48 

Koestenbaum, Ope cit., p.192-3. 

Ibid., p.193. 

Ibid., p.194. 
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He discusses s.everal solutions to the problem. Did the Trans-

cendental Ego "constitute" matter in order to be in the presence 

of "genuine otherness"? (This relate~ to the theological 

problem of how and why God created the world.) The other 

solution is to attribute the experience of finitude to the embodied 

ego alone, and the supposed "contradiction~ to a confusion 

or wrong identification of the transcendental and human egos: 

Another proffered solution is that the experience of 
finitude applies solely to our experience of an empirical 
ego: since we tend to confuse (through unanalyzed identi
fication) one particular .empirical ego with the Transcendenta.l 
Ego, we transfer to the Transcendental Ego the sense of 
finitude associated with the empirical ego. It follows, 
conversely, that the sense of finitude emerges only when 
man tries to impose the capabilities of the Transcendental 
Ego onto an empirical ego. As long as the focus of con
sciousness is on the Transcendental Ego, the sense of 
limitation does not arise. 49 

The first solution may be said to produce the theological or 

syrrib9fl:~c way of resolving the paradox between omniscience.. .,{: .' 

and finitude .. The second solution approximates the one offered 

by tankaracarya with his doctrine o-f "mutual superimposition". 

According to it, the empirical ego' (Jiva) by its intellect 

(buddhi) falsely "superimposes"· qualities and attributes of 

itself on the Self· (A'ttrian)·. Inversely, the· A'tman superimposes 

the characteristics of the empirical ego on itself. The cure 

for this ignorance (aVidya) is discrimination ('viveka) between 

the t.wo, followed by direct, intui ti ve knowledge of the :Atman 

49 
Ibid., p.195. 
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as thl9 sole Reality. Hus.serl, though he distinguishes between 

the VI·transcendental EgoH and the "human ego" and gives primacy 

to the former as the "constitutor" of the later, does not ask 

why "constitution" takes place. He is content merely to 

"describe Vl the structure of consciousness. 

Koestenbaum's resolution, in phenomenological terms, 

of the paradox between omniscience and finitude parallels 

the Advaitic experience of "Self-realization": 

~ro experience the imfinite bliss which is the Transcendental 
Ego - that is, onmipotence and peace - the individual 
must dissociate the Transcendental Ego from its enta.ngle
~aents with the world, and specifically, with an empirical 
ego .... The meaning of life, i.e. ultimate satisfaction, 
is to be attained merely through the clear understanding 
of the Transcendental Ego itself. 50 

Knowledge of the structure of consciousness itself is enough 

to attain "ultimate satisfaction n
, "the meaning of life", or 

the "infinite bliss" of the Transcendental Ego. 

Did ~ankaracarya anticipate the method of 'I'ranscendental 

Phenomenology to arrive at his non-dual philosophy of the Self 

(Atman)? A clue is obtained by examining the distinctive 

methodology of ll.dva:i ta' Veda:nta: deliberate superimposition 

(adhye(ropa) and subsequent rescission (apa.va:da). I take my point 

50Tbid~., P .195. 
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of depar.turefrom a book by Swami ,Sat chidanandendra Saraswa ti . 

It is an English translation of the Int:roduction to his work 

in Sanskrit called Veda:n"ta:"::Pr"akYiya--:pr"a:tyabhij'ta-. Saraswati 

raises the question whether any systematic method can be dis-

covered by means of which the unity of the three major 

Scriptures "(Pras:than:as') of vedanta - the Up"an'is"ads,. Hhagavad

Gita" and BYahma: Su:tras - can be established? He replies 

that a study of the three Frasthanas one by one is not at all 

51 

likely to yield a COIrnTlon method or a unified system of philosophy. 

Most scholars agree that theistic and non-dual elements exist 

intertwined in the' Bhag:avad-Gita, and it is not easy to reconcile 

them.. A similar condition prevails in the Br'ahrtta:, Sutras. 

Saraswati quotes authorities like P. Deussen, G. Thibaut, 

Max-f'1uller, S. Radhakrishnan and Das Gupta in support of the 

- / --
view that only the commentaries (BhaSiyas) of Sankaracarya 

bring order out of cha.os, follow a systematic method, and result 

in a uni:fied system of philosophy that does justice to the 

three Prasthan:as. They do so by subordinating divine beings 
52 

like Visnu and~iva to Brab..man-'Atman. It is absolutely . 
~ - - -certain that Sankaracarya and his famous predecessor Gaucla'pada 

s·tood in the: orthodox tradition of Advaita vedanta, and remain 

51 

52 

Swami Satchidanandendra Saraswati, How to" Rec'ognize the Method 
of Vedanta, Holenarsipur, Adhyatma Prakasha Karyaloya Press, 
1964, p.2. 

Saraswati,' "~.: 'c'it., p.ll 
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to this day the mo.st ancient and autheritative mentors ef 

Ved~i"ntic philoseph}': 0 Saraswati makes no. att'empt to. apply the 

methedelegyabstracted from the majer cainmeritaries '(Eha:syas) 

ef Sankaracarya to. the miner werks '('pYakar'a:r:.'as) attributed to. 

him by traditien. This is prebably because ef the neterieus 

difficulty ef establishing their authership with certainty. 

I feel, hewever, that it is useful and legitimate to illustrate 

the methedand ceherent system ef P~dVa'ita frem Vivekacudamani 

- -and Apareksanubhuti, beth of which are attributed to. the 

". - -authership of Sankaracarya. There is no goed reasen to. 

impugn his authership ef these beeks en the basis ef either 
53 

method er philesephical centent. 

Saraswati defines (Advaita) Veda-n'ta. as a systematic 

account o.f Knowledge or Being by which the A,ll is reduced to. 
54 

the One. The methed fer deing the job is called Adhyarepa-apavada. 

~ --He takes his cue from a statement by Sankaracarya in his 

G'Ita Bhasya: . 
That which is deveid of all distinctions and details is 
explained through deliberate superimpositien and rescissien. 

The Sanskrit reads as follews: 

ta tb.'a hi sampradayavi ti Vacanam 'adhyaropap'av.taSiabhyam nis-
prapaffcam:prapafrcya:te"iti 55 '" 

53See my Appendix 2 for argument in faveur of ~ankaracarya's 
authorship ef' Viv.ekachudamani. 

u 6 

54saraswati, 'op.cit., p.27. 

5,5Tbido, 29 cempare BoG. ,~.B. XIII:13. 
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Saraswati defines superiIJlposi.ti.on llitexa,llYL a,s "la¥in~ 

something on something el'se r ;fa,lsely imput.tncg the nature or 
56 

property of somet'hing to something else.'n· Ire explains the 

use of the method, as follows: 

It is a postulate of Vedanta, that, owing to a natural 
tendency of the human mind, a beg'inningless superimposition 
called avidya compels us all to look upon Reality as 
infected with manifold distinctions. Now in order to 
educate the mind to interpret Reality as iti~, the UEani~ads 
uniformly employ the aforesaid method of adhyaropapavada 
or deliberate superimposition or provisional ascription 
and subsequent rescission or abrogation. 57 

,. - -
Sa~karacarya uses this time-honored method to explain why 

Brahman is portrayed in the Gita anthropomorphically, i.e. 

with hands, fee~, head, etc: 

56 

57 

the special features noticed in the Kshetraj1fa (the Self) 
mving to the limiting conditions caused by the different 
forms of kshetra (the body etc.) being unreal,have 
been rescinded in the previous sloka, andKshetraj~a has 
been taught to be realized as neither being nor non-being. 
But here ... even the unreal nature manifested through the 
limiting conditions, has been treated as though it were 
the property of the knowable just to bring its existence 
home, and hence the knowable Kshetraj?i'a is spoken of as 
'possessed of hands and feet etc. everywhere. I Accordingly, 
there is the well-known saying of knowers of tradition: 
'That which is devoid of all details is set forth in 
detail through deliberate superimposition and rescission. 158 

IbiC!.., p. 29 . 

IbiC!., p. 29. 

58 L 
~S.B. quoted by Saraswati, ~. cit., p.30. 
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-8aflkclracarya, ,following- the. Vedantioc tr,a,di,ti:on, delib.el;ately 
., . . . 

" 
leads his Te'adeTs on a"journe.y thiough i<.?Jnora.nce 'Cavidy'[l." 

because there is no other way to a.pproach 'Reality phenomenolog-

ically. For example, he superimposes the three states of 

consciousness - waking, dreaming, and deep sleep - only to 

rescind them again. ". He superimposes the five sheaths (kosas) 

covering the Self, then cancels them one by one so that the 

Self (Atman) emerges in consciousness. All superimpositions 

presuppose a fundamental error of conceptual reasoning 

called ignorance (avidya). This is not an event in time and 

space, but an inherent, beginningless defect or structure of 

mind" One abolishes it by the progressive cancellation of 

the superimpositions of ignorance. One proceeds phenomenologi-

cally by the systematic negation of all objects, all relations, 

all dualities, until the Self is discovered. 

Vvherefore it is only a cessation of the perception 
of the differentiated forms of the external world that 
can lead to a firm grasp of the real nature of the Self. 
For, the Self is not a thing unknown to anybody at any 59 
1:ime, is not a thing to be reached or got rid of or acquired. 

The method of "deliberate superimposition and subsequent 

rescission" is consistent with, and inexplicable without the 

general viewpoint of Transcendental Phenomenology. 

59 

Bankaracarya's method may be compared to that of an 

The Bhagavad-Glta With the Commentar of §rI ~ankarachar a 
Trans. A. Maha eva Sastri, 5th Ed., Madras: V. Ramaswamy 
Sastrulu and Sons, 1961, commentary on XVIII: 50, p.488, 
line 5 ff. 
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archeologist working on a site. He be~ins digging, after 

establishing a fixed point of reference. 'Reworks systematically, 

uncovering artifacts plot by plot. He measures' carefully the 

depth and location of each object, and tries to discover their 

mutual relationships. He theorizes on the basis of geology, 

h~story, culture etc. So in the pages of his commentaries 

./ --and minor writings, we find Sankaracarya the archeologist 

at work. He demonstrates how to "dig" through the accumulated 

layers or sheaths of consciousness to the Self. At each level 

of the phenomenological investigation" he pauses to assess the 

value of the entities uncovered. He works with supreme confidence 

in the outcome, and urges his companions not to get discouraged. 

At last, after the labour of many reductions, the soil of 

ignorance is removed. The foundation of an ancient civiliza-

tion - of~all civilization - emerges in plain view. It is 

called Being-Consciousness-Bliss (Sat-Cit--Ananda). It was 

there all the time, of course, but buried, forgotten, neglected. 

It needed only to be discovered. It is the very Self (Atman) 

of eVE~ry man, the uessence" of phenomenal selfhood and worldly 

existence. 



brahm~ sat11.full j aganmi tlryetye,rrunrupo vinitcayahsb"yamni tyani tyavas tuvivekah 
samudm'irtah 

A finn conviction of the mind to the effect that Brahman is real and 
the universe unreal, is designated as discrimination (viveka) between 
th e Real and th e unreal. 

-- - / / - -
tadvairagyam j jhasa ya darsanasravahadjbhih dehr-kiibnilimaparyante 
hYaJn tye bhogavas tunl 

Vairagya or renunciation is the desire to give up all transitory 
enjoyments (ranging) from those of an (animate) body to those of 
Brahmahood (having already known theiT defects) from observation, 
instruction and so forth. 

sarvad~ sthananam buddeh ~uddhe brahT'1aTIi sarvada tatsamadhanamityuktam 
na tu ci ttasva lalanam 

" " 
Not the mere indulgence of thought (in curjosity) but the constant 
concentration of the intellect ... on the ever-pure BTah!"~n, is 1,hat 
is called Samacihana or self-settledness. 

ahamkara,didehantan,bandhanajnanakalpitan.svasvarUpavahodhena 
mokt1llIliccha mumukstidi .. 

TVlumuksutg or yearning for Freedom is the des ire to free 0'?1CS C 1 f, ry 
realizing OPc' 's true nature, from all bondages from th:'lt of egoism 
to that of tPp boo)' - hondazcs superlmosed by Ignorance. 

- Vi vekacudamani ~ 20,21; 26 ;.27 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE FOUR QUALIFICATIONS 

1. Preamble 

In this first chapter we shall examine the Four Pre-

liminary Qualifications (Sadhana) for "Self-realization" 

outlined in the two small books known as Vivekacudamani 

(Crest Jewel of Discrimination) and hparoksanubhuti (Self
I .. __ 

Realization), which are attributed to Sankaracarya's 

authorship. We shall compare their contents to see whether 

they come from a common author, and \~7e shall compare their 

teachings with passages in the major corr~entaries of 
I 
Sa~karacarya to determine what discrepancies, if any, exist. 

We shall also try to deduce what phenomenological characteristics 

are involved in the Four Qualifications. At the end of the 
I. __ 

chapter, we shall study Sankaracarya's Fifteen Steps for the 

attainment of Knowledge (Self-Realization) outlined in verses 

100 t:hrough 124 of A.paroksanubhuti. These represent a re

interpretation and amplification by §ankaracarya of PaLta~jaliUs 

eight steps of Yoga- discipline or technique. -
The author of Aparoksanubhuti wrote consciously and 

deliberately for those desiring to undergo the discipline 

35 
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necessary to. acquire final liberatian (rnab;~at from ignarance 
, 1 

(avidya) and relative 'existence (sams-aial' strictly spe~"king I 
, 

there is nathing to. be "'acquired" , s.l:.ncethe' Self eAtman) 

exists as theane, eternal Reality underlying and pervading 

all phenamena, including the individual ega (Jlva). One can 

no. more deny the Self than deny ane's awn existence. Haw 

then daes ane "realize" the Self ar "acquire" liberatian? 

It is accamplished salely by training the mind to. transcend 

the limitations af empirical knawledge, to. view such pseuda-

knawledge as the praduct af primal Ignarance (avidya) ar 

casmic Illusian (maya). Now abviausly, this radical reversal 

af values, whereby what was previausly regarded as "real WI 

knawledge (fram the relative paint of view) is seen to. be 

false and misleading, and whereby what was farmerly nat knawn 

to. exist at all is seen to. be the one and anly real Existence 

(fram the absalute view-paint) is nat very easily "acquired". 

It is the "reward" reserved far the "pure in heart" (sadbhih) 

who. persevere in meditating on the truth "with full effart" 
2 

(,pray~tnena.) , The supreme Knawledge af "identity" with Self 

(Atma~)is realized only when the last vestige af subject-
3 

abject duality is avercome in consciausness. This realizatian 

l. 

2 

3 

Sankaracharya, Aparaksanubhuti, Trans. _ Swami Vimuktananda, 
Calcutta: Advaita Asnram, 1966. §laka 2, p.2 

Ibi'i- , 
/ 
slaka 2, p.2. 

Ibi<i. , 
I 
slaka 2, p.2 Vimuktananda's cornmentary. 
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of non-duality (adyaita) is the conSUllt)mati:on 'O;E Self-realization. 
/. - -' 
Sankaracarya names Four Preliminary Qualifications 

(Sadh~) for the man intent on acquiring Ii liberation" 

(~iaJ: 1) Dispassion {Vairagya); 2) Discrimination (Viveka); . . 4 _. 

3) Six Treasures (Samadisad Sampattih) i 4) Yearning for 
\ - .. 

Liberation (Mumuksuta). These qualifications are lUacquiredll 

by "propitiating Hari (the Lord), through austerities and the 

performance of duties partaining to their social order and 
5 

stage in life." In other words, the performance of one's 

social and religious duties are not totally irrelevant, but 

means of preparation for IIS e lf-realization ll . L. - -Sankaracarya 

does not advocate a "mysticism" of an individualistic and 

anti-social nature. He recognizes the social dimension of 

religion as a matrix within which man can (and does) progress 

to spiritual maturity. This point is neglected by many 

f. - -
interpreters of Sankaracarya's philosophy. 

In Aparoksanubhuti dispassion (vairagya) is defined 

briefly as "indifference to all objects of enjoyment from the 

realm of Brahma the god to this world" on account of their 
6 

perishable and non-eternal nature. It is considered folly to 

replace desire for enjoyments in this life with desire for 

enjoyments in the next life. Both kind of desire must be 

4 
The Six Treasures are ~, Dama, Q.E,arati, Titiksa, Sraddha 
and .Samadhana. 

5 I 
Ibid., sloka 3, p.3. 

6. J' 3 Ibld" sloka 4, p. 
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eliminated bec:ause :they direct att:ention away£rom the Real 

to the unreal, .and .. prev'ent·the bliss 0.£ Self"-realization. 
/' .. - - ' 

Like Jesus, Sankaracarya soroetimesemploys humor and hyperbole 

to stimulate the imagination of his hearers. He says, just 

as one treats the excreta of a crow (kakavisthayam) with 

studied indifference and revulsion (vairagyam), so one must 

learn to treat objects of enjoyment. They are ephemeral, and 

deserve our contempt for "luring" us away from the knowledge 

of the eternal Self. 

In Vivekacudamani, dispassion or renunciation (vairagya) 

is listed after discrimination (viveka), not first as in 

Aparok~anubhut~. It is defined as "the desire to give up 

all transitory enjoyments (ranging) from those of an (animate) 

body to those of Brahmahood (having already known their defects) 
7 

from observation, instruction and so forth." The implication 

is that the pleasures of the body, such as eating, sleeping, 

and sexual gratification, are in approximately the same 

class as enjoyment of the blessings of the god Brahma, since 

both share the defect of belonging to transitory existence. 

This inclusion of the highest god Brahmain the phenomenal 

world, and subsequent renunciation, is based on the experience 

of disallusionment with religious observances performed expressly 

for gaining Heaven (svarqa). It opens the way for a "transcendental" 

7 ,. - -
SankaracharY'a vi vekachuel.amani, Trans. Swami Madhavananda, 
Calcutta: Advaita Ashrarna, 1970, sloka 21, p.8. 
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awareness of ul timate;Reali ty bey,ond th.e,~rod~, but is scarcely 

available to the man who has never worsh.ipped. 

Discrimination CVivekaJ 1 according, to AParoksarlUbhuti, 

is the settled conviction that th~re is only one permanent 

(nit yam) permanent being, namely the Self (A:tman). Everything 

else in the "seen" (siris'yaml or phenomenal world is "opposed" 
8 

(tadviparltagam) to Self i.e. transient, relative, impermanent. 

This implies, necessarily, that the contents of the "subjective!! 

world, including the ego (JIva) itself, are no more real than 

the so-called "objective" world. One must "discriminate" 

between the obj ects of empirical know'ledge, whether of the 

psychological or physical variety, and the trans-empirical 

or transcendental Self known only by intuition. The line 

dra\'I7n between the "Self" and the IttNot-Self" is on the basis 

of the destruction of the objectifiable entities and the non-

objectified subject or "Self" which is known not by psychological 

introspection or self-consciousness but "enjoyingly". 
__ I. __ 

In Vivekacudamani, Sankaracarya begins his list of 

four qualifications with discrimination (viveka) "between the 
9 

Real and the unreal (nitya-anitya-vastu)" He explains the 

meaning of that distinction as "a firm conviction of the mind 

8, _ _ ~ _ I 
Sankaracharya, Apa'r:o'ksanubhuti, slok~ 5, p. 4. 

9,. _ _ _ _ / 
Sankar achary a, Vi'vekachudamani, s loka 19, p. 7 . . . 
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to. the effecttha.t Br.ahman is real a.nd the universe unreal." 

It must always :be. borne .in mind that, in Vedantic context, 

ureal" (satya) means "ete:rnal (nitya) and "unreal" means the 
.11 

opposite, non-eternal. This definition agrees essentially 

10 

wi th t:he one in Aparoksanubhuti r but it takes precedence over 

renunciation (vairaqya) in the list of qualifications. This 

may be intended to indicate that renunciation is the "practical" 

analogue of knowledge. 

The Six Treasures (samadi:;;ad sampattih) are enumerated 

in~arok~anubhuti, beginning with control of the mind (~) 

and restraint of the external organs (dama). Sarna is defined 
12 

as "abandonment of desires (vasana-tyagah) at all times." 

This implies a deliberate effort to dissociate the mind from 

external stimuli of the senses. To-gether, they are intended 

to bring about the cessation of all desires. Uparati is 

described as "turning away completely from all sense-objects". 

This is a further intensification or perfection of ~-dama, 
14 

and is achieved spontaneously without effort. 

10 I 
Ibi~, sloka 20, p.7. 

11 
Sat ,is another name for Brahman-A'tman .. 

12/ 
Sankaracharya, Aparoksanubnuti, §lok~ 6, p.4. 

13 I 
Ibi~, sloka 7, p.S. 

14 
Ibiel., SwamI Vimuktanand'.a IS, commentary on ~loka 7, p.S. 

13 
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In Vi vekachlldamani ISCU!J.a i.s dehi:ned. as. ".resting. of . . 
the 'mind steadfastly on its Goal [Yiz .. Brahman) after havin5 

detached i tseTf from the -manifold sense-Objects' by continually 
15 

observing their defects." This definition makes explicit 

what was implicit in the Aparoksanubhuti definition: a positive 

turning of the mind to the IItranscendental" Reality after 

"reducing" the objectsiin consciousness to nil. ~ is like-

wise defined positively, as well as negatively: "Turning both 

kinds of sense-organs away from sense-objects and placing them 
16 

in their respective centres." This is called "self-control". 

Uparati or "self-withdrawal" is lithe mind-function ceasing to 
17 

be affected by external objects." It most certainly does 

not imply empty-mindedness or a state of unconsciousness but 

full and vivid awareness of the Self without any distractions 

of mental or physical objects. 

In Aparoksanubhuti, the definition of titiksa is 

"patient endurance of all sorrow or pain" (sarva-duhkhanam 
18 

sahanam) which, when practised, results in happiness (subha) 

( 

15/ / 
Sankaracharya, Vivekachudamani, slo~ 22, p.8. 

16 I 
Ibi£h, sloka 23, p. 8. 

17 I 
Ibi~, sloka 23b, p.8 

l8 I 
~()ksanubhuti, sloka 7b, p.5. 
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/ -
Sradd~ is defined as .11 implicit fai th'r in the. Vedas and the 

19 
teachers (gurus·) who interpret the Vedas . Private study 

not enough. One should enter into a trusting relationship 

with a saint who has experienced the truth of the Vedas, who 

has realized the Self (Atman). Samadhana is "concentration 

of the mind on the only object Sat (Brahman)" and 
20 

imp~ies an exclusive reverence for the Self. 

The author of Vivekacudamani defines titiksa or "forbearance" 

as "the bearing of all afflictions without caring to redress 
21 

them, being free ... from anxiety or lament on their score." 

No mention is made here of the happiness (subha) which ensues, 

perhaps to avoid any suggestion of emotional attachment to 

external events. The freedom from anxiety suggests a state of 
/ 

peaceful equilibrium and poise. Sraddha is "acceptance by - . 

firm judgment as true of what the scriptures and the Guru 
22 

instruct." It is much more than mental assent. It implies 

a state of wholehearted reliance and trust in the guru and his 

instruction. Samadhana or "self-settledness" is "the constant 

19 / 
~ .. , sloka 8, p.S. 

20 / Ibid. , sloka 8b, p.S. 

21 / 
Vi vekachudamani, 'sloka 24, p. 9 . 

22 / 
ill,S!. .. , sloka 25, p.9. 



concentration of the .intel.lect ... on the.eyer:-pureBrahman . II 

23 
It is deCidedly not "mere 'indulgence "of thQusrht (in curiosi'ty)" 

We can say that the total man is involved in "transcendental 

mediation" on the reality of Being. This completes the list 

of Six Treasures (samadisad sampattih). 

The fourth and last preliminary qualification is called 

mumuksuta. Sankaracarya defines it in Aparoksanubh'j'jtj 

as a " s tron9'desire Ui (sudri~ha buddhi~) for "the final liberation 
24 

from i:he bonds of the world" (samsara~bandha-nirmuktih) 

The desire to be free from the limitations and frustrations of 

finitude and ignorance must animate the whole course of discipline 

leading to Self-realization. This desire alone is legitimate, 

because it transcends all other desires and attachments to the 

phenomenal world and enables the mind to merg into the Self 

(Atmaq) that is infinite Existence-Knowledge-Bliss. The 

attainment of the Self is man's highest good because it 

liberates him from the bondage of ignorance. 
I. - -

But Sankaracarya 

warns that only the man who possesses the above mentioned Four 

Qualifications is a fit person to undertake the pursuit of 

Self-Knowledge. 

Mumuksuta or "yearning for freedom" is defined in 

VivekacUdamani as "the desire to free oneself, by realizing 

23 
Ibid., ~loka 26, p.9 

24 
Aparoksanubhuti, ~loka 9, p.6 
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one's own true nature, from all bondages"ranging in nature 

from egoism to body-corisGiousness. The,se"bondages~' or 

limitations are superimposed on the transcendental Self by 
25 

ignorance. It must be added at once that "bondages" are 

illusions of the mind that persist only so long as a man remains 

ignorant of his true identity. The real nature of the Self 

is infinite freedom. 

This completes the list of the Four Qualifications 

/' -- - - --outlined by Sankaracarya in Aparoksanubhuti and Vivekacudamani . . 
There is a close parallel betw'een the two accounts, and no basic 

conflict of intention. The minor differences are differences 

only of emphasis. There is no good reason to suggest that they 

were composed by a different author, though we may suppose 

that a different set of pupils were in mind. 

2. Some Parallels in the Major C~taries 

of Sanka6icarya 

Now it is commonplace knowledge that these four 

qualifications are also found in the major commentaries of 

/' --
Sankaracarya. They are listed at the very outset of the 

,Brahma Slitra Bhasya (commentary) ~ 

Well, then, we maintain that the antecedent conditions 
are the discrimination of what is eternal and what is 

25 _ _ I 
Vivekachudarnani, sloka 27, p.10. . . 
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non-eternalithe renunciation of all des:i:re to enjoy 
the fruit (of one's. actions) bo.th -here and hereatter; 
the acquirement ·ot tr:anquilli ty, seTf ..... restraint,. and 
the other means, .andthe desire ·of tinal release. If 
these conditions exist, a man may,-either before entering 
on an enquiry into active religious duty or after that., 
engage in the enquiry into Brahman and come to know it; 
but not otherwise. The work 'then' therefore intimates 
that the enquiry into Brahman is subsequent to the acquisition 
of the above-mentioned (spiritual) means. 26 

,,1'. __ 

Although he seems to refer to them in passing, Sankaracarya 

assigns great importance to the Acquisition of these four 

"antecedent conditions". They, and they alone, qualify a man 

for "enquiry into Brahmanll. 

In his Brhadaranyaka Uoanisad Bhasya, Sankaracarya 

singles out "desire" as the cause of man's bondage to empirical 

existence and ignorance: 

These two hankerings after the ends and means are the 
desire, prompted by which an ignorant man helplessly 
enmeshes himself like a silkworm I' and through absorption 
in the path of rituals becomes outgoing in his tendencies 
and does not know his own world, the Self .... Desire 
consists of the two hankerings after the ends and means, 
visible and invisible, which are the special sphere of 27 
an ignorant man. Hence the· wise man should renounce them. 

The renunciation (vairagya) of desire (kama,) for "ends and 

means" in connection with ritualism is required as one of the 

indispensable conditions for knowing the Self. All desires, 

26 

27 

The Vedanta slitras with Commentarv of Sankaracaryq, XXXIV 
Trans. George Thibaut. Delhi, Varanasi, Patna: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1968, p.12, line 2 ff. B.D. 1.1.1. 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad with the Commentary of Safikaracarya, 
Tfans. Swami Madhavananda, Mayayati: Advaita Ashrama, 1950, 
p. 194, line 1 ff. Br. Up. 1.4.7. (my underlining). 
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except the desire for l£beration, are to be ~enounced, even 

the normal hankerings for children, wealth, and blessings of 

the gods: 

Knowing this very Self, their own reality, as 'I am this, 
the Supreme Brahman, eternally d,evoid of relative attributes, 
and ever satisfied', the Brahmanas - they are mentioned 
because they alone are qualified for renunciation -
renounce, lit. rise up in an opposite direction to - what? -
the desire for sons, as means of winning this word ..• hence 
the meaning is, they do not marry. (The desire) for 
'wealth: procuring cattle etc. which are the means of rites ... 
that one may win the world of the gods either by combining 
rites with mediation, which is divi~§ wealth, or solely 
through mediation on Hiranyagarbha. 

"Attachment" to the world (through desires) is the cause of 

transmigration from one relative existence and body to another. 

The abolition of these desires accomplishes the fulfilment of 

all desires in Self-realization: 

It has been said that only the man who is attached to 
results transmigrates. Since one who has no desires 
cannot perform (ritualistic) work, the man who does not 
desire necessarily attains liberation. How does a man 
cease to desire? He who is without desires is the man 
who does not desire .•.. How do they leave? The objects 
of whose desire have been attained? How are they attained? 
Because he is one to whom all objects of desire are but 
the Self - who has only the Self, and nothing else separate 
from it than can be desired: 29 

Absence of desire (akama) is equivalent to desire for Self-

realization (abuakama) and paradoxically, for the man of 

Self-realization, desirelessness and desire of the Self are 

28 
Did., p.480, line 24 ff. Br. ~., 3.5.1. (my underlining) 

29 
Did., p.718, line 15 ff . .Ji!;:...: Upn 4.4.6. 
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both equivalent to desire (aptakama) for wife, sons, wealth, 

gods etc. because the "ess'ence" of all' .personsand entities 

is known to be only Bramnan"<Atman ana nothing else. So the 

"acquiring" of Self is theacguiring of everything in the universe: 

In his Bhagavad-GIta Bha~ya, tankaracarya demonstrates 

discrimination (vivek~) between the Real and the unreal on the 

basis of what is permanent (nitya) and temporary (anitya) in 

consciousness. Though he is restricted by the·task at hand, 

i.e. to write a commentary on the Bhagavad-GIta, yet he shows 

his familiarity with this approach to Ultimate Reality: 

For, every fact of experience involves twofold consciousness 
(buddhi), the consciousness of the real (sat) and the 
consciousness of the unreal (asat). Now that is (said to 
be real, of which our consciousness never· fails; and that 
to be unreal, of which our consciousness fails. Thus the 
distinction of reality and unreality depends on our 
consciousness. Now t in all our experience, twofold conscious
ness arises with reference to one and the same substratum 
(samanadhikarana) .... Of the two, the consciousness of pot, 
etc., is temporary as was already pointed out, but not the 
consciousness of existence. Thus the object corresponding 
to our consciousness of pot etc. is unreal, because ... 
temporary; but what corresponds to our consci~ysness of 
existence is not unreal, because •.• unfailing. 

The conclusion of the passage is interesting because it refers 

to "the patient endurance (titiksa) of sorrow and pain" 

integral to phenomenal existence for one aspiring to know 

Brahman. All such phenomena as "grief and delusion" are known, 

30 
Ibid., p.191, line 24 ff. Br. Q£.. 1.4.17. 

31 
The Bhagavad-GIta with the Commentary of Sri Saiikaracharya, 
Trans. A. Mahadeva Sastri, Madras: V. Ramaswamy Sastraiu and 
Sons, 1961, p.35, B.G. 11:16. 

30 
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ul timately, to be non-ex.istent: 

This conclusion - that the real is. ever existent and the 
unreal is never existent - regarding the two the Self and 
the non-Self, the re·a:l and the 'un,rea'l, is always present 
before the minds of those who atte'nd only to truth, to the 
real nature of, the Brahman, the Absolute, the All, nThatn. 
Thous hast therefore better follow the view that all 
phenomena (vikaras) are really non-existent and are, 
like the mirage, mere false appearances do thou calmly 
bear heat and cold and the pairs of opposites, of which 
some are constant and others incon~tant in their nature 
as productive of pleasure or pain. J2 

Uparati or the "mind-function ceasing to be affected by 

external objectsn is inferred but not directly named in a 

passage of tankaracarya's Bhagavad-GI'ta Bh'asya: "Wherefore • 
it is only a cessation of the perception of the differentiated 

forms of the external world that can lead to a firm grasp of 
33 

the real nature of the Self.n This is really a description 

of "self-withdrawal il from mental and physical objects so that 

a direct and immediate intuition of the Self can take place. 

In a similar way, there is no mention of "yearning for freedom 

(mumuk~uta) but a mere statement of the liberation (kaivalya) 

which results when the Self (Atman) is known, and ignorance 

(avidya) is abolished. 

32 

33 

Pure Self-Knowledge is the means to the Highest Bliss; 
for, as removing the notion of variety, it cUlminates 
in liberation (kaivalya). Avidya is the perception of 
variety involving actions, factors of action and the 
ends of actions .... The remover of this avidya is th 

l£i£., p.37, line 11 ff, B.G. 11:16. 

Ibid., p.488, line 5 ff., B.G. XVIII:66. 
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knowledge of. the SeTf arising in the following form, 
III Here I n am, . ~~ee,a non-agent, acti:.onless, devoid of 
results .... 

Freedom is always associated with the Self, bondage with the 

not-Self. The not-Self is made up of all "names and forms" 

(nama-rupa), all objectivity, all appearances created by 

ignorance (avidya). The Self, on the other hand, is pure 

Knowledge, Freedom and Bliss Absolute. 

Many more references to the major commentaries of 
1". __ 
Sankaracarya could be made to show that all the elements of 

the Four Qualifications names in ViyekacUdamanj and 

Aparoksanubhuti are present there, either implicityly or ex-

plicitly. We have abstracted from the Brahma SUtra Bhasya, 

the ~rhadaranyaka Upanisad Bhasya, and the Bhqqavad GJta . . 
Bhasy~ enough evidence to conclude that Sankaracarya was . . 
very familiar with, if not the original author of the Four 

Qualifications. 

3. Phenomenological Implicatjons 

We proceed now to examine this four-fold approach to 

Self--realization from the phenomenological view-point. 

Discrimination (Viveka) is a technique for separating 

the Real from the unreal, the Self from the not-Self, the 

34 
Ibid., p.500, line 21.ff.; B.G. XVIII:66. 
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permanent from the impermanent, "pure" Consciousness from its 

intentional ObJects. It :corresponds .mo.re or less to the 

Husserlian procedure of distinguishing between the transcendental 

and -the empirical modes of consciousness, the Transcendental 

Ego and the human ego, the transcendental subjectivity and 

the world "constituted" by intentionality. 

For 6'al'lkaracarya, the absence of discrimination (viveka) 

leads to the confusion of mutual superimposition (adhyasp.). 

By an uncritical process of the mind), attributes of the ego 

(Jivq) and its objects, both psychological and physical, are 

superimposed on the Self (Atman) and vice versa: 

The union between Kshetra and Kshetraj«a, between the object 
and the subject, which are opposed to·each other in nature, 
is of the nature of mutual adhyasa; i.e. it consists in 
confounding them as well as their attributes with each 
other owing to the absence of the discrimination 
between the nature of Kshetra and that of Kshetraj~a, 
like the union of a rope and a mother of pearl respectively 
with a snake and silver when they are mistaken the one 
for the other owing to the absence of discrimination. 35 

If the uncritical union of Kshetra (lit. the field) and 

Kshetraj~a (lit. knower of the field) produces 11ithyaj~ana 

(false knowledge, illusion), discrimination (viveka) destroys it: 

35 

The union of Kshetra and Kshetrajna which is of the 
nature of adhyasa - which consists in confounding the one 
with the other - is a sort of illusion (Mithyajnana): 
and this illusion vanishes - because of its opposition to 
the right knowledge - when a man attains to a knowledge 
of the distinction between Kshetra and Kshetrajna as 
defined in the sastra, when he is able to separate Kshetrajna 

IQi~, p.368, line 12 ff., B.G. XIII:26. 
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from Kshetra like .the ishika reed from the' munja-grass and 
~to realis~tha!. Br~hrnan, .the Knma~~le I which is devoid of 
all upadh1s ... lS h1S own Self .•.• 

It should be pointed out that Kshetra and Kshetrajii'a are in 

a totally unequal relationship for the man of discrimination. 

That is, one is real, while the other is false. 
, -
Sankaracarya 

concludes the commentary above with this remark: 
. 37 

non-existent and only appears to be existent." 

"Kshetra is 

One must 

also remember that the technique of discrimination (viveke) 
in no way rules out the use of "deliberate superimposition" 

(adhyaropa) and "deliberate - / --
rescission" (apavada) by Sa~karacarya 

for another purpose. In fact, indeed, adhyaropa-apavada is 

the technique proposed for achieving "discrimination~" 

In the Phenomenology of Husserl there is no talk of 

discrimination as such. Rather, he proceeds by the method of 

"disconnecting" or "bracketing" the "thesis of the natural 

standpoint", by which he means the suspension of the empirical 

mode of consciousness. He calls this the method of epocke 

(Greek/e-TrO~{) or "abstention'·': 

36 

37 

We put out of action the general thesis which belongs to 
the essence of the natural standpoint, we place in brackets 
whatever it includes respecting the nature of Being: 
this entire natural world therefore which is continually 
"there for us", "present to our hand", and will ever 
rlemain there, is "fact-world II ow ~which we continue to be 
conscious, even though it pleases us to put it in brackets. 

Ibi~, p.368, line 20 ff., lLJi. XIII:26 

Ibi~, p.369, line 5 ff., B.G. XIII:26. 
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If I do this, as ;r am ;fully free. to. do ( .r do ..l:lQ..:t then deny 
this "world II ,as though J were a .s.ophist, I do not doubt 
thati tisthelSe asthou,gh, I were a scepticj' but I use the 
"phenomenologiC'al "'e1fot '1 I whicncompletely bars me from 
using anY3~udgmentthat concernsspatio .... temporal existence 
(Dasein) . 

The method of abstention has far-reaching consequences. It 

throws light on what Husserl calls a "fundamental error!! of 

human consciousness that fails to discern the difference 

between transcendent and immanent, and between perception and 

meaning: 

We are told that the thing in itself and in its itselfness 
is not given to USi that what every existent (Seiended) 
in principle possesses is the possibility of seeing things 
as they plainly are, and more specifically, of perceiving 
them in an adequate perception which gives us the bodily 
self without any mediation throug.l;1 "appearances" 

But this view is nonsensical. It implies that there 
is no essential difference between transcendent and immanent, 
that in the postulated divine intuition a spatial thing is 
a real (reelles) constituent, and indeed an experience 
itself, a constituent of the stream of the divine conscious
ness and the divine experience .... Between perception on 
the one hand and, on the other, the presentation of a 
symbol in the form of an image or meaning there is an 
unbridgeable and essential difference. 39 

Russerl "discriminates" here between transcendent "fact" 

and immanent "essence" or "meaning" in consciousness. This 

leads him to the intuituion of an "absolute Self" that is 

"necessary" and "indubitable" guarantee of all immanent 

perception as well as "contingent1! thing-objects: 

38 
Edmund Russerl, Ideas, General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology, 
Trans, W.R. Boyce Gibson, London: Collier-MacMillan Ltd., 
1962, pp.99-l000. 

39 
Ibiq,., p.122-3. 
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Every immanent per,cep.tion: necessarily .guarantees the 
existence (Exi.s.tenz),ofits.. object. If ref.lective 
apprehension is. direc.t.e.d to. my experience, I apprehend 
an absolute. Sel.f .w:ho.se exis.tence (Dasein) is, in principle. 
undeniable. • • . .Th.e :tJre.s·.i·s of my pure Ego and its personal 
life, which is "ne.c.es.saryil. and plainly in:dubi table J' thus 
stands opposedt:.o: the thesis of the world which is 
IIcontingentil.40 

. , 
The technique of "abstention" .(epokh~) pennits Husserl to 

discriminate sharply betwe:en the. "pure" or transcendental 

Ego and the human ego of "intentional" and therefore "contingent" 

or relative existence: 

On the other side, the whole spatio-temporal worldJ' 
ito which man and the human Ego claim to belong as 
subordinate singular realities, is' according' to its own 
me'atlingmere' 'iht'entioltal 'Being, a Being, therefore, 
which has the merely secondary, relative sense of a 
Being for a consciousness. 41 . 

The foregoing discussion makes it clear that discrimination 

between the Real and the unreal, the Self and the not=SelfJ' 

the Transcendental Ego and the human ego, is operative in 
. I 

the philosophies of both Sankaracarya and Husserl. The 

labels differ, but the differentiation in consciousness 

seems to be approximately the same. They are both using 

what may be called a "transcendental result". 

The question arises whether Russerl's designation 

of the human Ego and spatio-temporal world as "intentional 

Being" or a "Being for a consciousness" differs from 

40 
Ibi£. J P .130-1. 

41 
~. I p.139. 
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/ - - ..... 
Sankaracarya' s"understand,ing of the ego . (Jiv a), and the 

, ' 42 
relative world (samsa'ra) .asillusion (maya). Is "intentional 

Being" in the category of Real or unreal? Perhaps the 

introduc"tion of the three-t:ruth theory in Vedanta was meant 

to resolve this problem: the world is declared to be neither 

Real (Being) nor unreal (Non-Being) but an ambiguous existence 

that is indefinable (anirvac:a'nIya) in terms of either one. 

The man of Self-realization I of course, is able to affirm 

the reality of things qua Brahman or Atman, and deny reality 

of them qua independent entities. 

We move on to a discussion of renunciation (vairagya) 

from a phenomenological view-point. What function does 

"the desire to give up all transitory enjoyments" ranging 

from those of the body to Brahmahood play in Advaita Vedanta? 

What phenomenological meaning can we assign to the renouncing 

of the desire for sons, wealth, ritual, and the Dlessings 

of the gods? Is there anything similar in the programme of 

Husserl and Phenomenology? 

To begin, we must note that JCenunciation or detachment 

(vaiJCagya) refers to a "mental condii:ion". It is a state 

of consciousness which dawns after much experience of life's 

flee 1ting I but ultimately disappointing pleasures. One 

turns with revulsion from the so-called satisfactions of 

family, socie-ty, and religion, to the inner source of permanent 

42The falsity of the claim to be "real" is what lankaracharya 
means by the expression maya more lthan its dejure unreality. 
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unity and bliss. 

It is t.rue ~th.at renunciation (vairag,ya'h as, defined 

above , involves abste.riti,on ,from action . Those in the re-

ligious vocation, for. example,. may refrain from marriage and 

the normal responsibili ti.es of· a home and family, or from 

involvement in social and poli t.i.cal affairs. Karma Yoga 

(the way of works) may benefit an ignorant man by leading 

him to disallusionment about ritualism t and subsequently to 

""-Jnana Yoga (the way of knowledge) which is superior: 

Though the Religion of Works .•• leads the devotee to the 
region of the Devas the the like t still, when practised 
in the spirit of complete devotion to the Lord and 
without regard to the (immediate) results, it conduces 
to the purity of the mind (sattva-suddhi). The man whose 
mind is pure is competent to tread the path of knowledge, 
and to him comes knowledge; and thus (indirectly) the 
Religion of Works forms also a means to the Supreme Bliss. 43 

/ - -
But there is no doubt that Sankaracarya advocates the renun-

ciation even of all (religiously orientated)~action for the 

man of Self-realization. That is precisely because he has 

achieved the goal of religion l namely Wisdom, and no longer 

is impelled to strive for anything: 

Wherefore works are enjoined on the ignorant, not on the 
wise~ Wisdom (Vidya) arising, nescience (Avidya) dis
appears as does the darkness of the night at sunrise •... 
When he has learnt to look upon all this dual world as 
a mere illusion, as though it were night, when he has 
realised the Self, his duty consists not in the performance 
of action, but in the renunciation of all action. 44 

43 _ _ / 
Bhagavad-Git@, .§.: ~, op. cit., p. 6. 

44 
Ibid., p.78, line 5 ff. 1 ~. 11:69. 
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The real renunciation: (v:a>iira:gya) i.nvo.l v.ed in the. renunciation 

of (religiously motivat.e:d)'action is the renunci.ation of 

~ - -
egoism, as Sankaracaryamake.s. cl.ear an his description of 

the ignorant man: 

The man ~hose mind (antahkarana) is variously deluded 
by ahamkara, by egoism ide.nti.fying the aggregate of the 
body and the sense wi ththe. Self.r i. e. ,. who· ascribes to 
himself all the attribut.es of the body and the senses 
and thus thoroughly identifies himself with them - he, 
by nescience, sees action in himsel~; as regards every 
action, he thinks "I am the doer". 

/ - - -Sankaracarya's teaching about renunciation (vairagya) 

is clearly intended for the select company of men and women 

who are prepared to sacrifice all, even the comforts of 

family, caste, and religious duty, in the pursuit of Self-

knowledg~. It is offered to those who are willing, by 

physical and mental discipline, to meditate constantly on the 

One Reality underlying all phenomena.. Every experience, 

every act of consciousness, is subject to searching enquiry 

(vicara .). In ·the final analysis, every phenomenon is found 

to be relative, changing, non-eternal; but the inner Witness 

(saksi) of phenomena remains identical, unchanging, eternal . .. 

On the basis of this descrimination between the Real and the 

unreal, or the Self and the not-Self, one resolves to turn 

the attention of the mind away from phenomenal existence and 

to focus it on the Eternal Self. This involves the renunciation 

45 
Ibid., p.IOS, last line, B.G. 1II:27. 
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of everything false associatedwi,th :the, ,ego ',(JIva:) I namely: 

desires, feelings ,ideas,,' actions, hopes, fears,. e.t.c. 

Renunciation, however, peed. not: 'paralyze. a man's ability to act. 

Quite the opposite. I·t :enabTes him to perform all duties 

in society with a grea.t·e.r. .deg.r;ee of freedom and crea ti vi ty. 

Liberated from the ilbondageH 'Of egoity, he undertakes his 

work with tranquillity and ildetachment.". He lives in peace 

with all men, because he knows them to be the Self (Atrnan). 

In Husserl' s Phenomenology, r(le find no advice to 

"renounce ll anything, whether the ego, or the world, or action. 

The procedure called "phenomenological reduction" is a mental 

one, a technique for discovering the structure of consciousness 

and its "constitutive" relation to the world. I agree 

with Eugen Fink when he writes that the "world's becoming il 

or "constitution" is the central theme of Phenomenology'! 

The true theme of phenomenology is neither the world on 
the one hand, nor a transcendental subjectivity which is 
to be set over and against the world on the other, but 
the world's becoming in the consti tu'tion of transcenden-
tal subjectivity. As the logos of the world ... "phenomenologyll 
is the theoretical eXhibiting of the world-forming 46 
constitution: it is essentially "constitutive ll phenomenology. 

There is a real sense in which Husserl's project may be said 

to be world-affirming, since the origin of the world is 

accounted for by the "constitutive intentionality" of the 

non-worldly "transcendental subjectivity": 

Eugen Fink, "ThePhenomen'ological Philosophy of Edmund Husserl 
and Contemporary Criticism", in The Phenomenology of Husserl, 
Selected Critical Readings, Ed., R.O. Elveton, Chicago: 
Quadrangle Books, 1970, p.130. 
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The phenomenolog,icall :reducti.on is not pr:imarily a method 
of simply "disconnec:t.i.ng n

, .. but one of l'e:ading hack. It 
leads I through ·.the:most extreme radicalism of self
reflection J" the philosophi.zi?g subject hack'. :th'rough 'i tself 
to the transcendental life of belief •.. who.se .acceptance
correlate, the world, ·"isll

;. In other words, it is the 
method for discover,ing ahd exposing a knowledge-thematic 
which is in principl,e' :n:o·nwor.ldly:· the dimension of the 
origin or the world'. 47. ' . 

Russerl's method of IIbrack.etingll the world (and the "human 

ego" as part of the world) is meant, ultimately, to conserve 

the world or to include it in the totality of Being. In all 

fairness it must be said that, although Sa~kar~c~rya's method 

of realizing the transcendental Self (Atman) involves 

renunciation (vair~gya) of the empirical ego and its word, 

he too affirms phenomenal existence as the "appearnace" 

of Brahman. The world, for Husserl, is a product of the 

Transcendental Ego's "constitutive intentionality"; whereas, 

for Sa~kar~c~rya, it is the product of primal ignorance 

I take the liberty of by-passing a discussion of the 

Third Qualification for Self-realization namely the Six 

Treasures (Samadisad sampat"tih) and its phenomenological . . 
implications! because its six minor points are involved, 

indirectly, in all the others. 
I __ 

We come, then directly to Sankaracarya's Fourth 

Preliminary Qualification, 1I1onging for liberation" (mumuksut~). 

47 
Ibid., 126. 
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The desi.re for final reT.e·ase.is 1 .of course ,. very meaningful 

in the context of Advai':ba\ Vedanita. It 'implies. reTease 

from the "bondage" of ign:orance which is the.:fundamental 

evil to be overcome in life.. It. implies release from the 

ego-sense (Jiva) that.i.nvolves: one in action (karma) 

in the phenomenal world' Cs:a.ms,a.'r,a.) • It implies release 

from transmigration or rebi.rth '. (punar-j'an'Inah) . It implies . 
the positive achievement of "freedom". The freedom of 

knowledge is onmiscience. The freedom of existence is 

omnipotence. The freedom of bliss is onle ultimate ful-

filment and satisfaction. Liberation is the "realization" 
48 

of the Self's infinity. 

The desire for freedom must be so intense in a 

mUffiuksu that he is willing to pursue the Real with life-

long dedication. Liberation is impossible without a sustained 

analysis of one's own consciousness.. This is a variety of 

"phenomenological reduction" and leads, finally, to the direct 

intuition of the transcendental Self CAtman) which is Absolute 

Existence-Knowledge-Bliss (Sat- cit ·-Ananda). All egoi ty 

ceases with the dawn of Self-Knowledge or transcendental 

Freedom. 

48 
S'wami chinmayananda, Talks'on: VivekaChudmani, Third Ed. , 
Madras: Chinmaya Publications Trust, No Date., p.53i 
IIBecause of our non-apprehension of our Real Nature, 
misapprehensions about ourselves arise in our mind, 
such as the ego-centric identification with the body, mind, 
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In the Phenomenol~gy of Huss,erl, .f.reedom or the 

desire for freedom is not refer.red to explicitly. The. goal 

is to attain access .through "phenomenological reduction" 

to "transcendental subject.ivity.". In the passive meaning, 

freedom is the witness of being, so the metaphor of "omniscience il 

is not inappropriate to the Transcendental Ego. As Koestenbaum 

says: "To know all means to be the observer of all. 

Omniscience is one kind of freedom; it is the freedom of 
49 

knowledge." In the active sense, freedom is experienced as 

unlimited, so that the metaphor of "omnipotence" is apt. 

Husserl's Transcendental Ego, as the passive observer of 

all being and active IIconstitutor" of the world, is therefore 
50 

both onmiscient and omnipotent. In answer to the question, 

"What can serve here as motive?" Husserl replies: 

motive is clear: I come to know and to deepen my knowledge 

that all knowing and intending of the world stem from my 

and intellect, together called the 'ego' and it is these 
identifications that give us our sense of limitations. It 
is Infinite. It is ~bsolute. It is perfection." 

49 

50 

Koestenbaum, op. cit., 193. 

Ibid . ., 192,...3 I owe the ideas of "active" and lipassive" with 
their corresponding metaphors to Koestenbaum. 
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51 
own experience." We, 'cdnclude, ,tha.t, Husserlian Phenomenology, 

I __ , 
no less than Sankaracarya" s Advaita, aims at achi,eving freedom 

through self-knowledge. 

To sum up the pr.ec,eding section.l it is accurate to 

say -that Sankaracarya r s preliminary qualifications for 

Self-realization are "phenomenological" by intention. Dis-

crimination (viveka) is the art of distinguishing between 

the Real and the unreal.l or, in Husserl's terminology, between 

Essence and Fact. Renunciation (vairagya) is th necessity of 

turning sway from the world, or, in Husserlrs parlance, 

"suspending" or "bracketing" the world of facticity. Desire 

for freedom (Mumuksuta) is the motivation of a candidate for 
• 

Self-realization; or, in phenomenological idiom, the goal 
52 

is to know and intend with "absolute self-responsibility." 

Each qualification reinforces the sense of the succeeding one, 

and the last one is the supreme, all·-encompassing requisite 

for Self-realization or transcendental Freedom. 

5lEdmund Husserl, Husserlian'a VIII, p. 416 quoted by Ludwig 
Landgrebe in The P'hertomenol'ogy of 'Husserl, Ed. Elveton, 
p.202. 

52 
Ludwig Landgrebe, in Elveton,ibid., p.295. 
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- - I' - - , 
In Aparoksanubhliti, 100-134, Sankaracarya expounds 

ill - -fifteen steps (tri-p'a'hca:ng-:ani) for "the attainment of Knowledge 
- 53 ' 

by the practice of profound mediation (nididhyasanam). 
------~~~~~, 

Since, from the absolute point of view, there is no reality 

assigned to the concepts of "means" and "ends", it must be 

assumed that tankaracarya adopts here the rela"tive point of 

view of those aspiring to Self-realization. The fifteen 

steps are listed as follows: 1. Control of the senses (yamah); 

2. Control of the mind (niyamah); 3. Renunciation (tyagah)i . 
I - -

4. Silence (maunam) i 5. Place (desah); 6. Time (kalata) i 

7. Posture (asanam); 8. Restraining Root (mula-bandah)i 

9. Equipoise of the Body '(dehii-s'a.:rn:yam); 10. Steadiness of 

Vision (drksthitih) ill. Control of the Vital Forces . '\ 

(pranasamyamana) i 12 • Self-withdrawal (pr'atyaharah); 13. 

Concentration (dharana); 14. Ivledita.tion on Atman (atmadhyanafu); 
54 

15. Complete absorption (samadhih). ~"ankaracarya' s 

fifteen steps (tri-paIrca-ah'gani) include the eight steps of 

53/ _ _ I 
Sankaracharya, Aparoksanubhuti, sloka lOa, p.53. 

54 
~., ~lokas 102-3, p.54-55. 
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55 
pataXjali ' s . Yoga. This. eighfold path (astanga Yoga ) 

•• 
consists of the followings.teps: 1. yamah i 2 .n:iyamah; 3. 

asanah; 4. pratiayamah i 5 .pYatyaharah ; 6 .dhar anah; .. .. 
7. dhyanah; and 8.samadhi. Though he retains these titles, 

~ankaracarya reinterprets the eight steps of Raja Yoga to 

harnlonize with his phenomenological approach to transcendental 

In the f ollowing pages we shall give attention to 

the way he reinterprets each one of the eight steps. We 

shall also examine the seven new steps introduced, namely: 

renunciation (tyagah) i silence (maunam) i place ( de~ah ) i -time 

(kalata); restraining root (mula-bandhah); equipoise of the 

steadiness of vision (drk sthitih). -.-, 
Yamah in pata~jali "s Yoga means "restraint" or 

control of the senses. It includes the five vows o f Jainism: 

abstention from giving injury through thought, wo rd or deed 

(ahimsa), from speaking falsehood (mithya), from stealing 

Casteya), from lustful passion (brahmacharya), and from 
56 

avarice (aparigraha). These five abstentions are designed 

/ - -
-to control external behaviour. Sankaracarya is more interested 

in controlling the mind that governs the senses and outward 

55 

56 

Yoga is defined in p~tc:-';ij a~i 's Yoga-~utr~s ,1' l;; 2 c:- s "the ~ _ 
cessation o f the modlflcatlons of chltta \yogas-cltta-vrtt~ 
nirodhyah) Chitta means the thre: internal organs of 
Sankhya ~ buddhi (intellect), ahankara (ego) and manas (mind). 

C. Sharma, A Critical Survey of Indian Philo sophy, Delhi, 
Varanasi, Patna: Motilal Banarsidass, 1960, p.17 2. 
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behaviour. He. advocates: Tes.trai.nt of the senses '(indriya-

gramasamyamah) by IIpracti.sing 'the thought that ,IIAll this 
57 ' 

(existence) if Brahman." Who can injure, speak lies, steal, 

act lustfully or greadily against a neighbour knowing him 

to be Bra~~an as oneself? Knowledge of Brahman functions 

in relation to Pata1{jali's yarnah the way Jesus' law of love 

functions in relation to the Ten Commandments. It fulfils 

and transcends all the external requirments. 

Niyamah in Ast'an'ga Yoga is II internal and external 

I 
puri-ty (sauca), contentment (santosa) f austerity (tapas) I 

_/ . _ 58 
study (svadhyaya), and devotion to God (Isvara-pranldhana). 

These five subdivisions, with the exception of "contentment", 

prescribe things to be done. They are action-orientated. 

I - - . Sankaracarya re:LtJ.:t~):"ets _. 'niyamah as "the continuous flow of 

only one kind of thought (sajatlya pravahah) to the exclusion 
. 59 . 

of all other thoughts. The kind of thought recommended 

is "I am Brahman", "This Atman is Brahman" etc. Such a thought, 

when practised habitually is the "supreme bliss" CE£lranandah), . 
and requires no external "actions" to complete it. 

57 
. AparOks:aro.ubl:I1lt:L,.194 " .. ,p .. 55. 

58 
Sharma, OPe cit., 172. 

59 
Aparoksan:uhhuti 105, p.55 

• 
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Asana inRa.j a~ Ya;g'a means the ·.adoption of. certain 

pos.tures of the body.l some of them uncomfortable' and tortuous, 
I _ ,_ 

to aid one I s mediation. Sankaracarya reinte.rprets this to 

mean a IIposture" of consciousness "in which the meaitation 

on Brahman flows comfortably . (:sukhena) and unceasingly 
60 

. (ajasrarh) . What else is this but II transcendental consciousness" 

free from the distractions of the gross (sthula), subtle 

(suksma), and causal (karan~) bodies? 

Pranayama in Pata1{jali's system means "control of 

breath" and involves "regulation of inhalation, retention and 
61 I _ _ 

exhalation of breath ll under expert guidance. Sankaracarya 

redefines it as lithe restraint of all modifications of the mind" 
- 62 

like .Citta - by identifying them with Brahman. Exhalation 

( recakah..) is the negation (nisedhanaih) of the phenomenal . '." . 

world (prapaIrc:asya); inhalation (pu.rakah) is the thought, 

"I am verily Brahman'; retention of breath (ku.mhhaka) is the 

holding steady of that thought. Taken together, they con
I 

stitute Pranayama for Sankaracarya, not the "torture of the nose l! 

63 
(dhranapIdanam). The breath is wholly dependent on the mind 

. " 

60 
Ibid., 112 p.59. 

61 
Sharma ,. ~. 'c'i t. I 172. 

62 --
Aparoksanubhuti 118, p. 62. 

63 
Ibid., 119-120 I p. 63. 
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and nat. vice veys,a 1 and so it .is better, to. control the mind 

than 1 .. laste ane I s energies, 'controlling breath. 

Pratyahara in' Ya:g,a: is II control af the. senses II and 

cansists in "withdrawing the .senses fram their abjectsil 

and directing them to'ii'lards the: II internal gaal n by a "pracess 
64 

af intraversian". {ankaracarya aims rather at merging 

(maj janam) the mind in SupremeCansciausness (Citi .. ) by 
65 

realizing Self (Atman) in all abjects. Transcendental 

Cansciausness easily and spantaneausly views all abjects as 

"canstituted" within itself. Sathe arduaus task af withdrawing 

the senses fram external abjects is bypassed. 

Dharaha (Cancentratian) in Yaga is "fixing the mind 

an the abject af meditatian like the t~p af the nase ••• ar 
66 I __ 

the image af the deity." Saiikaracarya reinterprets it to' 

mean "steadiness af the mind thraugh realizatian af Brahman 
67 . 

wherever the mind gaes." If the mind, when cancentrated 

an variaus abjects, disregards the names and farms super

impased an them by ignarance, it sees anly Brahman-Atman. 

This is Dharana's fulfilment in Advaita. 

64 
Sharma,ap. cit., 172. 

65 _ 
Aparaksanubhuti, 121, p.64. 

66 
Ibid., 122, p.64. 

67 
Ibid., 122, p.64. 
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Dhyana, in Yoga,: means "meditation il and consists of 

"the undisturbed flow of. th.ought round the obj.ect of 
68 

meditation." 
I __ , 

Saiikaracarya reinterprets. it as "remaining 

independent of everything" (niral'ambataya) asa result of the 

thought, 'I am Brahman'. The merging of all objects in Brahman, 

the Source of objectivity, and the realization of Brahman as 
69 

one's Self, is productive of Bliss Absolute. 

Sarnadhi is the final step in: Yoga. It means 

"concentration". The mind and its object of meditation merge 

inJco one, whereas in Dhyana they remain separate. There are 

two kinds of Sa:rn.adhi: Conscious (sampraj1{ae:§!;) in which the 

object is transcended. The former is called Ekagra , the 
70 I 

latter Niruddha. Sailkaracarya reinterprets Santadhi to 

mean "the complete forgetfulness of all mental activity 

(Vrt1:i-vismaranam) by making it changeless (nirvikara) and 
71 

then by identifying it with Nirguna Brahman. The absence 

of objective thoughts does not signify a state of unconsciousness. 

"Pure ll or Transcendental Consciousness remains. It is free 

of all qualities or attributes, and activity of any kind. 

68 
Sharma, Ope cit., 172. 

69. -. ~ . . Aparoksanubhutl r 123, p. 65. 

70 
Sharma, Ope cit., 172-3. 

71 
Apa·roksanubhuti I 124, p. 66. 
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The. abov6.1is.t.ed e~(jht steps are adapted from 

Pata:Xjali's Yoga. The transformation, in every case, is in 

the direction of transcendental sUbjectivity and away from 

"transcendent objectivity". We turn no to the seven new 
I __ . 

steps introduced by Sankaraca::rya to make up his list of 

fifteen. 

Tyaga (renunciation) is the first. He defines it as 

"the abandonment of the illusory universe (prapciJi'ca-rupasya) 

by realizing it as the all-conscious .Atman." This, syas 
I __ 
Sankaracarya, is the "honoured renunciation of the great" and 

72 . 
is "immediate liberation" (sadyah moksa-mayah). Renunciation 

is not simply a Ifgiving up" of action and falling into a 

state of inactivity; it is a positive realization of Atman 

everywhere so that one desires nothing else at all?3 

Hauna (silence) is that goal attained by Yogis "where

from words together with the mind turn back (nivartante) 
74 

without reaching it." All language and concepts are inadequate 

to express the reality of the Self discovered in transcendental 

consciousness. It is sui generis. Silence is inevitable if 

72 
Ibid., 106, p.56. 

73 
Ibid., 106, p. 56 Note by Swami Vinmktananda 

74 
Ibid., 107, p.57. 
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one tries to describe ~th,e,nature of the, 'phenomena,l world, 

since it is neithe'r' 'Sat ,(existent) nor Asat(non .... e'xistent) , 

but truly inexpressible' (a:n~i:r:va'c':anlya): How much more so 
75 

is Brahman, 

I Desa (space) is that "solitude ll (vijanah) "wherein 

the universe does not exist in the beginningl end or middle, 
76 

but whereby it is pervaded (vyaptam) at all times." 

Phenomenology shows that the concept of space is meaningful 

only in relation to bodies. Spatiality is an extension of 

body-consciousness. But, since in transcendental consciousness 

there is a total absence of bodies and space, how is it that 

~ankaracarya speaks of space (de~a)? It is symbolic of a 

trans-empirical state of affairs beyond relativity that is all-

pervasive. 

Kala (time) denotes non-dual Brahman IIsince it brings 

into existence 
77 

(nimesa tah) " 
e 

all beings from BraJ:mJa,':downwards in an instant 

I - -
Sankaracarya means to imply that creation, 

preservation, and destruction of the world are non-temporal 

"events" in transcendental consciousness. The concept of 

75 
Ibid., Note by Swami Vimuktananda, on 108-109, p.58 

76 
Ibid., lID, p.58. 

77 
J> ... pa:roksanUbhuti fIll, p. 59. 
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time is more subtl.ethan,1I spa,ceu and res.ul ts:from one's 

/ - ,-
identification with mind. Why. does Sankaracarya speak of 

time (kala) to denote. the. "Bliss indivisible"? He is using 

an empirical concept to symbolize what is trans-empirical. 

He is "constituting" time for .the purpose of communication 

with those in bondage to time,even as he previously 

"constituted" space. The alternative is silence. 

rvIulabandha (restraining root) is "the root of all 

existence (sarva-bhutanam-mulam) on which the restraint of the 
78/ __ 

mind (citta-bandhanam) is based." Sankaracarya adapts the , 
name of another Yogic posture ·(mulabandha) to teach that 

posture is entirely secondary to the merging of mind in 

Brahman F for one who wishes to restrain the mind's modifications 

(vrttis) permanently. 

Dehasaraya (equipoise of the body) is "absorption 

(lInatam) in the homogeneous Brahman" and not something 
79 

merely physical and mechanical. It is a merging of body-

consciousness in the one, part-less A:tman or Transcendental 

Consciousness. 

Drk-sthitih (steadiness of vision) is seeing the entire . '\ ~ 

78 
Ibid., 114, p.60. 

79 
Ibid., 115, p.61. 
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phenomenal world as Brahrrianalone. It is not; directing one's 
80 ' 

gaze at the tip of the nose as prescribed by Yo:ga . 

./ - -
Sarikaracarya says "one should direct one's, vision to That 

(i.e. Pure Consciousness) alone where all distinction of 
81 

the seer, sight, and seen '(drastr-dar~ana-dr£ya:na:fu) ceases ll
• 

All consciousness of external things like body detract from the 

vision of Atman and prevent Self-realization. 

i - -
It has been shown above how Sarikaracarya consistently 

and systematically reinterprets the well-known steps of 

pat-~Xjali IS Yoga to harmonize with' AdV'aita. The genius of 

AdV'aita was, and is, its ability to "swallow" all rival 

/ - -
philosophies and to unify them in Nirguna Brahman. Sarikaracarya 

"dig-ests" the eight steps of ,Patarijali's Yoga and in the 

process "reduces" and simplifies them to their essence in 

transcendental consciousness. Virtually nothing in the 

universe escapes the "digesting" power of AdV'aita Vedanta, 

as space, time, causality, action, personality, gods, etc. 

are "reduced" to Brahman-Atffian. 

80 
Ibid., 116, p.61. 

81 
Ib'id., 117, p.62. 



-I • k - I --anubhuto T)vavam 10.rn vyavahci'taksamo pi san. ac:;adnlpo ya.tha svayma 
~ttaTaks aTIabad~ a tall # , 

This "'OTId, thoup:h an ohject of our daily experience and serving all 
practical purposes, is, 11ke the dream "rorld, of the nature of non
existence, inasmuch as it is contradicted the next moment. 

svapno j"a gq.rane 1l"~::~_ svapne I pi jagaro na hi dvay::imeva 1 aye nas ti 
Jayo 'pi ]:;;7ubhayorna C1 

The dream (exPerience) is unreal in waking, 1,.rhereac:; the waking 
(experience) is ahsent in drew. Rot~, however, are ..,on-existent 
in deep sleep 'which, again, is n.ot experjenced in either. 

travamevam hhavenmithva gun.atrayc: vinirmHam~ asya drasta gtrn~ttto 
nit}ro hyekaS"cldnmakah ' ... 

Thus all the three states are unreal inasmuch as they are tre cre::ttion 
of the three Gunas; but their witness (the reality hehind them) 
is, beyond all Gunas, eternal, one, and is Consdousness itself. 

- Aparoksanubhuti, 56,57,58 . . ' 



CHA:r:'TER; 2 

THE THREE STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

1. Waking, Dreaming, Deep Sleep Analysis 

;'. - -
Sankaracarya begins his depth analysis of experience 

by distinguishing three states (~tha-trsya) of consciousness: 

the waking state (jagarasta-avastha), the dream state 

(svapna-avastha), and the deep sleep state (susupti-avastha) . 
• 

The waking state (jaqarasta-avastha) is when the body, through 
1 

its sense organs, perceives gross objects (sthula-artham) .. 

The dream state (svapna-avastha) is when the mind, independ-

ently (svayarn-~) of the "objective" world, assumes the role 

of an agent (kart'a) because of nlatent impressions of the 
2 

waking state" stored up in t~e mind (buddhi). The state 

of deep sleep (susupti-avastha) is when we experience bliss 
3 

(ananda) independently of sense-objects (nirvisaya). In 

1 

2 

3 

/'. - - - -Sankaracharya y , Vivekachuc:amani, 88, p.32. 

Ibid., 98, p.36 Buddhi in this verse stands for internal 
organ (antahkarana) which includes mind (manas). 

Ibid., 107, p.38. 

71 
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deep sleep, moreover, all the functions' ('v'rttiih) of the mind 
4 

and its organs (indriya) are temporarily suspended' (pr'alI'na-) . 

The above-mentioned three 'states (avas:t'ha:-tYaya) 

correspond to three of the four "quarters" of Brahman described 

- - .;1-in the Mandukya Upanisad, namely: Valsvanara, Taijasa, and 
5 

- 4? Prajna. The purpose of describing the three states is to 

establish their changeable natures, their mutual contradictoriness 

and relative "non-reality". The final step is to intuit the one 

immutable Real or Self (Atman) that is witness (dra~ta) of 
6 

the three states. It is rightly called the Fourth (caturtham). 

To explain the cosmological "origin of the three states 

- , --
(avastha-trayam) of consciousness, Sa~karacarya borrows freely 

7 
from the Sankhya)system of philosophy. According to it, there 

are three strands or components (gunas) of primeval matter 

(prakrti), namely: rajas, tamas, and sattva. Rajas has 

"projecting power" (viksepa-'akti) and is the source of all 

4 

5 

~~-:....- . '-~ 

Ibid., 120, p.44. -
Mandukya Upanisad 3-5, In this Upanisad the mystic, esoteric 
syllable AUM is analyzed in four parts to show the origin 
of speech itself in Brahman. 

6 " 
gankaracharya, Aparokshanubhuti 58, p.33 

7 
The Sankhya classification of components (gunas) of matter 
(Prakrti) is based on Chandogya Upanisad • 

• 
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8 
activity in the phenomenal world, ,whether physical or mental. 

Tamas has Iiveiling power" (avrti) and "makes things appear other 
9 .. 

than what they are." Sattva is "transparent" (vi~uddham) to 

the Self eAtman), and free from both veiling and projecting 

powers. Yet, in combination with rajas and tamas, it contributes 
10 

to transmigration. The theory of three components (gunas) of 
• 

primeval matter gives a convenient account not only of the origin 

but also of the destruction of the three states of conscious-
11 

ness. It is important to notice that the cosmological 

explanation, based on Sankhya philosophy, is not central 

but peripheral '. - - whole intention. to Sankaracaryais He 

offers it here as a "concession" to those who must think 

cosmologically; but for him it is a methodological or 
12 

pedagogical act of I!deliberate superimposition". The real 

focus of attention here is on the changing kaleidoscope 

of awareness, or the transitions from one state of consciousness 

9 

10 

11 

12 

• • 

Ibid., 113, p.41. 

Ibid., 117, p.43 

Swami Vimuktananda in a note on Vivekachudamani 58, p.33, writes 
"But whatever is a compound must disintegrate· and be des
troyed ..• and so it is unreal, as reality implies indestruct
ibili ty. Ii 

See my Introduction, Saflkaracarya's method of adhyaropapavada. 
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to anothertJ Careful analysis of these phenomena is crucial 

in Advaita Vedanta for one's. progress through an ascending 

scale of consciousness to the final realization of the Self 

(Atman). This is the significance of ~ankaracarya's method 
13 

and brings him into relation to modern Phenomenology. We 

turn our attention to it now. 

In the waking state, the phenomenal world (lokah) . 
demands our. attention and fills our thought. We experience 

it as the environment in which we act. We accept it implicitly, 

though not "thematically" as "real", as existent. We experience 
14 

it as "necessary" for all practical purposes (vyavaharaksamp.h). 

Our body, through its sense organs, enjoys a variety of objects 

/ such as "garlands, sandal paste, and woman" (srak-candana-
15 ----, 

$trya .,). Our ego (Jlva) feels happy or sad, according to 

the pleasant or unpleasant sensations of the body and mind. 

Our mind (manas) frames hypotheses to explain the "facts" of 

science and the "objective" events of history. Our intelligence 

(buddhi) evaluates the truth of our personal experience. 

13 

14 

15 

I mean that Sankhya's three gOnas, when reinterpreted by 
~ankara, are no longer three c6mponents of matter but 
~tructures of cobsciousn~ss~ 

Aparoksanubhut~, 56, p.31 
• 

Vivekachudamani, 89, p.32. 
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We plan for the. future on the basis of what is stored up in 
16 

the memory (citta). All of this experience of the "external ii 

world is carried on by the instrumentality of the gross body 
I 17 

or sheath (annamaya Kosa) . We seldom question the validity 

of our sense-impressions or mental perceptions. The "waking 

state" ceases abruptly when we fall asl"eep. We are transported 

by dream (svapna) to a strange new world of places, things, 

and people. What was impossible in our waking hours, now 

appears possible. For example, we travel thousands of miles 

in an instant. We find ourselves in bizarre circumstances 

that amuse or frighten us. Sometimes dEeam-events are so vividly 

"real", we wake up with a start. On waking we discover it 

was "only a dream", a figment of the imagination. We conclude, 
18 

"it was nothing (allkah)". The dream-"events were "real" 

just so long as we remained in the dreaming state (svapna

avastha); they lost their "reality" the moment we returned to 

the "waking state" (jagarasta-avastha). In an analogous way, 

the "real" world of wakeful experience is found to be non-existent 

16 
Ibid., 93-4, p.34. 

17 I 
See my chapter 3 for a discussion of the five kosas or 
"covering" of the Self. 

18 
Aparok~hanubhuti, 57, p.32. 
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-(asadrupah) indrearo. because of sUbsequent contradiction 
19 

(uttaraksana badhatah) • . 
In deep sleep, both kinds of experience - waking and 

-20 
dreaming - are non-existent (nasti)., There is no world of 

"objects" for the bodily senses to enjoy. There is no ego 

to create ideas or to do any action. There is, instead, a 

content-less void. Consciousness is present, but it is 

undifferentiated. On waking from deep sleep, we remember 

nothing. We say, "I slept soundly; I knew nothing." A 

feeling of relaxation in body and mind is the only residue 

of that state of blissful consciousness when, temporarily, 

we were free from all desire for gross and subtle objects, 

free from the anxiety of egoism, free from phenomena of 

every kind. 
/ 
Sankaracarya concludes his analysis of experience 

with the judgment that all three states - waking, dreaming, 
21 

and deep sleep - are not real (mithya). They are non-

eternal because they change, mutually contradict each other, 

and ultimately, cancel each other out. They introduce 

19 
Ibid. , 56, p.31-2. 

20 
Ibid. , 57, p.32. 

21 
Ibid. , 58, p.33. 
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discontinuity into. the stream of consciousness. But the contin-

uity of our experience isa stunborn fact. The source of 

that continuity must be Something superior to the three 

states. It is the one, eternal witness of the three states 

and their modifications. It ·'ls "pure" Consciousness, 

unaffected by the three components (gunas) of matter (prakrti) 
22· • 

that "cause" the states. The Self (Atman) alone really 

exists i the three states of consciousness are its "appearances" 

caused by primal ignorang.e. (avidya) . 

2. SOme Parallels in the Hrahma' Sli'tra Bhasya: 
~ 

The brevity of the references to the waking, dreaming 

and deep sleep states in Aparoksanubhuti and Vivekacudamani 

makes it desirable to supplement them with fuller descriptions 

/' --
by Sankaracarya in his major commentaries. This will afford 

us an opportunity to examine any discrepancies which may seem 

to appear between the major and minor writings, and provide 

. ;'. - -
evidence for or against Sankaracara's authorship of the 

minor ~Norks. It will also furnish additional illustrations 

of the Advaita method by which we can determine to what 

extent the procedures of Phenomenology are at work. 

Let us begin with references to the three states of 

22 -
Ibid., 58, p.33. 
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consciousness in Sankaracarya's. Brahma Sutra Bhasyas. In 

commenting on B. S. 1.1 ~9, he describes deep sleep as a merging 

or "resolving into" the Self (Atman) of the individual "I" 

(Jiva). The context implies that the merging is progressive 

as one moves from the waking state through the intermediate 

state to deep sleep: 

The individual soul (Jlva) is called awake as long as 
being connected with the various external objects by 
means of the modifications of the mind - which thus 
constitute limiting adjuncts of the soul - it apprehends 
those external objects, and identifies itself with the. 
gross body, which is one of those external objects. When, 
modified by the impressions which the external objects 
have left, it sees dreams, it is denoted by the term 
"mind". When, on the cessation of the two limiting 
adjuncts (i.e. the subtle and the gross bodies), ... 
it is, in the state of deep sleep, merged in the Self 
as it were~ then it is said to be asleep (resolved into 
the Self) . .<:3 

The waking and the dream states are considered "gross and 

subtle bodies" or "limiting adjuncts" to be discarded as one 

"moves" progressively towards identity with the Self . 

.I. - -Sankaracarya vigorously rejects the notion that deep sleep 

is a resolving or merging back into inert, non-intelligent 

matter (pradhana). It is exactly the reverse, for the soul 

is merged into an intelligent entity denoted by the word Sat. 

If the reduction of the "gross and subtle bodies" in 

23 

24 

" -The Vedanta sutras with the Commentary by Sankaracharya, XXXIV, 
Trans. George Thibaut, Delhi, Varanasi, Patna: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1904, p.59, line 13 £f. 

24 bOd 
L~·, p.59-60. 
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deep sleep results in greater intelligence (by virtue of 

proximity to the Self, defined as Knowledge) it is not 

'" surprising to find Sai'lkaracarya attributing the "waking up" 

phenomenon to Ignorance (avidya): "That the rising from deep 

sleep is due to the existence of potential avidya, Scripture 

also declares, "Having become merged in the True they know 
25 

not that they are merged in the True. II This implies a 

drastic loss of intelligence (or Self-knowledge) as the 

empirical ego and its world of objects re-emerge from deep 

sleep. The mind engages in its old habit of ilsuperimposing" 
26 

objectivity on the transcendental Self. This happens 

partially even in the dream state which is midway between 
27 

deep sleep and waking states. The mind, as an instrument 

of the Self, occupies itself with (mental) objects even though 

the senses are disengaged from (physical) objects. The wandering 

of the mind in dream is due to mental impressions (vasana) 
28 

and is wholly unreal. Ignorance (forgetfulness of Self) 

comes into its own with the ,emergence of the nwaking state" 

25 'd 48 I' 7 ff Th S 't 't d Ibl ., XXXVIII, p. , lne '" . e crlp ure Cl e is 
Chand. UE. VI:9:2. 

26 / 
See my Chapter 3 dealing with Sankara's mind-ignorance equation. 

27 
Ibid., p.133, line 18 ff. dream is called "intermediate place" 
between two worlds. 

28 
Ibid., p.56, line 7 ff. 
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and its preoccupation with the external world perceived by 

bodily senses. 

When· speaking from the empirical point of view, 

/ --
Sa~karacarya is careful to discriminate between the objects 

of the waking and dreaming states. He is not a subjective 

idealist. This is brought out clearly in his debate with 

the Buddhists: 

We now apply ourselves to the refutation of the averment 
made by the Bauddha, that the ideas of posts, and so on, 
of which we are conscious in the waking state, may arise 
in the absence of external objects, just as the ideas 
of a dream, both being ideas alike. The two sets of ideas, 
we maintain, cannot be treated on the same footing, on 
account of the difference of their character. They 
differ as follows - The things of which we are conscious 
in a dream are negated by our waking consciousness ...... . 
• • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • II •••• III • • • • •• Tho s e 

_things- on _the other hand, of which we are conscious in 
our waking state, such as posts and the like, are never 
negated in any state. 29 

He cites another reason for the distinction, namely, the 

difference in experience between an act of memory and of 

direct perception: 

29 

30 

Moreover, the visions of a dream are acts of remembrance, 
while the visions of the waking state are acts of 
immediate consciousness; and the distinction between 
remembrance and immediate consciousness is directly 
cognized by everyone as being founded on the absence or 
presence of the object. 30 

Ibid., XXXIV, p.424, line 27 to p.425, line 6. 

Ibid., p.425, line 6 ff. 
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He concludes with the sarcastic conuneritthat "fire, which is 

felt to he hot, cannot be demonstrated to be cold, on the 
, 31 

ground of its having attributes in conunon with water." 

With equal sarcasm, he dismisses an argument of one of the 

Buddhist schools (Vij'Jll:a:navadin) that external objects do not 

really exist but consist of a "stream of consciousness" or 

mental impressions, like dreams: 

The non-existence of external things cannot be maintained 
because we are conscious of external things .•.....•.....• 
Why should we pay attention to the words of a man who, 
while conscious of an outward thing •.• affirms that he is 
conscious of no outward thing, and that no such thing 
exists, any more than we listen to a man who while he 
is eating and experiencing the feeling of satisfaction 
avers that he does not eat and does not feel satisfied?32 

Always, his analysis of consciousness (prior to the introduction 

of the Self and the absolute or transcendental point of view) 

is based squarely on the facts of empirical experience. He 

meets the "radical empiricist" on his own ground, so to speak. 

But this does not prevent him from making the "transcendental 

turn'.. to the Self when evidence _ requires it. 

When an opponent raises the objection that the whole 

body of Vedantic doctrine referring to "final liberation" 

collapses if the teacher-student d{stinction and all other 

31 
Ibid., p.425, line 28 ff. 

32 
Ibid., p.420, line 27 ff. 
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/ --distinctions are held to be unreal, Sankaracarya replies: 

These 'objections, we reply, do not damage our position 
because the entire complex of phenomenal existence is 
considered as true as long as the knowledge of Brahman 
being the Self of all has not arisen; just as the phantoms 
of a d1~am are considered to be true until the sleeper 
wakes. ' 

-In other words, the Fourth (turiya) of "transcendental con-

sciousness" or "Self-realization" supercedes but does not 

doubt or deny the existence of the empirical order i.e. the 

waking, dreaming, and deep sleep states. Phenomenal existence 

(samsara) is the ladder, one may say, by which we can climb, 

rung by rung, to the final intuition or "realization" of the 

Self (Atman). The best way to "climb" the ladder is to 

participate fully in life's experience and then to meditate 

on it with detachment. This involves the mental process of 

"phenomenological reduction". Most important of all, it 

involves the recovery of the one, eternal Self out of which 

the universe "appears" and into which it "disappears" by the 

cosmic power of illusion (maya'). 

There are passages in the Brahma Sutra Bhasya where 
• 

" - -Sa~karacarya seems to blur the distinction between the deep 

sleep state and "final liberation" (mukti), as though they 

33 

'. ,.'~ . 

Ibid., p.324, line 7 ff. (underlining is mine. Dream is 
cited here expressly as'a'ri 'an'al'ogy.) 
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34 
were identical. This is puzzling if one remembers the 

sharp distinctions drawn by him between the three empirical 
35 

states of consciousness and again, between them and the 

Fourth (turiya). The seeming contradiction can be resolved 

only on the principle that he alternates between the empirical 
36 

and transcendental modes of thinking and speaking. Two 

examples of how he makes the transition from· .dreamless sleep 

to tUfinal release" or identity with Brahman-:Atman follow below: 

34 

35 

36 

37 

By 'entering into one's own Self' is meant dreamless 
sleep .•.. What the texts say about absence of specific 
cognition is said with reference to either39f those two 
states, dreamless sleep or final release. 

That that which is (sat) and the intelligent Self (prajKa) 
are only names of Brahman is well knowni hence scripture 
mentions only three places of deep sleep, viz, the nadis, 
the pericardium, and Brahman. Among these three again 
Brahman alone is the lasting place of deep sleep; the 
nadis and the pericardium are mere roads leading to it 

It cannot, moreover, be said that the soul is at 
any time not united with Brahman - for its true nature 
can never pass away -i but considering that in the state 

The ambiguity is traceable to the Upanisadic statements 
themselves, c.f. Br. QE. 4.3.16. 

See Chapter One for a description of waking, dreaming, 
and deep sleep states. Reflection (in waking state) on 
dreaming and deep sleep states is phenomenologically more 
important than deep sleep which is a state of ignorance. 

He alternates with methodological awareness~ 

The vedanta sutras, Q£. cit., XXXVIII, p.414, line 32 ff. 
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of waking and that of dreaming it passes,. owing to the 
contact with its limiting adjuncts, into something else, 
as it were, it may .be said that when those adjuncts cease 
in deep sleep it passes back into its true nature. 38 

The phrase "as it were" signals the fact that he is speaking 

temporarily ,as if the empirical mode were real; but it signals, 

simultaneously, the meaning that "limiting adjuncts" such as 

waking and dreaming states are products of ignorance having 

no reality from the ultimate point of view. He deliberately 

"superimposes" the states of consciousness and then subsequently 

"rescinds" them according to convenience. All this is in 

perfect harmony with the Vedantic method of adhyaropa-apavada 
39 

outlined earlier. 

"" --If Sankaracarya can speak at times in the empirical 

mode, he can also speak in cosmic terms implying "causality". 

We saw this previously in his use of the three components 

(gunas) of matter (prak~ti) posited by Sankhya philosophy 

to explain the "origin" and "dissolution" of the three states 
40 

of consciousness. Now, at this stage, he is concerned 

to explain the unevolved condition of the world without re

sorting to the Sankhya doctrine of non-intelligent matter 

(pradhana) as the independent "cause" of the world. He does 

38 
Ibid., p.144, line 35 ff., p.145, line 16 ff. (my underlining) 

39 
See my Introduction, last section .. 

40 
See early part of this chapter. 
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it by equating "c.ausal potentiality" with nescience (avidya): 

If we admitted some antecedent state 'of the world as 
the independent cause of the actual world, we should 
implicitly admit the pradhana doctrine. What we admit 
is, however, only a previous state dependent-on. the highest 
Lord, not an independents tate •.........•...•••..••...... 
For that causal potentiality is of the nature of Nesciencei 
it is rightly denoted by the term 'undeveloped'; it has 
the highest Lord for its substratum; it is of the nature 
of an illusion; it is a universal sleep in which are 
lying the transmigrating souls destitute for the time of 
the consciousness of their individual character. 41 

This view of "causal potentiality" is a logical and cosmological 

/ --
extension of Sankaracarya's phenomenology of the self in 

deep sleep. For example, in Vivekacudamani he equates the 

"undifferentiated" or unevolved state of the universe with 
42 

the "causal body" of the soul. Furthermore, he equates the 

"undifferentiatedt with ignorance (avidya) or illusion (maya) 
43 

as the "power of the Lord." This differentiates his view of 

maya from the Sankhya view of Prakrti, because it is conscious 
44 

and dependent on Brahman. It follows that Brahman is 

"the Essence of Bliss Absolute - transcending all the 

41 

42 

43 

44 

Vedanta sutras, Q2. cit., XXXIV, p.242, line 35 f., p.243, 
line 11 f. 

Vivekacudamani 120, p.44. 

Ibid., 108, p.39. 

Ibid., 108, p.39, note 2 by Swami Madhavananda. 
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- 45 
diversities created by Maya or nescience •... " Of course, 

it is important to remember that cosmological views of the 

universe based on cause-effect relations are unreal from the 

transcendental point of view. In Aparoksanubhuti, "Sankaracarya 

makes this point clear: 

The nature of the cause inheres in the effect and not 
~ versa; so through reasoning it is found that in 
t~e absence

4
gf the effect the cause, as such, also 

dlsappears. 

Methodologically speaking, the two terms are correlative; 

as long as there is an effect, there is a cause. But if the 
47 

effect were absent, the cause also would be absent. The 

method of rescinding the cause-effect relation is spelled out: 

"One should first look for the cause by the negative method 

and then find it by the positive method, as ever inherent 
48 

in the effect." An alternative method is suggested by 

45 

46 

47 

48 

Ibid., 238, p.92. 

AParok~anubhuti, 135, p.72. 

Ibid., 135, p.72. Note 1 by Swaml Vimuktananda. 

Vivekacudamani, 138, p.73. Swami Vimuktananda explains 
what is fueant by the "negative" and "positive" methods: 
"The ·positive- proposition is: "Where there is an effect, 
there must be a cause"; and the negative one is: "Where 
there is no cause, there is no effect". From either pro
position we come to the conclusion that there is Brahman 
which is the cause of the world-phenomenon." 

.,. 
I 
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". - -Sankaracarya for rescinding causality: "One should veri l y 

see the cause in the effect, and t hen dismiss t he effect 
49 

a l together. What then remains, the sage himself becomes." 

One may naturally conclude t ha t , after the negation of both 

"'-cause and effect , only a Void (Sunya ) remains. But abso lute 
50 

negation is impossibl e. One cannot negat e one's own Se l f. 

,/. - -
Sankaracarya refutes the argument in favour of the Void, in his 

Br ahma Slitra Bhasya : 
• 

We read, Br. Up. 11, 3, 'Two forms of Brahman there are 
indeed, the material and the immaterial, t he morta l and 
the irn.rn.ortal ........................................... . 
It is impossible that the phrase, 'No t s o, not s o : ' 
shou l d negative both, since that wou l d imp l y the doctrine 
of a gen e ral Void. Whenever we deny some t hing unreal, 
we do so wi th reference to something rea l ; the unrea l 
s nake, e.g. is negatived wi th re feren c e to the real rope. 

If everything is denied, no entity is l ef t , and if 
no entity is le f t, the denial of some other e ntity which 
we ma y wish to undertake, becomes impossibl e, i .e. that 51 
latter entity becomes rea l and as such cannot be negatived . 

"'. - -Sankaracarya ' s "deliberate s uper imposition " and "subsequ ent 

r escission" of the cause-effect re l a t i on , t hough necessitated 

by the co smo l ogical question , is l egi t imate from t he trans-

c endental point of view. Why? Because it serves t he 

"phenomenological reduction" of the wor ld t o t he one reality, 

namely Consciousness (Cit ) . Ultimat e l y, the fourth "state" 

49 
Aparoksanubhuti , 139 , p.74 . 

• 
50 

Ibid. , 1 39, p. 74 . Note by Swami Vimuktananda. 

51 
Brahma Sutra Bhasya, Q2. cit. , XXXVI II , p. 167 , line 3 ff. 

and p. 168 , line 4 °ff. 
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(turlya) includes the whole casmas in its perspective. 

It appears to. me .that the' mediating rale played by 

"canstitutiveintentianality" in Husserlis Phenomenalagy is 

played by "primardial ignarance" (avidy~) ar casmic illusian 

(maya) in sankaracarya's Advaita. In Husserl's philasaphy, 

"intentianality" bridges the gap between the "immanence" af 
52 

Absalute Being and the "transcendence" af Phenamenal Being. 

He resalves the dualism by assigning "necessaryn and "indubit-

able" reality to. the Transcendental Ega, and mere "cantingent n 

53 
/'. - -

In Sankaracarya's philasaphy, reality to. the warld. 

the phenamenal warld (samsara) "created by primal ignarance 

(avidya) exists anly so. lang as a man remains hypnati~ed by 

the seeming "reality" af existence. Fram the dawn af Self-

realizatian i. e. intuitive knawledge af ane's awn identity 

with Brahman-Atman, the phenamenal warld is seen to. be "false" 

(mithya), i.e. largely a prajectian af ane's mind. 
. ~ 

In bath 

philasaphies the casmalagical prablem af the warld's arigin 

is salved by lacating all creativity, all pawer af "canstituting" 

entities, in "transcendental subjectivity". 

52 
Edmund Husserl, Ideas, Trans. W.R. Bayce Gibsan, Landan: 
Collier-MacMillan Ltd., 1962, p.124 ff. 

53 

Ibid., p.130-1. 
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3. Some Parallels in the Brhad-Aranyaka Upanisad Bhasya 

We turn now to / --
Sankaracarya's commentary on the Brhad-

Ara~.yaka upani~ad where there is an abundance of interesting 

material on the waking, dreaming, and deep sleep states. 

The language is more picturesque and popular than in the 

technical and somewhat abstruse commentary on the Brahma 

Sutras, but no less important for an understanding of 

,/ --
Sankaracarya's "transcendental phenomenology". 

I begin with a passage that depicts the transcendental 

Self (Atman) as a "great fish" or whale swimming freely 

back and forth between the waking and dreaming states. The 

image is appropriate for several reasons. It emphasizes the 

freedom of the Self to "move" unhindered from one state of 

consciousness to another. It defines the differentia of 

the waking and the dreaming states i.e. consciousness of body: 

Now it has been said that the same self-luminous Atman 
moves unattached like a great fish between the dream and 
waking states. As it moves like the great fish between 
these two states, alternately relinquishing and taking 
up the body and organs, which are the forms of death and 
birth it is alternately disconnected from and connected 
wi th those very forms of death. 5~~ 

A further point of interest is the way §afikaracarya depicts 

the body and its organs as "the forms of death" which cause 

54 
. ~ankaracarya, Brhadaryanyaka Upanisad Bhashya, Trans. 

Swami Madhavananda, MFyavati, Almora, Himalayas: Advaita 
Ashrama, 1950, p.691, line 29 ff to p.692, line 4. 
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the misery of rebirth. To translate into the phenomenological 

key, we may say that body-consciousness spells death, absence 

of body-consciousness spells life. Physical matter, by and 

of itself, has no "evil power", but the ignorance (avidya) 

that causes one to attribute "reality" falsely to the body 

and the world is the source of all evil. It binds one to 

rebirth in phenomenal existence (samsara). The Self (Atman), 

of course, is never bound because it is "freedom" by definition, 

but the ego-sense (Jlva) that accompanies body-sense binds. 

The freedom of the Self residing "latently" in the phenomenal 

self enables it to conquer ignorance and achieve liberation 

through knowledge. 

In Vivekacudamani 75-87, there is a similar depreciation 

of "attachment" to the body and body-senses. 
55 

The fool (mudha) . . 

who is bound (baddha) by the strong rope of attachment or 

desire for sense-objects comes and goes, up and down, like 

an animal in captivity. He is the hapless victim of his own 
56 

past intentions and deeds (~-karma-dutena). He is more 

to be pitied than the creatures of nature that die through 
57 

attachment to one or other of the sense. He is victim 

55 

56 

57 

The word guna in the text means both "ropel! and "tendency". 

Vivekacudamani 75, p.27. 

Vivekac;d~mani 76, p.28. The deer, elephant, moth, fish, 
and blacK-bee are named especially. Swami Chinmayananda 
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58 
af all five senses! The. IV shark af hankering" snatches 

vialently at those trying to. crass the acean af relative 
59 

existence (samsara) withaut detachment (vairagya), and 
60 

drawns them. Only the wise man who. is free fram the 

"infatuatian" af the bady achieves liberatian (mukti) fram 

the bandage af ignarance, death, rebirth, and the miseries 
·61 

af phenamenal existence. This passage demanstrates the 

principle that ane maves fram bandag1e to. freedam, fram 

ignarance to. knawledge, fram phenamenal states (waking, 

dreaming, and deep sleep) to. transcendental cansciausness by 

systematic mental "reductian" af phenamenal abjects like the bady . 

58 

59 

50 

61 

. explains": "The deer like . ~ladiaus saund and the deer
hunter sings to. charm the deer ••.. The elephants, especially 
in their mating seasan, became extremely attached to. the 
sense af tauch; rubbing against each ather and walking 
withaut cautian, they fall into. the pits gat ready to. catch 
them. The math is attracted irresistibly by farm, and charmed 
by the brilliance af a flame ... gets itself burnt in the flame. 
The fishes, ravenausly hungry at all times, in their gluttany, 
swallaw the warm alang with the haak which the angler had 
thrawn .... The paar haney-bee, pursuing its industriaus 
vacatian, callects haney fram the flawers ... until at last 
the heartless man reaches the hive and sets fire to. the entire 
calany in arder to. laat the haney-wealth af the bee." Swami 
Chinmayananda, Talks an Vivekacudamani, Madras: Chinmaya 
Pub. Trust, no. date. p.137-8. 

Vivekacudamani 76, p.28. 

See Chapter One far a descriptian af vairagya as ane af 
the Faur Qualificatians far Self-Realizatian. 

Vivekacudamani, 79, p.29. 

Ibid., 85, p.31. 
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One achieves liberation, not by suicide, nor by doubting or 

denying the existence ·of the body, but. by realizing one IS 

identity with the Self that lies conce~led in the "appearance" 

called the body. 

Commenting on B:r:'hadaranyaka Upanisad 4.3.9, Sankaracarya 

discusses the dream state as the njunction" between this world 

and the next. A man in dream "surveys" the sufferings and joys 

of previous lives and gets glimpses of "merits and demerits" 
62 

that are accumulating results in futUre lives. He discards 

some of the impressions of the "all-embracing world" (waking 

state) I puts the gross (physical) body aside, and "creates" 

a subtle dream body for his use. In that state the man himself 
63 

becomes the "light" by which he "sees" everything. This 

sounds very much like a psychological description, and a good 

one when we consider how long ago it was written! But the 

purpose is not merely to describe an empirical state of con~· 

sciousness, but to establish the reality of transcendental con-

sciousness: 

62 

63 

In that way alone can the man be shown to be himself 
the light, when there is no object to be revealed as in 
profound sleep. When, however, that lustre consisting 
of the impressions of the waking state is perceived as 

Br. QQ. Bhasya, p.632-3. 
OJ 

Ibid., p.634-S. 
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an obj.ect ,then, ,like a sword drawn f.,romi tssheath, the 
light oj; the sel.;!:;" ,theet.eXnal w~tness I unxela,ted to 
anything and distinct ,;t;rQrn th_e body a,ndthe organs, such as 
the eye, is realised as it is, re'Vealing every thing. 64 

He goes on to deny that the 'activities of the dream state 

are due to the direct agency of the immutable Self. They are 

mental impressions remembered from the waking state and illumined 
65 

by the light of pure Intelligence. 

The state of deep sleep (susupti) is described in the 

same commentary as a state of bliss "when it does not know 

anything." At first this sounds like a denial of the Self's 

intelligence; but the intention, rather, is to deny knowledge 

of anything other than the Self. There is a total emptying 

of "objective content" while at the same time retaining 
66 

intelligence. It is a temporary state of tranquillity and, 

as such, a valuable clue to ordinary experience to the permanent 

tranquillity and bliss of transcendental consciousness or 

"Self-realization". 
;'. - -
Sankaracarya describes the empirical 

self going into sleep as a "hawk or falcon" that fatigued 

from activity in the waking and dreaming states, stretches its 

wings and flies towards its nest that is "his own self, distinct 

64 
Ibid. , p.635, line 21 ff. 

65 
Ibid. , p.638, line 14 ff. 

66 
Ibid. , p.285, line 12 ff. 
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from all relative attxibutes and devoid of all exertion caused 
67 

by action." In deep sleep, all craving for objects, all 

dreaming ceases, and one is alone with 'oneself. 

It is obviously impossible in this thesis to refer 

./ --to all the commentaries of Sankaracarya touching on the theme 

of the three states of consciousness. Thus far we have taken 

samplings from the Brahma Sutra Bhasya and the Brhadaranyaka . . 
upani~ad Bha~ya and found nothing inconsistent with the 

position set forth in Vivekacudamani and Aparoksanubhuti. .. . 
Let us consider one more work, the commentary on the 

Mandukyopanisad which deals quite directly and fully with the . . . 
three states. 

4. Some Parallels in Mandukyopanisad Bhasya 

In his preface to the commentary, Swami Nikhil~nanda 

warns against the opinion of some scholars that a fundamental 

difference of interpretation: exists between Gaudapada and 

'" --Sa~karacarya on the status of the waking and dreaming states. 

That is based, I believe, on a confusion of the empirical and 

transcendental view-points. Actually, the two commentators 

are remarkably similar in their approach, finding difference 

67 
Ibid., p.655, line 15 ff. 
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be.tween the waking and dreaming states Jrom the empirical 

point of view, but no difference at all from th~ absolute 
68 

standpoint of Ultimate Reality. We distort the position 

of both men if we neglect this important distinction. 

In the first Upanisadic Ghapter (A"gama Prakarana) . . 
'. - -Sankaracarya sums up the three states of consciousness with 

the observation that is crucial to Advaita Vedanta, namely, 

the unity or non-duality of consciousness underlying experience 

in all the states: 

In the three states, namely, waking etc., the one and 
the same object of experience appears in threefold forms 
as the gross, the subtle and the blissful. Further, the 
experiencer (of the three states) known (differently) 
as Vi~va, Taijasa and Praj~a has been described as one on 
account of the unity of consciousness implied in such 
cognition as, 'I am that'.~·.as well as from the absence 
of any distinction in respect of the perceiver. 69 

" " 

The first quarter (pada) of Atman and its corresponding 

syllable Aum is Vaisvanara. 
r. - -
Sankaracarya defines the waking 

state (jagarit~sthana) in terms similar to what we found 

elsewhere: "The meaning is that consciousness appears, as it 
70 

were, related to outward objects on account of Avidya." 

The second quarter is the Taijasa. 
,.. - -
Sankaracarya relates 

the dream state (svapnasthana) to the waking state in the 

following way: 

68 _ _ _ _ . 
Mandukyopanisad with Gaudapada's Karika and Sankara's Commentary, 

. Trans, Swami·Nikhilanand!, Mysore: Ramakrishna Ashrama, 1955, 
Preface, p. xxiii, line 8ff 

69 
Ibid., p.36, line 9 ff 

70 
llli, p.13 line 31 ff. 
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Waking consciousness I bein~ associated as. i t is with many 
means, and appearing conscious 0:1; obj,ects as if external, 
though· (in reality)' they are nothing. but states o;f:: mind, 
leaves in the mind the corresponding impressions. That 
the mind (in dream) without any of the. external means, 
but possessed of the impressions left on it by the waking 
consciousness.,. like a piece of canvas with the pictures 
painted on it, experiences the dream state also as if 
it were like the waking, is due to its being under the 
influence of ignorance, desire··and their actions. 11 

The third quarter (pada) is the Prajna or state of deep sleep. 

/' --
Sankaracarya describes it as undifferentiated consciousness, 

free from the subject-object duality which is so characteristic 

of the waking and dreaming states: 

He is called the 'Sujuptasthana i because his sphere is 
this state of deep sleep. Similarly it is called 
Eklbhuta, i.e., the state in which all experiences become 
unified - a state in which all objects of duality, which 
are nothing but forms of thought, spread over the two 
states (viz., the waking and the dream), reach the state 
of indiscrimination or non-differentiation without losing 
their characteristics, as the day, revealing phenomenal 
objects, is envoloped by the darkness of night.72 

/' --It is particularly interesting to see how Sa~karacarya COITments 

on Gaudapada's Karika where it is written: "The nature of 
G 

objects is the same in the waking state and dream" namely, 
73 

illusory. He comments in the form of a syllogism: 

71 

72 

73 

The proposition to be established (Pratij~~)· is the illusor
iness of objects that are perceive~ in the waking state. 

Ibid., p.18, line 19 ff. 

Ibid., p.22, line 11 ff. 

Ibid., p.90, line 17-18. 
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'Being perce.ived' is the I ground '(Hetu} for the inference. 
They are like the objects,· that are perceived in dream is 
the illustration (df9t:antaJ:.). As the objects perceived to 
exist in dream are illusory so also are the objects per-
ceived in the waking state. The common feature of 'being 
perceived' is the relation (Upanaya) between the illus
tration given and the proposition taken for consideration. 
Therefore the illusoriness is admitted- -of objects that are 
perceived to exist in the waking state. This is what is 
known as the reiteration (Nigamanam) of the proposition 
of the conclusion. The objects perceived to exist in the 
dream are different from those percieved in the waking 
state in respect of their being perceived ina limited space 
within the body, The fact of being seen and the (consequent) 
illusoriness are common to both. 74 

This logical argument reflects the experience that the difference 

between objects in the waking and dreaming states is noted only 

in the waking state. To the objection that objects perceived 

in the waking state are real because they serve some purpose 

(i.e. food satisfies hunger), whereas objects perceived in dream 

are illusory, and therefore the argument above must be dismissed 

/: --as illogical, Safikaracarya replies: 

74 
Ibid., p.90, line 20 ff. C.D. Sharma explains the structure 
of Nyaya syllogism: "There are five members in the Nyaya 
syllogism. The first is called Pratij~ or proposition. 
It is the logical statement which is to be proved. The second 
is Hetu or 'reason' which states the reason for the establish
men~ the proposition. The third is called Udaharana which 
gives the universal concomitance together with an example. 
The fourth is Upanaya or the application of the universal 
concomitance to the present case. And the fifth if Nigamana 
or conclusion drawn from the preceding propositions •... The 
following is a typical Nyaya syllogism: 1. This hill has 
fire (pratij~a); 2. Because it has smoke (hetu); 3. Whatever 
has smoke has fire .. ~udaharana); 4. This hill has smoke 
which is invariably associat~d with fire (upanaya); 5. There
fore this hill has fire (nigamana). C.D. Sharma, A Critical 
Survex of Indian Philosophy, Delhi, Varanasi, Patna: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1960, p.198 (underlining is mine). 
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It is because the serving as means to some. end or purpose 
which is found in respect o;e ;eood J, drink etc. (in the 
waking state) is contradicted in: dream. A·man in the waking 
state, eats and drinks and feels appeased .•.• But as soon 
as he goes into sleep,. he·finds himself ( in dream) afflicted 
with hunger and thirst •••• And the contrary also happens 
to be equally true. A man satiated with food and drink 
in dream finds himself, when awakened, quite hungry and 
thitsty •... Th~iefore both these objects are undoubtedly 
admitted to be illusory on account of their cornmon feature 
of having a beginning and an end. 75 

The mutual contradiction involved in transferring objects from 

one empirical state to another proves their falsity or illusoriness, 

from the transcendental point of view. The refutation of 

"'" -Realism and Idealism is carried out conclusively by Sa~karacarya 

in reference to the famous rope-snake illustration: 

The imagination characterised by the appearance of the 
snake in the rope cannot be produced from nor dissolved 
in the rope (i.e. in any external object), nor is produced 
from the imaginary snake or dissolved in the mind,. nor even 
in both.... Thus duality is not perceived when one I s mental 
activities are controlled (as in Samadhi) or in deep sleep. 
Therefore, it is established that duality is a mere illusion 
of the mind. 76 

The illusion which perceived the snake in the rope (during the 

waking state) does not exist in the rope. If an explanation 

is sought for the illusion from the empirical point of view, 

it is said that the rope produces the illusion. This explanation 

is satisfactory only if the illusion is admitted to be a fact. 

75 
Mandukyopanisa4,~. cit., p.93, line 20ff . 

• 0, ltI' 

76 
Ibid., p.120, line 18 ff. 
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But from the absolute or transcendental point of view, illusion 

does not exist; so it ~s illogical to predicate a beginning 

or an end to a non-exis.tent rope-snake. This is the rej ection 
77 

of the realistic contention. From the empirical point of 

view, it is said (by idealists) that the mind produces the 

illusion of the snake in the rope. But from the standpoint 

of Ultimate Reality, mind with its subject-object duality has 
<f1 __ 

no reality. This is the argument advanced by Saflkaracarya 
78 

against idealism in the passage noted above. 

If the phenomenological analysis of the waking and 

dreaming states reveals that all objects cognized, whether 

internal (subjective) or external (objective) to the mind, 

are devoid of reality, who imagines them? 
.;. - -

How does Sankaracarya 

account for the phenomenon of memory and knowledge? Obviously, 

to deny the reality of a Witness Consciousness (Saksi) in this 
79 

context is tatamount to Nihilism. Eankaracarya meets the 

objection by attributing all three states and their objects 

to the transcendental Self (Atman) who improvises or 'constitutes' 

everything by its cosmic power (maya): 

77 
Ibid., p.123, note 4, line 21 ff. 

78 

Ibid. , p.123, note 5, line 30 ff. 

79 
Ibid. , p.98, line 31 ff. 
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imagines LsicJ'8 a in hirPsel,;f th.e different objects I 
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to be described herea,:e-ter. ;E:t is like 'ima,gining o:e- the 
snake etc., in the rope· ·etc. Hehimself"cognizes them, 
as heha's imagined them. There is no o'ther substr.;;t,tum 
of knowledge and ·memory. The aim of vedanta is to declare 
that knowledge and memory are, ·not without support as the 
Buddhistic nihilists maintain. 81 

It follows that the empirical self (Jiva) is the first product 

of Maya and, in turn, "constitutes" various entities, both 
82 

subjective and objective, in the waking and dreaming states. 

~. - -
We have seen previously that Sabkaracarya is willing 

to indulge in cosmological speculation. HOw, the~does he 

account for the origin and dissolution of the universe from 

the standpoint of transcendental consciousness? Is there 

"creation" or "evolution" of variety in the cosmos? No, his 

phenomenological analyses of dreams and illusory experiences 
83 

leads him to reject as "unreal" all duality, al~ plurality. 

It is even more astonishing that he reaches the same conclusion 

regarding "bondage" and "liberation": 

80 

81 

82 

83 

When duality is perceived to be illusory and Atman alone 
is known as the sole Reality, then it is clearly established 
that all our experiences, ordinary or religious (Vedic), 
verily pertain to the domain of ignorance. Then one 
perceives that there is no dissolution ... no birth or creation .•. 

The verb kalpayat translated by Nikhilananda as "imagines" 
may better be translated "projects" or "creates"or "con
stitutes" to avoid the cotinotation of subjective idealism. 

Manduk¥opanisad, ~. cit., p.99, line 23 ff. 
o· '" • 

Ibid. , p.106, line 14 ff. 

~., p.llS, line 14 ff. 
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84 
no one in bondage ... and no one .tree from bondage. 

Lest the conclusion here be interpreted as a reductio ad 

absurdam, it is important to'remember that tne sole reality 

of Atman could never have been realized, had not the phenom-

enal universe been seen as the product of Ignorance (avidxa) 

and Illusion (ma"y'i). Man can return to Ultimate Reality only 

by negating or sublating all that appears to be existently 

(and lUexistentially") real. That is accomplished by 

"phenomenological reduction' and by intuitional knowledge of 

the one, eternal, transcendental Self that lies concealed 

in all consciousness of the microcosm and macrocosm. 

We return to Vivekacudamani and Aparoksanubhuti after 
" " --a long excursus in the commentaries of Sa~karacarya. Nothing 

has been found to impugn the possibility, or even the prob

abili ty of 'S'aiikaracarya I s authorship of the two minor works. 

On the other hand, much has been found to supplement and 

enhance the general thesis advanced. 

5. The Three States of Consciousness in the 

Context of Transcendental Phenomenology 

We are now in a position to summarize the subject-

matter of this chapter in the context of Phenomenology. 

84 
Ibid., p.119, line 23 ff. 
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According to J.N. Mohanty., a leadin~ pheno;p.enologist of India, 

the two main concerns of. Russerlian phenomenology are to 

establish a self-contained, self-sufficient realm of "pure 

subjectivity" and to explicate the "constitution" of objectivity 
85 

in terms of "intentionality". He thinks the conciliation of 

these two concerns requires a solution along the lines of 

" --
86 

Sankaracarya's "extreme variety of Idealism". Defining 

after Husserl "noesis" as a general term covering "all object-

ifying acts" and "noema" as the name for lIall objects of such 

acts" of consciousness, he observes lthat the relation between 

the two is not one of "equal partnershipll; IInoesis" has 
87 

primacy over "noema". A.n "objectifying act" does not become 

"visible" until it has been separated from the object "intended'" 

and the objectivity of any object cannot really be defined except 
88 

in terms of an "objectifying act". A point of the greatest 

significance, however, is the way Husserl brings together the 

85 

86 

87 

88 

J. N. Mohanty·, Phenomenology and Ontology, Den Haag, Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1970. chapter XIII, "The Object in Edmund Husserl's 
Phenomenology", p.138. 

Ibid. , p.139. 

Ibid. , p.140. 

~., p.140. 
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different "nuclei." In.gerp.atic meaningsl Q:I;.the dif:l;erent noemata 

(objects intendea:). They uclos e up together in an identical 

unity, a unity in which the 'something', the determinable 

which lies concealed in every nucleus, is grasped as self-
89 

identical." This self-ideritity raises a problem for reason 

which can best be resolved by transcendental phenomenology. 

In Husserl's view, objects are not independent entities but 

are "intentional correlates" of consciousness. No problem 

arises concerning those objects which are given in i~~anent 

perception, but objects given in transcendent perception, 
90 

are "infinitely determinable". This "margin of indeterminacy" 

causes such a problem for Reason that it "prescribes" an 

,a priori idea to account for the II continuum of appearances". 
91 

One such idea is infinity. Reason cannot grasp it, but only 

an idea of it. Immanuel Kant's Ideas of Reason were of this 
92 

.kind. Husserl's functional concept of the "constitution of 

objectivity" bypasses the need for an ontologically "real" 

or objective world. "Phenomenological reduction" brackets all 

"transcendence" i.e. all objects of the external and internal 

89 
Husserl, Ideas, p.338. 

90 
Mohanty, Ope cit., p.142. 

91 
Ibid., p.143. 

92 
Ibid., p.144. 
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world, in a releritles s quest· for immediate ,indubitable! 
93 

transcendental ·subj.ectiVi.ty. Thetr:anscerident Objects of the 

world are readmitted to philosophy under a "change of signature" 

i.e. as "constituted" by the intentional acts of transcendental 
·94 

subjectivity .. 

/ --
In Saflk.aracarya's Advaita we have an astonishingly 

parallel approach to understanding the self and the world. 

It is probably not incorrect to call his philosophy a trans-

cendental-phenomenological idealism, although there is an 

element of realism too. What could be more real than Brahman-

Atman? The phenomenological analyses of the waking, dreaming 

and deep sleep states are acute, differentiating between body 

and thing-consciousness in the waking state, and image-

consciousness in the dream state, or between consciousness of 

mental impressions (vasan~) in dreams and absence of such in 

deep sleep. One may mention too the subtle analysis of illusory 

experiences like the "rope-snake". The purpose of all these 

analyses of consciousness is, ultimately, to show the changing, 

non-eternal nature of these states and their dependence on 

Something else. That is, the relativity of the empirical 

states, combined with the indubitable experience of self-

identity, signifies the existence of Something transempirical 

93 
Ibid., p.147. 

94 
Ibid., p.150. 
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and absolutely permanent. The witness holeo,£'. transcendental 

consciousness in relation to theexteinal v,70rla. 1 the body, the 

mind, the ego, and even the gods, points to an intelligent 

Entity. The unity of body, mind and soul points to a non-

dual Reality at the heart of man's existence. The spiritual 

unity of the microcosm is extended to include the macrocosm 

as well. The phenomenal self, and the u.niverse, are IUreduced" 

systematically to non-existence. All objectivity, all duality, 

all "transcendent entities lU are perceived to be illusory and 

false. All reality is assigned to the transcendental Self 

(Atman). The seeming reality of the phenomenal self and its 

world is attributed to the structure of mind called primal 

ignorance (avidya.). On the cosmic scale, this power to make 

things appear "real" that are .false is attributed to Brahman's 

wonderful and indescribable maya. One passes from "bondage" 

to ignorance and phenomenal existence (samsara) by intuitional 

knowledge of the eternal Self. The !'Self-realization" experience 

is man's I1liberation" from the shackles of mental illusion, 

a return to the infinite bliss and freedom of Brahman-Atman. 

It is always risky to compare two systems of thought 

". - -as widely separated in time and space as Sankaracarya's Advaita 

and Husserl's Phenomenology. They speak a very different kind 

of language, one conditioned by the religious vocabulary of 

Upanisadic Hinduism, the other neutral towards empirical religion . .. 
Nevertheless, they appear to be working on the same fundamental 
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project: to free'men from the mental abberation of "object,ivity", 

to release theinfini te' powers of trans.cendental subj ect.ivi ty. 

Both men proceed by the, analysis of human experience. Both 

men have ways of sUbordinating the 'empirical world (Husserl 

"brackets" it; 
,/. - -
Sankaracarya "negates" it) in order to realize 

the transcendental Ego or Self. Husserl's notion of il con-

stitutional intentionality": though it appears to give the world 

a positive evaluation, does not differ much from ~ankaracarya's 

concept of the world existing by the ignorance of the mind. 
", . 

For Sankara, it is quite legitimate to "superimpose" the 

waking, dreaming, and deep sleep states on the Self for practical 

(vyavaharika) purposes. It is necessary, indeed, to IIsuperimpose" 

the world of objects, the body, the mind,the ego,and the gods 

etc. to communicate "Self-realization" to other men. But, 

from the absolute point of view, the empirical states of 

consciousness and the entities of the empirical world have 

no reality at all. They belong to the realm of flux and lack 

existence in comparison with the non-dual, eternal and immutable 

Self. 

Husserl's"eidetic reduction" of the various "nuclei" 

of objectivity (noemata), if carried to it's logical conclusion, 

results in an "identical unity" in which the "determinable" 

items vanish into insignificance. Though the language differs, 

the final result of the "phenomenological reduction" is similar, 

/ --
but not identical, with the non-dual Self of Sankaracarya. 
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The latter negates the IIquali ties It and "attr:ihutes il super

imposed on Reality by I'gnorance (avidya) in order to realize 

the quality-less (Nirguna) Brahman. Is this different .. 
from a full-scale "eidetic reduction" of the noematic "nucleii! 

that qualify or "determine" the meanings we experience in 

finite existence? Similarly, if all objectivity (noemata) in 

the waking and dreaming states is "constituted" by the 

"objectifying acts" (noesis) of transcendental consciousness, 

then the primacy of the latter is es"tablished. The empirical 

selves and their worlds are caused by "intentionality ll. 

Husserl, as a neutral analyst, is concerned only to describe 

,/ --
phenomena with accuracy. Sankaracarya, on the other hand, 

because he is interested in cOllununicating "Self-realization", 

sharply contrasts the absolute reali"ty of the Self (Atman) 

with the falsity of the world created by mental ignorance. 



dehatmadhTreva nrunamasaddhivam 
j anmaai duhk7apiabhavasya' . b<i>j run, 

va tas ta tao:; tvam p.h 1tail'i praya tna -
ttyakte tu c¢tte na ptinarhhavasa:-

Identification with the bodY alone ie; the root that produces the miserv 
of hjrt~ etc. of people who' are attached to the unr~al; therefore " 
aestrav thnu this with the utmost care. When this identification 
caused by the mind is given up, there is no more chance for rebirth. 

na hyastyavidya manaso' tirikt:::i" 
mana hvavidva bhavabandhaJ1efuh 

tasminvin~o:;t~ sal(alam vinistam • 
Vijrumbhl fer sminsakala1'i'l vbnnn.hhate 

There is no ignorance CAvidya) outside the mind. The mind alone is 
Avidya, the cause of the bondage of transmigration. When that is 
destroyed, all else is destroyed, and when it is manifested, 
everything else is manifested. 

tasmanmanah karanamasva -1 ar.tor
bandhac;v~ mokSasva ca va vidhane 

bandfiasya' he;tunnal"inaffl rajogiifiair-
mok~ asya suddhaift viTa j as tamas kam .... 

Therefore the mind is the only cause that hri.ngs about man's hondage 
or liberation: when tainted by the effect~ of r8.jas it leads to bondage, 
and when pure and divested of the rajas and trunas elements it conduces 
to liberation. 

- Vivekacudamani, 164, 169, 174 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE FIVE SHEATHS OF THE SELF 

1. .PJje'anible 

--. /. --In VivekacudamapJ. verses. 124 through 210, Sankaracarya . ~ 

undertakes a phenomenological dascription of the empirical 

self (j"iva_) in terms of five "sheaths" (ko/as) or coverings 

of the Self IAtman). His ultimate purpose in so doing is 

to demonstrate the falsity of the sheaths, and simultaneously 

the reality of the Supreme Self concealed by them and confused 

with them. The seriousness of the enterprise is apparent 

when he writes that "realization" or intuitive knowledge 

of the Self alone frees man from the bondage of ignorance 
1 

and secures liberation (kaivalya). He undertakes the analysis 

with the conviction that Something (ka~cit-svayaffi), namely, 

lI·the eternal substratum of the consciousness of egoismll exists 

to be discovered. The latter, which is the ontological 

Ground for empirical subjectivity and objectivity, may be 

identified as IItranscendental subjectivity" or more simply as 

Ilpure Consciousness". The Supreme Self is II wi tness of the 

1/ 
Sankaracarya, Vi'Vekachuddm:ani, Trans. Swami Madhavananda, 
Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama,-1970 1 ~loka 124, p.46. 
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thr.eestates" Cayasthi-tra;ya,~sak~i) _. waking, ,dreaming rand 

deep sleep - and must be:discr'imin.atedfromthef,i ve sheaths 
2 

(koias) . These are, in ;their order from g-ross to subtle: 

annamaya-koJ'a (matter or material body, consisting of food) i 

pranamaya-kola (vi tal force or life-principle, consistin, g of , 
breath) i mal1omaya-koJa (mind, consisting of thought); 

Vij~ana-IDaya-kola (understanding, consisting of wisdom)i 

and ananda-maya-ko~a (bliss). The EFanamaya, manomaya and , 
vij~anamay~ sheaths, taken collectively, make up what is 

called the "subtle body" (sUksma sar:rra) and the anandamaya . -
sheath, taken by itself, is called the "Gausal body" (karana 

3 • 
sarira) . 

As products of Ignorance, the sheaths have a double 

function. The "veiling !tower" (Avrtj, or Avarar:a-s'aktil of 

Ignorance hides the glory'of the Infinite Self just as the 
4 

demon Rahu hides the sun. The "projecting power" (Viksepa-
• 

~kti) of Ignorance causes a man to identify himself falsely 

2. 

3 

4 

Ibid., 'loka 125, p.46. Ko6a is a covering or sheath in 
the phenomenological sense of uhat which conceals what is 
there by 'projecting' what is not really there. A spatial 
image is used to signify a structural condition. 

The II subtle body" is unmanifested (ayyakta;) in relation to 
the ~Igross body" which is manifested (vvakta) or evolved. 
'I'he il causal body" is that seminal or potential state devoid 
of any evolved distinctions of name and form. 

Ibid., "loka 
demon who is 
eclipses). 

139; p.52. Rah.u is the name of a mythological 
supposed to overpower the sun (during solar 
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with .the. body and sota. ;suf.fer, .throughaction, the "binding 
·5 . 

fetters" of lust, anger, .etc. s'ankaracaryaemploys the 

analogy of a vlater tank to. illustrate the "relation" of the 

Self (Atman) to the five sheaths (ko/as). Just as the clear 

water of a tank or pond is covered by an accumulation of algae, 

and appears only if the algae is removed from the surface, 

so the Atman is concealed by primal Ignorance Cavidy'2i'> that 

constantly confuses it with the sheaths of the empirical 

self (Jiva). But when the algae or sedge is removed, the 

clear water underneath comes into view. On taking it, a 

man's thirst is quenched. Similarly, when one removes 

Ignorance by correct knowledge, his real identity appears. 

The intuitive discovery of the Supreme Self satisfies his 
6 

thirst for Ultimate Reality. The analogy is extremely apt, 

because it illustrates at one stroke the unveiling function 

of knowledge i.e. the removal of ignorance by systematic 

negation or reduction of the sheaths that are constitutive of -the false, empirical self (Jiva), and the simultaneous emergence 

of the true Self (Atman) that is always present though 

hidden from view. 

6ankaracarya ' s approach to the reality of the Self is 

more than deductive and perhaps more truly lireductive ll in a 

5 
/ / Ibid. , sloka 111, p.40 and sloka 140, p.53. 

6 
I Ibid. , sloka 149-50, p.57. 
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phenomenological :sense than either. "inductive." or IIdeductive". 

It is based on evidence that is available to. every man through 

meditation on daily experience. He writes, for example, that 

the Self is That (in immediate awareness) which knows all 

that happens in the three, states of consciousness. It knows 

not only the presence of mind and its operations (vrttis) but .. 
also its absence. As the ~ Upanisad says: "That which man 

.' 
does not comprehend with the mind, that by which, they say, 

the mind is encompassed, know that to be Brahman and not what 
7 

people worship as an obj ec"t. " /'. ....-Sankaracarya comments as follows: 

"The word manas, derived from the root man in the sense of 

that by which one thinks, is common to all organs, since it 

embraces all objects .... The mind can think only when it is 
8 

illumined by the light of Consciousness within." 

In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad there is Yaj~avalky~ls 
• • 

famous reply to Usasta's request for information about the • 
IIself that is within all": 

7 

8 

You cannot see that which is the witness of vision; you 
cannot hear that which is the hearer of hearing; you cannot 
think that which is the thinker of thought; you cannot 
know that which is the knower of knowledge. This is 
yourself that is within all; everything else but htis 

/ --Eight Upanisads With the' Commentaryo'f Sarlkaracarya , Trans. 
Swami Gambhirananda, Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 1965, Vol. I, 
Kena Up. 1,6; p.55 

Ibid., commentary on Kena Up. 1,6, p.56. 
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is perishable. 9 

/. --Sankaracarya's commenta'rY'is wri tt.en to. upho.ld the.immutabili ty 

of the Witness (Drast~) Consciou~ness in spite of all ... 
appearance of change and mu ta.tion: 

It is therefore that .the. e,t.ernal vision of the self is 
metaphorically spoken of as the witness, and although 
eternally seeing, is spoken of as sometimes seeing and 
sometimes not seeing. But as a matter of fact the vision 
of the seer never changes. lO 

How is that known? Is it a mere dogma? Not for Sankaracarya. 

The pervasive experience of self-identity through all the 

empirical states of consciousness indicates the presence and 

reality of "transcendental subjectivity". It is a fact of 

daily experience which may be verified by reflection. All 

intellectual disciplines, including science, depend on It 

for their existence. To assert its reality is to be immune 

from the criticisms levelled at the non-verifiable utterances 

of mystics and metaphysiciar:rs·aiike. 
I _ _ I 

According to Sankaracarya, the five sheaths (kosas) 

are pervaded and illumined by the Self's pure consciousness. 

The intellect (buddhi) is illumined by the Self, though it 
11 

appears to illumine everything by its (buddhi's) own power. 

9 

10 

The Brhadaranyaka Up'ani's'ad with the' COIn:rn.el1tary of ~arikaracarya, 
Trnas= Swami Madhavananda, Mayavati, Almora, Advaita Ashrama, 
1950, Br. Up. 3.4.2, p.469, line l3ff. 

Ib'id., conunentary on~. ~. 3.4.2./ p.469, line 27 ff. 

III l _ _ _ _ / 
Sankaracarya, Viveka·chuCl.amani 1 sloka 127, p. 47 . 

• 
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All "parts" of man - his, body, .organs, ,mind, intellect, and 

ego - are servants andins,t,ruments (l?r:e:r'ita' :iVa) of the Self. 

They have no autonomy or independence but act, as it were, on 
12 

orders. Everything in expe,iience, including the ego:/ 

body r mind, sense , . .objects,,' :plea:sures and sorrows are known 

to the Self lias palpably asa jar" for It is the "essence 
13 

of Eternal Knowledge" (nitya bodha svarup!na). In his 

commentary on the Brhad~ranyaka UpanisaQ, tankaracarya . ~ -illustrates the i1 self-luminous vision ll of the Atman by appeal 

to the dreaming state: 

We observe also that those who have had their eyes removed 
keep the vision that belongs to the self intact in dreams. 
Therefore the vision of the self is imperishable, and 
through that imperishable self-luminous vision the Atman 
continues to see in the state of profound sleep.14 

- -He calls the Atman lithe innermost Self" (antaratma~, the 

primeval Purusa prefigured in Sankhyq. whose essence is 
• 15 

"realization of infinite Bliss." Where is one to find the 

Atman? .In>'the gross body? In the mind ,(manas)? In the 

intellect (buddhi)? Or, in the causal body known as the 

12 I 
Ibid., sloka 129, p.47. 

13 I 
Ibid., sloka 130, p.47. 

14 , 
Br. Up., S. B" Ope cit., p.675, line 15 ff. 

15 
VivekachU'damani, ~loka 131, p.48. 

• • 
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- -/ Unmanifested (akasa)? Atman pe.rvades the .. tr.anscends all three 

bodies - gross, subtl.e ,:. and causal - because It .. is beyond all 

-16 
duality. It is howe.ver., permissible to "locate" the Atman 

/ - -~ in the innermost sheath (~) for either (Akasa) is used 
17 

frequently in Scripture to. denote BrahrllaIl. 

The Self, though one and immutable, appears in a 

variety of forms i.e. as mind, ego, body, organs, etc. just 

as fire, which is formless, takes on the shape of a red-hot 
18 

ball of iron without any change of its na"ture. A more 

generalized fire analogy occurs in Katha Upanisad: 

Just as fire, though one, having entered the world, 
assumes separate forms in respec"t of different shapes, 
similarly, the Self inside all beings, though one, assume~9 
a form in respect of each shapej and (yet) It is outside. 

We find here a phenomenological recovery of the sense of 

"inside" and "outside". /. --Sankaracarya, commenting, writes: 

- --"sarvabhutantaratrna, the Self that is I!inside" all beings -

by virtue of Its subtleness like fire in fuels ... has become 

pratirupah, formed in accordance with the individual shapes 

16 I 
Ibid., sloka 132, p.48 and Note by Madhavananda, p.48-9. 

17 I 
B. ,S.,S. B./op. cit., 1.1.2. p.81--4. 

18 I 
Vivekachudamani, sloka 133, p.49 .. . 

19 
Katha U., II, ii, 9, Eight Upanisads, I. p.200, line 29 ff. 
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20 
in respect .of all bodies: ..... I( The. Sel.f is. independent of 

all conditions limit.ingl .phenoffiEmal be.ings: bi:rth,. death, 

growth, decay, and change. It :c.ontinues to. exist if the 
21 

body dies., just as space.in ajar is broken. The Supreme 

Self, "modified" by egoism (JIva), "manifests" the gross and 
22 

subtle universe in the waking and dreaming states. 

The role of Ignorance (.avid£~) must be regarded as 

crucial for understanding how the Self is "modified ll by 

names and forms. The manifestation of the gross and subtle 

bodies, from the absolute point of view, is false and non-

existent. But, from the pragmatic point of view, the sheaths 

(ko§as) composed of their various en"ti ties are surely real 

or existent. 
I. ... _ 
Sankaracarya "d.escends", one may say, to the 

empirical plane by the process which he describes as "deliberate 

superimposition". He assumes, for methodological and peda-

. gogical reasons, the posture of the "realist". It is significant 

that, in Vivekacudamani, he prefaces his discussion of the 
• • 

five sheaths (ko~as) with about thirty verses enunciating 

the thesis of the reality of the Witness-Self and also simultan

eously of Ignorance (avidya) that IIhides" the Self. This is, 

20 / 
Katha U. S. B., OPe cit., 1. p.200, line 29ff. 

21 
Viveka:chUdatn:ani, ~loka 134, p.49. 

• • 
22 

Ibid., ~loka 135, p.50. 
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incidentally, in remarkahle .. .conformity with :th.e practice 

of later Vedanta writings ·of, d·emonstrat.ing by. the . .same set 

of arguments (1) the. reality of .the Witness-Self and (2) that 

of Ignorance. His purpose 1 from thebeg.inning, is to 

lead his readers to the absolute point of view from which 

the five sheaths (ko{as) can be. "rescinded ll as products of 

Ignorance. 

~. - ... Sankaracarya says man's. bondage to birth and death 

and·c .~ all the miseries of phenomenal existence is due to 

ignorance, the false identification of the Self with non-Self. 

This can take many forms. It can take the form of self-

identification with the body and subsequent preoccupation 

with physical pleasures like eating, sleeping, bathing, sex, 

etc. As a caterpillar is bound by its own cocoon, so an 

ignorant man is enslaved to the world of objects by his own 
23 

body. 
I. __ 

Ignorance is defined by Sankaracarya as the failure 

to discriminate what is Real (Self) from what is merely 

phe.nomenal (world). The absence of discrimination I and its 

attendant danger, is experienced in daily life. For example, 

a man who mistakes a snake ,for a rope (a reversal of the usual 

example) may grab it, and thereby imperil his life. But, 

/.. ..... .... 
says Sankaracarya I the danger is 'far greater when one mistakes 

transi tory things for eternal Reality. I'c "hurls a man into 

'~ . .: .. :.: ' .. ' :-' .'. 

23, I . 
Ibld., sloka 137, p.51. 
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24 
bond~ge. .In a graphic metaphor I he pictures.the." shark 

of Ignorance" swallowing a man .of ilperverted in.teTlec"t II as 

he floats up and down on .the.vast ocean of rel.ative existence 

(sam sara). The victim is ut,t:erly incapable of escaping his 

fate .. ha .. j-ing foolishly identif.ied himself with the intellect 
25 

(buddhi) . Mere intellectualism is of no avail for liberation. 

s'ankaracarya is very explicit in denying that anyone who is 

"clever in discussing about Brahman"l yet remains "attached 

to worldly pleasures" and lacks Self-realization, can be 

liberated from the bondage of Ignorance. Such people are doomed 
26 

to undergo repeated births and deaths. Identification with 

one's ego (JIva') is another insidious form of Ignorance. The -
Self is obscured by egoism just as the sun is hidden by thick 

27 
clouds on a stormy day. 

I. __ 
Sankaracarya compares empirical 

existence (samsara) to a tree. Its seed is ignorance; 

its sprout, false identification with the body; its leaves, 

attachmenti its flowers, sense-objects; its fruits, various 

miseries arising from actions; the bird sitting on it, 

24 
I 

Ibid., sloka 138, p.52. 

25 
Ibid., §loka 141, p.53. 

26 I 
Aparokshan:ubhuti, sloka 133, p.70. '._--

27 
Vive:kachudatnaniJ' ~loka 143. p.54. 

• • 
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28 
the individual soul. ~gnor.anGe ,(.avidya) is. :the:, ,II seed II 

giving rise to the, ',enti,re, :comp:l,ex of relative,existence 

proj ected by the indi vidua,l soul. 

In Mundaka Upanis.ad, :the,re is the famous image of .. ". . 
IItwo birds u sitting on the: "se'lf-same tree". One eats fruit, 

.and the other "looks on without eating": 

Two birds, companions (who are) always united, cling to 
the self-same tree. Of these two, the one eats the 
sweet fruit and the other looks on wi-thout eating. On 
the self-same tree, a person immersed (in the sorrows of 
the world) is deluded and grieves on account of his help
lessness. When he sees the other, the Lord who is 
worshipped and his greatness ... then being a knower, 
shaking off good and evil and f2~e from stain, he attains 
supreme equality with the Lord. 

I. _ _ I 
Sankaracarya comments on this passage and on Svet. ~. IV:6 

in his Brahma Sutra Bhasya: 

28 

29 

• 
Both texts intima-te one and same matter viz. the Lord 
together with the individual soul. In the Mundaka text 
the clause: 'The other looks on without eating' 1 

intDuates the highest Self which is raised above all desire .•.• 
They mention the individual sould not as a new object of 
ins-truction but merely to show its identity with the 
highest Self.30 

Ibid., §loka 145, p.55 

Mund. !:!E.. III, I, 1-3, ~Trans-.... Radhakrishnan, Ope cit., p.686 .. 
30 I 

The Vedanta Sutras wi'th the' Commen-t'ary by Sarikar~carya, 
III: 3, 34, in Sac-redBbokso'f the East, XXXVIII, Ed. Max 
Mueller, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, Trans. G. Thibaut, 
1904, p.241, line 9ff. 
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The meaning is. clear: as knowledge matures, :thetwo birds 

which represent the 'Atman and .·the.JTY,S. rnergeinto. one. In 

"transcendental consciousnes's" the Self alone remains , and the 

individual ego is known to be. il.lusory. This is final 

liberation from the ignorance.of duality. 

6ankaracarya insists that the bondage of the non-Self 

is destroyed ~y nothing except the sword of discriminating 

knowledge, sharpened by the serenity of the mind (dhatu-
31 

prasadat). He derides the foolish man who sacrifices to 

the gods as if they were separate d:t different from himself: 

That the performers of sacrifices are Objects of enjoyment 
for the gods follows, moreover, from their quality of 
not knowing the Self. For that 1:hose who do not know 
the Self are objects of enjoyment for the gods the following 
scriptural passage shows: 'NOW, if a man worships 
another deity, thinking the deity is one and he is another, 
he does not know. He is like a beast for the Devas 
(Bri. Up. 1,4,10)32 

What irony'~ It is noteworthy that ~ankaracarya is not 

denying the existence of the gods. They exist, like the world, 

as relative and contingent "facts" for the man of Self-realiz-

ation. It is essential, however, to negate the reality of 

the five sheaths (ko£as) ranging from ITtg:tter (annamaya) to 

bliss (anandamay~) - so that the Self can be revealed as 

':' , 

31 _ _ 
ViVe'kachudamani, sloka 147, p.56:. An alternative reading is 
"grace of" the· Lord" (dhat'uhpra's'adena) but Sankara in his 
commentary on Katha Up. 1.2.20 prefers "serenity of these Organs". 

32 / 
Brahman sutra S. B. 111.1. 7., Sacred Books, XXXVIII, P .111, 
line 23' ff. 
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it really is, pure I' .eternal l :supreme,. indwe.1.1ing" self-
33 

effulgent bliss. By discrimination between. the, Self and 

the non-Self, the wise man: realizes his t,rue,identi ty as 

Absolute Existence-Knowl,edge-.Bl,iss (Sacchidanandam) and removes 
34 ' -

his bondage. Freedom comes, to him who is able to extract 

the indwelling Self (Atman) from the body and its organs 

as one pulls out a stalk of grass from its enveloping 

sheath, and having done that, to merge everything in tt, 
'35 ' 

including his own individual identity. A similar idea is 

found in the Katha Upanisad where it is written: , 
• 

The person of the si:ze ,§'f a tl'l:qrnh~: the inner self'j abic:Ies 
always in the hearts of men. Him one should draw out 
with firm~ess, from the body, as (one may do) the wind 
from the reed. Him one shoucld know as "the pure I the 
inunortal. 36 

2. Horn.olo,gue:' Microco'smand Macrososm 

I - -
In Vivekacudamani, verses 154-210, Sankaracarya 

• - 37 
surveys the five sheaths (kotas) in detail. The structure 

33 

34 

3,5 

36 

37 

Vivekachudamani, 
I 
sloka 151, p.58. . . 

Ibid. , 
I 
sloka 152, p.58. 

Ibid. , 
/ 
sloka 153, p.58. 

Katha Up, II, 3,17. Trans. Radhakrishnan, op.cit., p.647-8. 

There is really no extensive description of the five sheaths 
in Ap'aro'kshanubhuti .• 
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of thi.s section res.embles:the .. s.econd. chapte.r. of the Taittiriya 

Upanisad/ called Br:ahmananda Valli (Bliss of. BrahlIian) . 
~ 

It also resembles Taittiriya. 3 or Bhrgu Valli, where the .. 
evolutionary process of .the universe is described. We shall 

have occasions to refer to the parallels below. Dr. S. 

Radhakrishnan has noted the. correspondence between microcosm 

and macrocosm in Indian religion: 

It is an axiom of mystic religion that there is a 
correspondence between the macrocosm and macrocosm. Man 
is an image of the created universe. The individual 
soul as the microcosm has affinities with every rung 
of the ladder which Eeacnes from earth to heaven. 38 

Mircea Eliade has called atten·tion to the. same phenomenon 

in ancient religion, terming it a homologue or "structural 

identityll between man and the cosmos: 

This is why, beginning at a certain stage of culture, 
man conceives of himself as a microcosm. He forms 
part of the gods'creationj in other words, he finds in 
himself the same sanctity that he recognizes in the cosmos. 
It follows that his life is homologized to cosmic life; 
as a divine work, the cosmos becomes the paradigmatic image 
ef ~ -hl:lJ:rtan,:c existence.... Clearly his life has an 
additional dimension; it is not merely human, it is at 
the same time cosmic, since it has a trans-human structure. 39 

I shall have many occasions in the following pages to note 

" 

this anthro~cosmic homologue in operation. It is expressed 

by the VedantiS contraction Brahman-Atman. 

38 

39 

s. Radhakrishnan,The Princ'ipa'l Upahisads, p.543 . 
• 

Mircea Eliade,The' Sacre'd and the Profane, Trans. Willard 
Trask, New York: Brace and World Inc. 1957, p.165-6. 
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/. --Sankaracarya b~g,ins his phenomenological analysis of 

man with the body which be,long's to the outer 1 material sheath 

/ 
(annamaya-kosa). It is the product of food; it lives by 

digesting food: it dies for lack of food. The material 

sheath is a conglomeration of flesh, blood, muscle, bone and 

filth. It is neither eternal nor self-existent like the Self 
4.0 

(Atman) .' The Brab.mananda Valli calls food the "eldest 

born of beings" and assigns it primacy in the evolution of 

life: "From food, verily, are produced whatsoever creatures 
41 

dwell on the earth." The Bhrgu Valli, on the cosmological 
• 

side, begins by defining Brahman as matter: nHe knew that 

matter is Brahman. For truly, beings here are born from 

matter, when born, they live by metter, when departing they 
42 

enter. II This is the materialistic thesis. 
/. _..J. 
Sankaracarya, 

from his observations of birth and death, deduces that the body 

is transient, changeful, inert, a mere sense-object. It is, 

-therefore, not the Self (Atman) that is eternal Witness of 
43 

all change. If you dismember the body i.e. sever an arm or 

40 _ _ i 
Vivekachudamani, sloka 154, p.59. . . 

41 
Taitt. Up. 11,2,1., Trans. Radhakrisnan, OPe cit., p.543. 

42 
Ta'it t .' Up. I I I I 2 ,1. ,op. c'i t., P • 5 5.1lI: • 

43 _ _ f 

Vivekachudamahi, sloka ISS, p.59. . . 
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al.eg, it continues to li~e .•.. This shows.tha.t .the. body is 

under the control of. Another. 'It, cannot .be .the Sel.f which 
44 

is the Ruler of all. It. is.ev'idenlt in experience that a 

man retains his identi.ty. in spite. of various changes in his 

body, it characteristics, itS'. activities, its stages of life. 

This can be accounted for best by a Reality immanent in the 
45 

body~ yet different from it, namely the Self (Alman). A 

stupid man identifies himself wholly with the body, that mass 

of skin, flesh, fat, bones and filth. He is a naive realist, 
46 

unable to discriminate that Reality, the Self, from his body. 

An average man, because of some book--learning, identifies 

himself with a duality of body and soul acting and interacting. 

But a wise man, possessed of realization through discrimination 

(~iveka-~ij~ana) knows the eternal ~man as himself and thinks, 
47 

" . "I am Brahman" (branma-aham). He is an Advaitin or "critical 

realist". Emancipation from relative existence (samsara) 

and its root-cause Ignorance (avidy~) is impossible for a 

man of mere book-learning, even though he is erudite in 
48' . 

Vedanta philosophy. Just as it is erroneous to identify . 

44 I 
Ibid. I sloka 156, p.60. 

45 I Ibid. , sloka 157, p.60. 

46 I Ibid . ., sloka 159, p.6l. 

47 I Ibid. , sloka 160, p.6l. 
48 I Ibid. , sloka 162, p.62. 
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. (- 1_), , with the shadow of. one's .. hody chaY9-'-sarlra, orlts reflectlon 

CErati-. bimbc:;) or dream .body lsvapna·-deha.) or imaginary body 
. 49 

(kalpitanga) ,so it .is with the:. 'living body (jiVa-§ar'ira). 

This false identification of the self with body is caused by 

the mind and, unless abandoned, continues to produce the 

misery of rebirth. Destroy this mental error, s'ankaracarya 
50 

says" and you destroy phenomenal existence root and branch. 

According to the Chandogya Upanisad, the experience of pleasure 
• 

and pain derives from the evil of the incarnate self: 

o Maghavan, mortal, verily, is this body. It is held by 
death. But it is the support of that deathless, bodiless 
self. Verily, the incarnate self is held by pleasure 
and pain. Verily, there is no freedom from pleasure and 
pain for one who is incarnate. Verily';,' pleasure and 
pain do not touch one who" is' bodiless. 51 

The upshot of 6ankaracarya's phenomenological analysis 
I 

of the material sheath Cannamaya~) is both positive 

and negative. It denies ultimate reality to the body-complexi 

but affirms ultimate reality to the Self ,Ortman) . The body is 

viewed as an object and instrument of transcendental con-

sciousness. The positive affirmation of the Self implies, of 

necessity, the complete negation of the body. As there can 

be only one Ultimate Reality, all differ'ence is eliminated 

49 I 
Ibid. I sloka 163, p.62. 

50 
§loka Ibid. , 164, p.63. 

51 
Chand. Up. VIII,12.1., Trans. S. Radhakrishnan, OPe cit., p. 508. 
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as false. This isthe.Utr.anscendental methodll of. Advaita 

(Non-dualism). G.R. Ma:lkani writes.: 

As a result of the .. fal,se ·.iden.tification of· the. Self with 
the body I and thr.oughthebody to theres.t .of the world, 
the Self assumesthe.ficti.tious form of the .enj oyer-self 
or jiva who both acts and suffers .•.. But. behind it 
stands the unrelated Self, .also called saksin. The saksin 
does nothing, is related. .to nothing, and suffers nothing. 
It is a pure awareness that reveals every thing. 52 

"Pure awareness Jl comes into focus by the systematic "reduction ll 

, 
of all the sheaths (kosas), beginning with the body. 

We see the same process at work in Aparoksanubhuti. 

-The Atman is one, whereas the gross bodies are innumerable 

(anekatam). So how can this body be the Supreme? asks 
53 

~ankaracarya. When we speak of the body in ordinary 

conversation we say "This is mine" as if: it were an object 

I -of perception (drsatay~) and external. So how can this bocy 
5~· -be the Supreme? The Atman is immutable by definition, 

whereas the body is always undergoing changes (vikaravan). 
55 ' 

So how can this body be Purusa (puma!})? "The Purusa is 
• • 

completely unattached" (asangah) i.e. unaffected by good 
• 

52 -
G. R. Malkani, Metaphys·icsof Advaita Vedanta, Amalner I 
Indian Institute of Philosophy, lS6l, p.127. 

53 _ _ I 
Aparokshanubhuti, sloka 31, p.lS. 

54 I 
Ibid., sloka 32, p.19. 

55 ! 
Ibid., sloka 33, p.19. 
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and evil r so how ,can thi.s, bodYr defiled by "innumerable impurities" 
56 

bePurusa ,? Again, lithe', Purus',a' is self-illumined", (svayam-
. 57 

jyotih) so how can this inert (j.adah) body be Purusa? The 
• • 

Atman is permanent (ni tyaq) and survives the 
• 58 

anantaram) I so how can this boody be Atman? 
I 

body (dehapatad
\ 

./.. - ...... Sankaracarya 

concludes this series of rhetorical questions with a summary 

question and answer. I paraphrase: "What purpose is served 

by making a difference between the Atman and the ~ody? Does 

it assert, like the Tarka~-:istra (science of Nyaya,logic) the 
59 

reality of the phenomenal world? No, a thousand times no! 

The view that the body has "reality' has been denounced by 

-tarikaracarya£N-.er and over again. The differeace between Atman 
p 

and body is enunciated to clarify the unreality of any difference 

-whatsoever between the two! The Atman alone is eternally real, 

and the "body" is merely an appearance of the 'Atman caused by 
60 

Ignorance. / . - -So there is consistency in the works of Sankaracarya 

56 
I Ibid. , sloka 36, p.2l. 

57 
I 

Ibid. I sloka 37, p.2l. 

58 
I Ibid. , sloka 38, p.22. 

59 _ _ I 
Aparokshartubhuti, sloka 41, p.23. "the logic of Nyaya 
represents, as it were, the essence of the "natural stand
point" as defined by Husserl. 

60 
Ibid., lloka 42, p.24. "body" is the correlate of bodily 
consciousness with its claim to be the Self. 
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on the "falsity" of the material sheath (annamaya kosa ). 

4. vi tal Bhe;ath ; (pranamaya Kola) , 

127 

There are compara-tive'ly few references to the vi tal 

sheath in Vivekacudamani and Aparo ksanubhuti. Perhaps it 

is fair to surmise that its role is either less apparent 

or more mysterious than the other sheaths. Prana is what 
• 

permeates the material sheath (annamaya kosa) , giving it . 
the appearance of life. The vital sheath, by its association 

with the brain centres controlling speech, manual activity, 

locomotion, excretion, and reproduction, vitalizes the whole 
61 

body. As a modification of air (vayu) it is manifested 
62 

in the in-breathing and out-breathing of the body. In 

cOIT~ination with the other sheaths, its functions are "inhalation, 

exhalation, yawning , sneezing, secretion" etc; by itself, it 
63 

manifests "hunger and thirst". The Brahmananda Valli 

(second chapter of TaittirTya Upanisad) points out that 

/' 
gods and beasts share the vital sheath (pranamaya kosa) 

• 

61 / 
Vivekachudamani, sloka 165, p.63. 

62 
I 

Ibid., sloka 166, p.64. 

63 I 
Ibid., sloka 102, p.37. 
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with men, for it is the breath of all beings. It is to 

be distinguished alike from the body and the mind: "This 

(life) is indeed the embodied soul of the former (phys ical 

sheath). Verily, diffe r e nt from and within that which 
64 

consists of life is the self consisting of mind." On the 

cosmological level, the Bhrqu Valli (third chapter of Taitt. UE . ) 

refers to it as one of the evo lutes of Brahman: "He knew 

that life is Brahman. For truly, beings here are born from 

life, when born they live by life, and into life, when departing 
65 

they enter. " The same idea is expressed in Aparoksanubhuti: 

"Just as a thing made of gold ever has the nature of gold, 

so also a be ing born o f Brahman has always the nature of 
66 

Brahman." In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad an interesting .• 
dispute breaks out among the various organs of the body with 

respect to their relative greatness. Brahman, as media tor of 

the quarrel, suggests that each orgen depart from the body, 

by turn, t o find o ut who is most essential for the body ' s 

functioning. So the mouth, eye, ear, mind and sex organ depart 

by turns and remain separate from the body for a year's 

duration. On t heir return, each one discovers that the body, 

64 

65 

Taitt. ~. II,3,l. 
l ine 22 ff. 

Trans. Radhakrishnan, op. cit., p.544 

Taitt. Up. III,3,l, op. cit., p.554, line 29 ff. 

66 / 
Aparoksh~nub~~ti, sloka 49, p.28 and sloka 51, p.29. 
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thoughinconvenienced J , ,has managed nicely without them - as 

dumb I blind, deaf, idiot,i,c'l and sexles's. But" ,when the life-

force (prana) prepares, to. leave", all the organs protest and 
67 ' 

realize how dependent they are upon it. This parable, of 

course, has its limitations, because the vital sheath, though 

greater than the sense-organs, is definitely inferior ~o and 

dependent on the Self (Atman). ~ankaracarya discriminates, 

provisionally, between the vital sheath (pranamaya kofa) and .. 
the Atman in order to establish its ultimate identity with 

-Brahrnan-Atman: 

Further, it is by being revealed by the light of the 
Atman that is Pure Intelligence, its own Self, that the 
vital force functions, therefore It is the Vital Force 
of the vital force. Those who have known the Vital Force 
of the vital force, as also the Eye of the eye, the Ear 
of the ear etc .•. have realized, known with certaintY68 
the ancient or eternal, and primordial Brahman .... " 

I 
5. Mental Sheath {l-lanomaya Kosa) 

The relative importance of the mental sheath (manomaya 

/' 
kosa) is indicated by the greater amount of attention devoted 

to it in Vivekacuaamani. It permeates the preceding sheath, 
/ 

i.e. the vital sheath (pranamaya kosal, as its soul . 
• 

67 
Hr. Up. 6.1.7-13, Trans. lI1adhavananda, OPe cit., p.873-8. 

68 
Br. Up. 4.4.18, OPe cit., p.943-4. 
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I.. .... .... 
Sankaracarya describesi t, as '''po.werful and endued with the 

69 
faculty of creating' differ.ence ll

. of name and form. It consists 

of mind (manaEj) and "organs 'of' knowledge" (j.1{anendriyani) 
70 

such as ears,eyes, nose and tongue. The mind projects the 

entire phenomenal universe', bo.th in the waking and dreaming 
71 

states. It resembles a sacrifici.al fire ablaze with the 

fuel of sense-objects offered as oblations by the five sense-
72 --organs that serve as priests. In stanza 169 of Vivekacuaamani, 

• • 
Sankaracarya states unequivocally thai: the mind itself is 

Ignorance (~bandha-hetuh). The destruction of the mind by .. 
knowledge (vidya) is simultaneously the destruction of Ignorance 

73 
and its product, the phenomenal universe. This is a very 

bold idea and it is doubtful whether ~ankaracarya says it so 

forthrightly anywhere in his major commentaries. It summarizes 

succinctly what a host of Vedantic passages say more ambiguously: 

that Ignorance belongs to the structure of the mind itself, 

and that liberation from bondage depends on the very act of 

69 
Vivekachudamani, ~loka 167, p.64. . . 

70 
Ibid., ~loka 92, p.33 

71 
/ Ibid., sloka 170, p.66. 

72 
Ibid., ~loka 168, p.65. 

73 
Imid., ~loka 169, p.65. 
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transcending the .limitat,ions 'Of mind. How? ,Thro~gh Self-

realization. There isev.idence in th.e major commentaries 

to corroborate this "transcendental" point of; view. In the 
I 

Brahma Sutra Bhasya, Sankaracarya writes ilfinally, there is the 
• 

manas which has all thi.ngs for its objects and extends to the 
74 

past, the present, and the .. future. II That statement indicatew 

the comprehensive role of mind in creating the time~structure 

and objectivity of phenomenal existence. In the Brhadaranyaka 

-- ".-Upanisad Bhasya, he implies that the subtle body (suksma sarlra) 

complex including mind (manas) is the agent of the illusion 

called world: 

It consists of impressions and is produced by the union 
of the intellect and the impressions of gross and subtle 
objects; it is variegatedlike pictures on a canvas or 
wall, is comparable to an illusion, or magic, or a mirage, 
and is puzzling to all. 75 

I .. __ .... .... ...,. 
Sankaracarya, in his Mandukyopanisad Bhasya, gives a close 

parallel to the ilmind equals Ignorance" equation noted in 

Vivekacudamani: 

The proposition is that all this duality perceived as such 
by the imagination of the mind is, in reality, nothing but 
the mind. The reason for such inference is that duality 
is perceived when the mind acts and it vanishes when the 
mind ceases to act .... 76 

74 I 
Brahma Sutra ~.B., 11,4,6, op.cit, XXXVIII, p.81, line 17 ff. 

- -75B· h' d . U . I r a. p. S. B. II, 3,6, Trans. Madhavananda, Ope cit., p. 337 , 
line 10£f.-

76 _ I 
Hand. Up. S. B. III, 31, Trans. Nikhilananda, Ope cit., p.188, 
lir\~ 9£f.-
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-The cessation of mind .on !the.realization of the Self (Atman) 

is made explicit in the: :cohtmeri.tary on Mand. Up. III.: 32. The , , 

verse U(loka) followsimmediateTy: 

When the mind does not imagine on account .of the knowledge 
of the truth which is Atman, then it ceases to be mind . 
and becomes free from all idea of cognition, for want 
of objects to be cognised. 77 

/'... ---And Sankaracarya conunents: 

The mind having attained to that knowledge does not 
imagine, as there remains nothing to be imagined. The mind 
then is li~e fire when there is no fuel to burn. When 
the mind thus does no longer imagine, it ceases to be mind, 
that is, the mind, for want of any object to be cognised, 
becomes free from all cognition. 7E 

The freedom from objectivity mentioned here is reminiscent 

of Husserl's efforts to recover "transcendental subjectivity" 

and to reduce everything else to correlates of "intentionality". 

His "bracketing" of the world, and subsequent inclusion of it 

in the totality of the Transcendental Ego's "constitu~ed intent-
I.. ...._ 

ionality" does not appear to be similar to Sankaracarya's 

~destructionll of the mind and its ignorance-structure. But, 
I.. __ -. 

on deeper reflection, we understand that Sankaracarya's talk 

about i1destruction ll of the mind is only a manner of speaking. 

There is no real "thingll called mind (manas) to be destroyed"; 

it is a product of Ignorance. One must always remember that 

77 
Mand. Up. S. B. III, 32, OPe cit., p.189, lines 1-4. 

78 -Mand. Up. S. B. , III, 32, Ope cit., p.189, lines 11 ff. .. 
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/'11 --Sankaracarya I s. method .is.,udeliber.ate superimposition" 

(adhy'tropa) follow.e.d subs:e:quent·ly by II de 1 ibe.i.ate: .rescission II 
79 -or abrogation (apavada). Heurescinds" mind after super-

imposing it. Swami Madhavananda observes that only Ignorance 

(avidya) attributes limitation, change and process to the Self 1 

and only abrogation of this per.version of the mind through 

discipline (sadhana) brings freedom: 

According to the Vedanta, there is no actual change in 
the Self, which is by nature pure and perfect. It is 
ignorance or Avidya that has covered its vision, so to 
say, and It appears as limited and subject to change. 
Now this ignorance is imbedded in the mind, and when the 
mind is thoroughly purified through sadhana or discipline, 
the glory of the Atman manifests itself. This is said 
to be liberation. 80 

The "mental sheath" 
/ 

(manomaya kosa) has a central role to play 

in the states of both bondage and liberation. Mind is like 

the wind that covers the sun with clouds, and again reveals 
81 

it by driving the clouds away. How does this occur? The 

mind creates in man an "attachment" or fondness for the body 

and all sense-objects. It "binds" a man like a beast to a rope 

" (pasuvad-gunena) 
82 

The same mind, however, is capable of , . 
79 

See my Introduction r last section. 

80 
Swami Madhavananda, Note on Vivekachudataani, ~loka 169, p.65. 

81 - - I 

82 

ViVekacudamani, sloka 172, p.67. . . 

Ibid., ~loka 1.7:3,p .. 67'w "The word gur;a has the double meaning 
~t.endel1cy" ahd nrop~lI. 
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nen-att.achment er positive dislike. er sense-objects as if they 
.83 

we.re poisen (visavat) . Why sheuld man learn to. hate the 
... 

werld ef ebjects like peisen? It seems very edd, if net 

impessible. 'l'he meaning is, surely J that ene must ne·t 

be fee led by mind and senses into. attributin reality and per-

manence to. what is merely relat.ive, centingent, and nen-

eternal. One must "see throughlV the illusien ef the temperal 

werld to. Ultimate Reality, and One Eternal Spirit, and leve 

enly That. One attains Upurityll ef mind by cultivating 
84 

discriminatien (viveka) and renunciaitien (vairagya) One 

II discrimina·tes n between the Self and Net-Self, the eternal 

and the temperal, the abselute and the relative, the real and 

the false. Having dene so., ene "reneunces" the false. 

Liberatien is attained by this transcending mevement ef the 

mind, this "transcendental censcieusness." 

All superimpesitien is traceable to. the ignerance-

structure ef the mind. It prejects all sense-ebjects, whether 

perceived in waking er dreaming states. It prejects all secial 
85 

and racial differences, all actiens, menas, and results. 

83 I 
Ibid. , sleka 173, p.67. 

84 I 
Ibid. , sleka 175, p.68. 

85 
~leka Ihid. , 178, p.69. 
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The mind alone de,ludes and imprisons the eg.o (J'i'va) with 
, 86 

attachrnent to b.ody" mind, .and ,ideas of "In and "MINE". 

The mind alone causes the. ,evil of transmigration by superimposing 
87 ' 

the miseries of birth and death. Swami Madhavananda explains: 

liThe whole thing is a mistaken identity, a self-hypnotism ... and 
88 

the way out of it lies in de-hypnotising ourselves." Sages 
89 

who know the truth designate the mind as!" ignorance (awidya:). 

If ignorance (avidya) resides in the mind, and if 

superimposi tion (ac3::Q~sa) is the evil that binds man to 

pehnomenal existence, how can there be any liberation? 

Sankaracarya replies that the seeker must "purify" his mind 
90 

by single-minded devotion to the Bralunan-Atman within. 

This requires much listening to the Vedantic truth from the 

lips of a "realized" master (guru) I much reflection and 

meditation, "non-attachment" to sense-objects, renunciation of 

all actions, until identity of JTVa and Atman is realized, 

86 I 
Ibid. , sloka 178, p.69. 

87 I 
Ibid. , sloka 179, p.69. 

88 I 
Ibid. , sloka 179, p.70. 

89 I 
Ibid. , sloka 180, p.70. 

90 
~loka Ibid. , 181, p.70 
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91 
and the rajasika na,ture.of the .inte.l.lect is"purged". 

The mental sheath' (manomaya k6{a). can be discriminated from the 

Self because it has birth. and death along with the self 

(Jlva), is subject to change, experiences pain and suffering, 
. 92 

and is cognisable as an "object" to -the Self. The Atman , . , 

on the other hand, is ~ternal,changeless, without suffering, 

completely devoid of objectivity because there is nothing 

else to perceive it. 

The same kind of "reduction il we saw in operation with 
/' 

respect to the material sheath (annamaya kosa) and the vital 

- ." sheath (pranamaya kosa) is also seen to be carried out on the 
,.. 

mental sheath (manomaya kos(;lJ. Along with its disappearance 

goes the Ignorance-structure which superimposes the body and 

many other entities of the Not-Self on the Self. The II 

"phenomenological reduction il reaches a critical point: but 

there remains other aspects of the embodied self to be reduced: 

-the knowledge sheath (Vij~anamaya ko~.;0 i and the blissful 

- / sheath (anandamaya kosa). These so-called entities are 

deliberately superimposed on the Self and then rescinded by 

Sankaracarya in order to teach their non-reality in comparison 

-with the Eternal Self (Atman). From the empirical, everyday 

91 I 
Ibid. I sloka 182, p.70. 

92 I 
Ibid. , sloka 183, p.71. 
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point of view, they exist;, but from i:.he transcendental point 

of view, ,they are non-existent., The "sheaths'" (kolas) exist 

for the "ignorant" man (the 'man 'of the "natural attitude ll 

in Husserl's terminol~gy) and deep him in bondage to phenomenal 

existence; but they disappear for the man of Self-realization 

who knows them for what they are, mere figments of the 

imagination. The Self (Atman) does not eme~ge in'all its 

,glory until all "objectivity", all otherness, all "transcendence" 

is abolished. 

I ( . . "'- , ) 6. Know edge Sheath' V~'Jnanamaya Kosa 

I. __ 

Sankaracarya describes the st~uctural characteristics 

of the knowledge sheath (vij1tanamaya ko~a) in VivekacUd.amani . .. 
verses l84~206. Its main components are intellect (buddhi), 

ego (Jiva) and memory (citta). Taken to~gether with mind 

(manas), they constitute what is termed the "inner organ": 

The inner organ (antahkarana) is called manas, buddhi, 
ego or citta, according to their respective functions: 
Manas, from its considering the pros and cons of a thing; 
Buddhi, from its property of determining the truth of 
objects; the ego, from its identification with thia body 
as one's own self; and Cittal, from its function of remembering 
thi~gs it is interested in.9~ 

The intellect, along with its modifications the ego (Jlva) 

and sense-organs, constitutes the knowledge sheath with its 

93 I 
Ibid., slokas 93-4, pe34. 
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sense of being an nagentu.(pums.ah) .• · Thesen.s'e of· "agency" is 
.. • 94 

the cause of man IS. ·transmigrati:on. The knowl.edge sheath ... 

though in itself a modification of primal matt.er (prakrter-
• 

vikarah) and inert ... isa nref.lection if (pratibimba) of Cit or 

-Atman. It borrows, as it were,. its intelligence from the 
95 

Self 0 'l'he knowledge sheath CvijXanamaya-ko{a), when modified 

by egoity, is called Jlva. It engages in activities both 

good' and evill and reaps the results in action in innumerable 

rebirths. 
96 

It experiences the waking, dreaming ... and deep sleep 

The knowledge sheath (vijXanamaya kota) identifies 

itself invariably with the body and its functions, and suffers 

states. 

97 
transmigration through delusion. Its proximity to the self-

-effulg-ent Atman lends it the effulgence of "pure consciousness II • 

-The Atman, on the other hand, appears as an agent (karta) and 

experiencer (bhokta). This confusion of the intellect and its 

attributes with the immutable and attributeless Atman is due 
98 

to IImutual superimposition ll
• 

I. __ 
Sankaracarya, in his commentary 

on the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, describes how the intelligence 
• • 

of the Self is "reflected" by the knowledge sheath to the 

other sheaths: 

94 I' 
Ibid 0 I sloka 184, p.7l. 

95 I 
Ibid. , sloka 185, p.72. 

96 / 
Ihid" sloka 186-7, po72. 

97 / 
Ibid. 1 sloka 188, p.73. 

98 I 
Ibid. , sloka 189, po73. 
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The intellect, be.ing: :transparent .and next ,to. the Self, 
easily catches the' reflection of the intel.ligence of the 
Self. Therefo.re, even wise: emn happen to. iden.tify them
selves with it first;. next. :comes the Manas l , which catches 
the reflection of the . .8elfthrough the .intellecti then 
the organs through co.ntact. wi~g ·the Manas; and last by 
the body, through the organs. 

. I. ...... ...... 
A few pages later .1.n the same .commen"tary, Sankaracarya 

illustrates the "illuminating ii function of Self and the 

"reflecting" function of intellect by the analogy of lig-ht and 

colour in daily experience; 

The intellect is that which is illumined, and the light 
of the Self is that which illumines like light .... It 
is because light is pure that it assumes the likeness of 
that which it illumines .•.. When, for instance, it 
illumines something green, blue or red, it is coloured 
like them. 100-

The discrimination of Self from intellect is not for the 

purpose of establishing the reality of both. It is intended 

to establish the ultimate reality of Self and the falsity of 

intellect as an independen"t entity. The seeming reality 

of the knowledge sheath (vij1i'anamaya--kos'a) results when the 

-Self (A"tmanl assumes the limitations of the knowledge sheath 
101 

conditioned by name and form. The Supreme Self, though 

eternal and immutable, takes on the qualities of the super

impositions and appears to act lilike the changeless fire 

99 / 

100 

Brihad Up. S. B. 4.3.7., Trans. Madhavananda, op. cit, 
p.612, line-18ff. 

Ihid., 4.3.7., p.614, line 20ff. 

101 I 
Vivekachudatnani, sloka 190, p.74. 
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assuming the modif.ications of the. ironwhi.ch .it .turns redhot. Ii 
I •. __ 

In Vivekacua.amani 189-9,1, Sankaracarya seems to shift the 

emphasis from superimposi·tion· ·on: ,.the Self by. ego (J"iva) or 

mind (manas) to superimposition by Self on the five sheaths. 

It is vital to remember that hoth kinds of super-imposition 

are false, and equally· due.to Ignorance (avidya). The Self 

102 

is said (metaphorically) to "assume n the limitations of buddh.j

and to "identify itself" with the knowledge sheath; but strictly 

speaking, the Self never acts, and is never modified by name 

and form. £ankaracarya makes this point clear in his Brhad Up • 
• 

Bhasya 4.3.7: 
• 
Those who explain the word 'ViJ:hanamaya I as a modification 
of the consciousness that is the Supreme Self, evidently 
go a~ainst the import of the Srutis, since in the words 
-I-V:tj,nanamaya', lVlanomaya ' ect. the suffix Imayat' denoted 
something else than modification .•. the word 'Vij~anamaya' 
ought to mean 'identified with the intellect. '103 

At the level of the knowledge sheath (vijI{anamaya kota) , 

phenomenological reflection emerges for the first time and 

make's conscious awareness of Ignorance and superimposition 

(adhYaLsa) possible. The final result of this reflection is 

the "reduction ll of the bliss sheath (anandamaya kota) and the 

realization of a pure ontological Self Transcending the five sheaths. 

102 I 
Ibid., sloka 191, p.74. 

103 . I 
Brlhad I Up. 1 S.· B. 4. 3. 7 . ,Trans.. Madhavananda 1 op . cit., 
p.61l, line 2~15~ 
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A question arises: concerning superimposition. If 

the delusion by which the Self' .identifiesitsel.f with the 

individual soul (Jrva) is beginningless, must it not also be 

endless? And if endless, must not J"iva and its transmigration 
104 ' 

continue for ever without .any hope of liberation? 

/ --Sankaracarya replies to the. effect that no mere adjunct (upadhi) 

conjured up by imagination and applied to the Self can be 
105 

permanent. The Self is unattached (sva-sangasya), beyond 

activity (niskrlyasya) and formless (nir~-krteh). Its connection 
I • 

with "the empirical world is no more real than the blue colour 
106 

a"ttributed to the sky by our minds! Egoi ty (Jriva) is -
superimposed on AtmaU by the delusion of the mind. It ceases 

107 
to exist the moment delusion is destroyed. Perhaps it is 

/. --correct to say tha"t, for Sankaracarya, the empirical self 

and its "world ll are valueless except as the medium for "Self-

realization". That gives the ~ a very great value, for 

how is it possible to conceive of "realization" in any other 

context or with any other starting-point, phenomenologically 

speaking? With the dawn of Knowledge (Vidya), all the effects 

10~ 
Vivekachudamani, §loka 192-3, p.75. . . 

105'Tbido, £loka 194, p.75. 

106 / 
Ibid., sloka 195 1 p.76. 

107 
I , 'Ibid., sloka 196, p.76. 
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of beg.inningless Ignor.ance .. (Avidya) aredes.troyed root and 
. 108' . 

branch. Is not .this princip.le used by psycho.the.rapy to 

demolish the symptoms of mental'illness? §an:karacarya employs 

it to "destroy" nescience, that universal str.ucture of mental 

~gn0rance that projec.ts illusion. The phenomenal universe, 

he says, is no more eternal than "previous non-exisd::ence li 

109 
(pragabhava) . Jiva, though be.ginningless like pragabhava 

(previous non-existence), and superimposed by intellect, 

ceases to exist when knowledge dawns. Perfect knowledge is 

defined as realization of the identity of the individual soul 
_ 110 

(Jiva) with Brahman-Atman. , This liberating knowledge is 

attained by careful discrimination between the Self and the 
III 

not-Self, and subsequent negation of all that is not-Self, 
112 

especially egoism. I. - .. Sankaracarya sums up his section on 

'108 I 
Ibid., sloka 198, p.77. 

l~ , _ 
Ibid., sloka 199, p.77. Swami Madhavananda explains the 
term Pr~qabhava as used in Wl:ya"ya logic: "When we say a 
thing comes into being at a definite point of time, we 
imply also that there was non-existence of that particular 
thing prior to that moment. And this "non-existence!! 

110 

III 

is obviously beginningless. But it ceases as soon as the 
thing comes into being. Similarly, Avidya, even though 
beginningless, disappears when realization comes." 

Ibid. I 

/ 
sloka 200-1, p. 78. 

~lD.:id. , tloka 203, p.78. 

11;2 I 
Ibid. , sloka 205, p.79. 
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the knowleclge sheath. (vijtianarnaya-ko£a) by warning his readers not 

to identify it with the Self (Atman) for five reasons: the knowledge sheath 

is changing, insentient, lirni ted, and object of the senses, and not 

113 constantly present. 

There is nothing explicit in Aparoksanubhuti about the knowleclge 

sheath. ~allkaracarya recorrmends the method of enquiry (vicara) for 

obtaining knowleclge, by which he means asking questions like, "Who am I?", 

"How is this world created?", and. "Who is its creator?" etc.114 His 

answers are revealing: "Everything is produced by Ignorance, and dissolves 

in the wake of Knowleclge. 
115 The various thoughts .•• must be the creator." 

The material cause (upadanam) of both Ignorance and thought is the same: 

the one, subtle, unchanging Sat, (Brahman). 116 The efficient cause must 

be taken, by implication, to be the "imler organ" (antahkarana) which 
.. 

includes mind (~), intellect (budcThi) ar.d:merrory (citta). Now comes 

the conclusion of the enquiry: "As I (ahain) am also the One, the Subtle, 

the Knower, the Witness, the Ever-Existent, and. the Unchanging, so there 

113 
'loka 206, Ibid. , p.80. 

114 I 
Aparokshanubhuti , sloka 11-12, p.7-8. 

115 I Ibid. , sloka 14, p.9. 

116 I Ibid. , sloka 15, p.10. 
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is no doubt that I. am "That" (Le. Brcihman) ,,117 

/. --
In Aparoksanubhuti, Saiikaracarya argu!,=s for the falsity of the . 

irrli vidual self on the basis of the unity of consciousness in experience: 

No division in Consciousness is admissible at any time as it is 
always one and the same. Even the indi viduali ty of the Ji va 
rrust be known as false, like the delusion of a snake in a rope .118 

The contents of consciousness may very significantly, but that which 

cognizes objects (whether gross, as in the waking state; or subtle, as 

in the dream state) remain always the same. It is one and indivisible. 

Therefore it is impossible to entertain the idea of two selves, one eternal 

and one empirical. The individual self (Jb;~) rrust be recognized as a 

false and illusory superimposition on the Self by the intellect. It 

fades into nothingness on the advent of KnoYlleCI.ge, i.e. of Self-

realization. 

The passages citeCI. above from VivekacU:dairiani, Aparoksanubhuti 
.. < 

./ .. --
and Brhaaaranyaka Upanisad B1:iasya show how Sankaracarya "reduces" the 

o • 
knowleCI.ge sheath, like all preceding sheaths, to unreality. If the mental 

sheath (rnanarnaya kota) is the "locus" of Ignorance, the knowledge sheath 

111_ / 
(vijnanarnaya-kosa) is the "locus" of egoity.. Both appear intelligent 

117 
Ibid., ~loka 16, p.10. Swanii Vimiktahanda offers the 'following 
helpful """COiIiii.ent: "When I say, 'I know that I exist', the ' I' of 

118 

the clause 'that I exist' forms a part of the preCI.icate and as such 
it cannot be the same 'I' which is the subject. This preCI.icative 'I' 
is the ego, the object. The subjective 11 I' is the supreme Knower." 

Ibid., ~loka 43, p.25. 
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owing to their "proximity" to, and ability to "reflect" the light of 

Pure Consciousness which is the Self citrnan) ?19 The knowledge sheath, 

because of its intelligence and egoity, is nost often confused with the 

Self by intellectual persons. The notion of egoity is very stubborn, 

making "phenomenological reduction" of the l<"..nowledge sheath problematic. 
I'. __ 

But Saiikaracarya insists that, short of complete negation of the individual 

ego (Jiva) and its intellect (buddhi), there can be no liberation, for 

liberation consists of freedom from Ignorance, and Ignorance results from 

attributing reality to the Not-Self i.e. the sheaths (koS'as). 

7. 
- / 

Bliss Sheath (Anandamaya Kosa) 

/ --The fifth and last sheath to be described by Sailkaracarya is the 

- " bliss sheath (anandamaya kosa). It is a ''modification'' (vrtti) of 
~ 

primal,' Ignorance, a "reflection" (prati-bimba) of the Self that is Bliss 

Absolute. 120 The attributes of the bliss sheath are pleasure etc. 

/. --SaTIkaracarya gives a fuller description of the various degrees of pleasure 

in his Commentary on the Taittiriya Upanisac~: 

119 

•.•• the priyam, joy- arising fram seeing such beloved objects 
as a son; is the sirah, head - comparable to a head, because of 
its pre-eminance. Modah, enjoyment - the joy that follows the acquisition 
of an object of desire. ~ When that enjoyment reaches its acme it is 
pramodalf. exhilaration. 121 

"proximity" is a spatial metaphor used to indicate a high degree of 
disclosure or transparency to Reality. 

120 I 
Vivekachudamani, sloka 207, p.80 • 

• 
121 

Taitt. Up. §. B. II, v.l, Trans. Garnbhirananda, OPe cit., I, p.337. 
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In jrnj:tation of tbe Upanisad ,. Safik:aiacarya pictures the bliss sheath or .. 
blissful self (aDandamaya atrn2i) as a great bird. Priya is the head, 

. -- '--
deriving pleasure fran seeing and knowing; ~Icda is the right side, 

deriving pleasure from possession; Pramodha is the left side, deriving 

pleasure from using; Ananda (Absolute Bliss) is the tail that stabilises 

(puccham pratistlla) the body in flight. 122 The bliss sheath manifests 

itself in all experiences of joy during wakeful and dreaming states, 

but its :roaxirm:Im manifestation is during pro~ound sleep (susupti) .123 
• 

Deep sleep is always associated with a state of intense Ignorance because 

a man, on waking, says: "I slept soundly, I knew nothing at all." 

There are four additional reasons why the blissful sheath cannot be 

identified with the Absolute Bliss or Ai::rnan: it is endowed with changing 

attributes, is a modification of primal mat'ber (prakrti), is the effect .. 
of past good deeds, is embedded in the other sheaths as the innennost. 124 

Ananda, on the other hand, is without any taint of Ignorance, unchanging, 

devoid of attributes or modifications, fully sensient, beyond cuase and 

effect, and. unrelated to the five sheaths. 

122 
Ibid., II, vLl, p.339. 

123 
Vivekachudainani, .~loka 208, p.81. 

.. t 

124 I 
Ibid., sloka 209, p.81. Taitt . ..'QE... speaks of the five sheaths as 
being of similar shape and one inside the other. Material sheath 
is outenrost, bliss sheath innennost. 
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those that follow the negative method, neti neti, "not this, not this") , 

what remains is the Witness (Saksi) of Absolute Knowledge (BcxThaiUpo) .125 

Here again we see the Advaitin method of deliberate imputation (adhyaropa) 

and rescission (~pavada) illustrated.126 First, §aiikaracarya imputes 

or superimposes the bliss sheath; second, he analyzes and describes its 

Ii1enornenological characteristics; third, he discriminates between the bliss 

sheath and the Self; fourth, he rescinds or cancels the bliss sheath 

like all previous sheaths; last, he affirms the transcendental reality 

of the Self (AtInan). The culmination of the "phenomenological reduction II 

of the sheaths is not emptiness, a mere Void (sarv~havain vin~ kinch~) 127 
1- _ 

- as taught by the Nihilists and BuddhistSLmyavadins. The result is the 

"realization II of a positive Entity - the self-effulgent AtInan which is 

distinct (vilak~~) from the five sheaths,. the Witness (Sak~i) of the 

thr ./- f ' th ./-~~ 1 Bl' (s"',danan.::J..."128 ee sta I..es 0 conSClousness , e e tA::J...ila lSS <.;< UCI..Jo 

Knowledge of m::xlifications like egoism and their subsequent absence in 

deep sleep necessarily implies a Pure Consciousness that is eternally 

present in all experience as Witness and Knower. This may be known only 

- - 129 
through the "sharpest intellect" (buddhya susuksrnaya) • The latter .. 
statem:mt reflects a passage in the Katha Upanisad: liThe Self, though 

~ ~ 

hidden in all beings, does not shine forth but can be seen by those subtle 

125 / Thid., sloka 210, p.8l. 

126 
See Introduction, last section. 

127 -- I 
yivek.achudarnani, sloka 212, p.82 . 

• 
128 

/ 
Thid., ~ 211, p.82. 

129 / 
.. Ibid., slokas 213-14, p.83. 
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seer~, tnrough their sharp and. s.ubtle·. int;ell:igenee .. ~ . SItarP as the 

edge of a razor and hard to cross,. difficult to tread is the path (so) 

130 sages declare." 

8. Recapitulation ·of ·the Eive Bheaths 

We return nON to the concept of the horrologue discernible 

between the microcosm of man's inner self and the macrocosm of the universe. 

In the Bhrgu Valli (third chapter of Taittiiiya Upanisad) the correspondence 
• 

is striking. To begin with, the universe is explained in tenus of 

materialism. Everything is reduced to matter. 131 This corresponds 

/. --to Sankaracarya' s analysis of man in tenus of material sheath (armarnaya 

/' 
kosa). Next, the principle of vitalism is invoked to explain the 

transition fram inert matter to plant and animal life. l32 This corresponds 

to the vital sheath (pr~ya ko~a) in VivekacUdamani. But vitalism is 

not su.fficient to account for IIEIltal phenanena, so Brahman is identified 

next with mind. l33 This corresponds with the mental sheath (manomaya ko£a). 

Mind does not, however, account for man's higher fonus of intelligence. 

So Brahman is equated next with intelligence.134 This corresponds with 

130 
Katha Up. 1.3.12,14 Trans. Radhakrishnan, OPe cit., pp.627-8. 

131 
Taitt. UE· 111.2.1, Radhakrishnan, ~ cit. , p.554. 

132 
Taitt. Up. 111.3.1, IEbid., p.554. 

133 
Taitt. UE· 111.4.1, Ibid. , p.555 

134 
Taitt. UE· 111.5.1, Ibid., p.556. 
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the knowledge sheath. (vij~anamaya .kos'al. ' The' categOries 'of matter, life, 

mind, and intelligence carry us every higher in scale of being, each 

one rrore carrprehensi ve and subtle than the previous one, just as the 

sheaths (ko~as) were found to be in man. As matter contains life, and life 

contains mind, and mind contains intelligence, so intelligence is not 

ultimate but contains spirit. This spiritual or deified consciousness 

is describe1 as blissful. 135 It corresponds to the bliss sheath 

- /' 
(anandarnaya kosa) in man. St. Augustine describes a sOOlar "ascent 

of the soul" in his Confessions: 

Step by step was I led upwards, fram bodies (~) to the soul 
which perceives by means of the bodily sense (prana),; and thence 
to the soul's inward faculty which is the loot of the intelligence 
of animals (manas); and thence again to the reasoning faculty 
to whose judgment is referred the knowledge received by the bodily 
senses (viJnana). And when this power also within me found itself 
changeable it lifted itself up to its own intelligence, and withdrew 
its thoughts fram experience, abstracting itself fram the contradictory 
throng of sense-images that it might find what that light was wherein 
it was bathed when it crie1 out that beyond all doubt the unchangeable 
is to be preferred to the changeable; whence also it knew that unchangeable i 
and thus with the flash of one trembling glance it arrived at That 
which is cananda) .136 

/' --Sankaracarya hamonizes the five sheaths not by affinning their independen.t 

realities, but rather by "reducing- them to the status of abstractions 

fram the One Reality (Atman). His method of phenomenological reduction 

proceeds to the point where only a "transcend,ental turn" of mind can 

affirm the existence of anything at all. Existence (Sat), Knowledge 

(Cit), and Bliss (Ananda) is Brahman..:.A'bnan. The phenomenal universe 

135 
Taitt. Up. III, 6.1, Ibid., p.557. 

136 
St. Augustine, Confessions VII, 23, quoted by S. Radhakrishnan in 
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exists. in a relative. sense bnly.. It exl.StS. for fi:iin \&hoSe mind is in 

bondage to Ignorance. It ceases· for him whose :inind has realized its 

Ground, Pure Consciousness. The experience of identity with Brahman 

destroys all other entities. It transcends the structure of Ignorance 

(avidya) which includes subjects, objec;:ts, space, time, causality etc. 

It transcends empirical existence, knowledge, and pleasure, to realize 

its identity with Being (Sat), Knowledge (Ci!:) and Bliss (?\llanda). 

Far from being the loss of anything, it is the gain of the All. It is the 

final liberation (moksa). 

The principal Upanisads. London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., New York: 
Humanities Press, 1953, p.557. "(The Sanskrit words are introduced into 
the text by Radhakrishnan) • 
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brahmananq~midh irma~a.halata"haIDkaradhorah:i na s amves tayalmani raksya te 
gt.mamayai§~l);1aistribhimastakailJ. vijfianakhyamaliasina srutimata- ' 
vicchidya §Jrsatrayam nitmulyMimimam nidhiJ¥, sukhakaram dhHo" nnhhoktuTn 
ksamah 

The tre::lsure of the Bliss of Brahman is coiled ""ound hv the mirrhtv and 
dreadful serpent of er,oism, ann guarded for jts O1Vll use' by mean~' of 
its three fierce h0oci.c:: consisting of t"e three gun8s. Only the wise 
man, destroying it by severing its three hoods 1·;ith the great sword of 
real"i zation in accordance l.'dth the teachings of the Srutis, can enjoy 
this treasure lvhich confers hliss. 

tatastu tau la~anaya sulak:;:yau 
tavorakhafldaikarasatvasiddhave 

na]a~ i ?hatva na tava' i a11itVa ' 
-'Kintuhhay"artJlatnnkayaiva" bhavyam 

Hence those two tenns (f£vara and Siva) rolLst he carefully considered throur;h 
their iInn] i ed meanings; so that their absolute identity may he 
estahHshed. Neither the Plethod of total rej ection nor that of complete 
retention l,yill do. One T'lust reason it ou.t through the process Which 
comhines the two. 

astI'ti nratvavo va~ca va~ca nast'Iti va<;tuni buddhereva gu:r;avetau 
nll tu n 1. tyasya vas tunaij 

The idea that bondage exists, and the idea that it does not, arc, with 
reference to the Reality, hoth attributes of the buddhi merely, 
and never helong to the Eternal Reality, Brahman. 

na nirodho na cotpattirna baddho na ca sadhakah na mt.m1uksurnr1 
vai mukta ityesa parflmarthata 

There is neither death nor birth, neither a bmrod nor a strugg1inr: 
soul, neither a seeker after liberation nor R liberated one - this 
is th e ul timate tnlth. 

- Vivekacudamani, 302, 247, 572, 574 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF SELF-REALI.ZATION 

1. A.rche,ry An'alogy 

/. --
Sankaracarya's philosophy of Self-realization may be 

illustrated by lessons in archery. If a man wishes to learn 

how to use bow and arrows skilfully, he must first of all 

find a teacher who has perfected the sport. Likewise, to 

learn the art of Self-realization, one requires a guru who 

is already Self-realized. The simple act of watching someone 

hit the bullseye of the target with grace and accuracy inspires 

a beginner with enthusiasm and confidence. He believes in the 

final outcome of his lessons r even though at first he misses 

the target again and again. The next requirement is a strong 

and flexible bow, one that sendstll~'arrows flying through the 

air. A candidate for Self-realization uses the Scriptures 

(
/ . . 
,SrutJ.s) selected for him by his guru, J.n full confidence that 

they have been tested by tradition and found useful. The 

arrows too are selected carefully to give maximum results. 

'I'hey must have excellent feathers to guide them" and sharp 
1 

points to pierce the target and merge with it. A Self-realized 

1 . 
Compare Mund. Up. 2.2.4, Eight Upanisads II, p.132: "Om is the 
bow; the soul is the arrow; and Brahman is called its target. 
It is to be hit by an unerring man. One should become one wi-th 
It just like an arrow.VI 

151 
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guru too insists on excel.lent .11 feathers" (the. Four Qualifications I 

Chapter 1) and a "sharp intell:ect" before commencing instruction 

of his student. No one can learn to shoot arrows at a target 

accurately without long and persistent practice. The same 

kind of diligence is required to discern the Atman. The next 

requirement for the archery lessons is a target board, on which 

are painted concentric circles of various colours around a 

central bullseye. The numbers superimposed on the coloured 

circles increase in value as they approach the bullseye. The 

material of the whole board is homogeneous. NOW, in Vedanta, 

the "substratum" of everything that exists is the homogeneous 

Brahman, whether located in the external (objective) or 

internal (subjective) worlds. The concentric circles of the 

target board with their various colours and numerical values 

./ 
represent the IIsuperimposed" sheaths (kosas) that make up 

the empirical ,$e1:£ (JTva). In archery, the purpose of the game 

is to shoot the arrows so that they hit the central bullseye. 

'I'here is satisfaction when the arrow hits the bullseye, and 

dissatisfaction when it misses the target area altogether. 

There is some satisfaction when the arrow hits and scores 

points inside the concentric circles. Likewise, in Advaita 

Vedanta, oners aim is to "realize" the Bliss of Brahman-Atman . 
./ 

But the sheaths Ckosas) that "cover" and "surround" the Self 

imply a mixed experience of joy and sorrow, depending on their 

proximity to or distance from the Self. When the mind is dull 
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through .Ignorance. (avidya) 1 ,one ,identifies with the gross body. 

The practice of discrimina·tion' . (viveka) brings one to the dimen-

sion of the subtle (suksma) body, i.e. the mental sheath (manomaya 

Often, at recurrent inte.rvalsone comes by ,the bliss sheath 

(anandamaya ko~a) also and is more naturally tempted to identify 

with that. A beginning archer is often tempted to give up 

hope of ever hitting the bullseye. But in rare cases, he 

perseveres and attains the satisfaction of hitting the bullseye 

over and over again. That brings wonder and joy, not only 

to the archer, but to the spectators as well. He earns "the 

status of an instructor, and shares his skill with beg'inning 

archers. 

An archery student learns from manuals and from his 

instructor. But, in the final analysis, his success in the 

sport depends on his own persistent effort, concentration, 

and practice. Theoretical knowledg"e i' though helpful in certain 

ways, is a poor substitute for direct experience. Similarly, 

a man who aims at Self-realization follows the advice of his 

guru, studies the Scriptures and co~nentaties, and theorizes 
2 

about the Self. But, ultimately, he has to " realize u his own 

identity with the Self through "one-pointedness" of the intellect. 

No one else can do that for him. 

2 
Compare' Chartd. Up. VI, xiv, 1, 'TJ:aJa...c;.:. Ganganatha Jha, Poona: 
Oriental Book Agency, 1942, p.35l-2. A man with his eyes, 
hands, feet bound finds his way home to Gandhara by first 
taking the help of others. 
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2 .'Reduc:-ti.on: 'o:ftheBody. 

The lipath Ii to Sel,f-realization is primarily negative I 

though its result is, very positive. One must ,conduct a mental 

"reduction" or negation of all: entities that masquerade as 

the Self but are in fact the not-Self. They must be known at 
3 

last as non-entities, as mere products of Ignorance (avidya). 

The first entity to be "reduced" or negated is the material 

-I' 
sheath (annamaya kosa) , being the most obvious candidate 

for selfhood. One must cease to identify with the gross body 

for body~consciousness is what enslaves us to birth, disease, 
4 

and death. The liincarnate self" has no freedom from the 

pleasure and pain of phenomenal existence, as the Chandogya 

Upani~ad teaches: 

o l\1aghavan, mortal, verily, is this body. It is held 
by death .... Verily, the incarnate self is held by 
pleasure and pain. Verily, there is no freedom from 
pleasure and pain for one who i8- incarnate. Verily, 
pleasure and pain do not touch one who is bodiless. 5 

/ <--The same idea is reflected in Vivekacudamani where Sankaracarya 

writes: "Pleasure or pain, or good or evil)' affects only him 

who has connections with the gross body etc., and identifies 

3 / 
Aparoksha.nUbhuti, slokas 69-70, p.38-9. 

4 
Vive:kachudamani ~loka 396,. p.150. 

S 
Cha.ndogya Upanisad VIII, 12,1, Principal Upanisads, p.S08. 

. , 

! 
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6 
himsel.f wi.th these." Body-,consciousness is .the . .source of 

all fear. It cause·s. one to fea.r other embo.died se.lves, or 

else to suffer the loneline'ss. of' their absence. It causes the 

life-long fear of "extincti.on II or death of the body. The 

projection, by ignorance, . .of a "second entity" (body) is what 

/ . ._-
produces all this misery, according to Sankaracarya in his 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad Bhasya: 

He, Viraj, who has been presented as the first embodied 
being of a human form, was afraid, just like us, says the 
text. Because this being with a human form, possessing 
a body and organs, was afraid owing to a false notion 
about his extinction, therefore, being similarly situated, 
people to this day are afraid to be alone ............... . 
Because it is from a second entity that fear comeSj and that 
second entity is merely projected by ignorance. 7 

If the "delusion of the body" (deha-adhyasa) arises through 

ignorance (avidya), it disappears through knowledge of the 
8 

- - -'1:.1--Self (atma-Earijnanat). There is nothing to be gained by 

destroying the body i.e. through suicide, since it would only 

reappear by another biri:h. One must rather "die il to body-

consciousness. A wise man, though possessed of a body, does 
9 

not identify himself with it (~arTrapya-9arTrvesa). He lives 

6 _ - / 
Vivekachudamani sloka 546, p.203. 

7 I 
Brihad. QE.. S. B. 1.4.2, Trans. Madhavananda, p.96, line 7 ff. 
and line 24 ff. (my underlining of phrase Ii false notion .. 11-)

Note re iisecond entity": the notion of spatiality is an 
extension of body-consciousness. 

8 _ _ / 
Apa'rokshanubhuti sloka 87, p. 44. ,. 

9 _ _ I 

Vivekachudamani, sloka 544, p.203. . . 
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10 
always 'V'li thout the.consciousness of body (alarlram sana) • 

11 
He discards the body like. 'a snake sheds i tsslough. 

/. - - -Sankaracarya, cormnenting on Brhadaranyaka 4.4.7 writes: 

Just as in the world the. lifeless slough of a snake is 
cast off by it as no more being a part of itself, and 
lies in the anthill ... so does this body, discarded as 
non-self by the liberated man, who corresponds to the 
shake, lie like dead. 12 

When the gross body is negated as "non-self", so are the subtle 

(suksma) and causal (karana) bodies associated with it -• 13 
the dreaming and deep sleep states. All action, all change, 

all birth and death belong to superimposed attributes (upauhis), 
14 

whereas the Self (Atman) remains unaffected and disembodied. 

$ankaracarya, in his cormnentary on the Bhagavad-Gita concludes 

that it is impossible for a "body-wearer" (deha-.dhrta'), i. e. 

one who has body-consciousness, to renounce the way of works 

(karma-yoga) in favour of the way of knowledge (jIrana-yoga) 

and Self-realization. He makes it very clear that negation or 

"reduction" of the body and all its attributes is a necessary 

step for gaining freedom from primordial Ignorance (avidya): 

10 
~loka Ibid. , 545, p.263. 

11 
I Ibid. , sloka 549, p.204. 

12 I 
Brihad. Up. S. B. 4.4.7. Trans. ~I!adhavananda, p.729, line 12 ff. 

13 _ _ I 
Vivekachudatnani, sloka 500, p.186. . . 

14 
I Ibid., sloka SOl, p.186. 
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An embodied be:i:ng: a body-wearer, i.e. he who identifies 
himself with the body. No man of discrimination can be 
called "a body-wearer, for "it has been pointed out ... that 
such a man does not concern himself (in actions) as their 
agent. So the meaning is: it is not possi1;?le for an 
ignorant man to abandon action completely.lS 

Accordingly, a complete abandonment of all works is 
possible for him alone who has attained to Right Knowledge, 
inasmuch as he sees that action and its accessories and 
its results are all ascribed to the Self by Avidya: but, 
for the unenlightened man identifying himself with the 
body, etc., which constitute" action, its agent and accessories, 
complete abandonment of action is not possible.1 6 

The unique characteristic of Ignorance, which belongs to the 

very structure of the mind itself, is to confound knowledge 
17 

at its source. It does this by confusing the transcendental 

subject (Atman) with the transcendent realm of "objectivity", 

i.e. the body and all other objects, whether physical or mental. 

The two lirealmsli are as different as night and day_ For example, 

the body has parts, is transient (anityah), and in essence, 

non-existence (asarunayah).;.it: 11$$ only' relative reality 
" 

(yyavaharika satta). The Self, by contrast, is without parts 

15 

16 

17 

The. Bhag:avad--GTta wi ththe c.omme~tary of Sri §arikaracharya, 
Tranp'~ lr.. ~'ade.v\a~:GI.;s·t,r-i 'i . . 5';1:J."E€[.~ j. ':;"lIJlaGttas ~ - v . "Ramaswamy 
Sastrulu and Sons, 1961, p.452, line 13 ff. 

Ibid., p.453, line 23" ff. 

The mind-equals-Ignorance equation is more fundamental than 

18 

body-equals-Ignorance because there would be no body-consciousness 
without mind. Primordial Ignorance constitutes the naturalistic 
atti:tl:ld?~ 0 

18 
AparOksJla"nUbhuti 17, p. 11. 
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(viniskalah) I eternal. (rii,.tyah) r ,and .pure Existence (sadruPah). 
.. , . .. . 19 • 

It is absolute existence (paramarthika satta). All these 

adjectives used to describe 'the, 'Self are arrived at negatively, 

that is, they acquire positive ~eaning only in opposition to 

the body I s defects, and non-realit.y~ 

The negation or reduction of the ilbody" is accompanied 

simultaneously by the positive "realization" of the Self. 

The removal of Igno~ance (avidya) leaves only Knowledge (vidya). 

The Self exists as the eternal and ontological Ground or 

Substratum of Knowledge (Vidya) before the negation of "body" 

is possible or even meaningful. The transcendental consciousness 

is that which witnesses the IIreduction ll of the ignorance-

structure of the mind called "bodylf. It exists before, during 

and after the II reduction" because it transcends empirical time. 

It is not an object of logical investigation because it is the 

very Ground of rationality itself. It is definable simply 
20 

as Existence-Knowledge Bliss Absolute (Sat- Cit -Anandam) . 

~ankaracarya's IIpathii to Self-realization is necessarily 

a negative one because only the removal of primal Ignorance 

'(avidya) permits the positive Entity called Knowledge (vidya) 

to shine forth unimpeded in all its glory. The removal of the 

19 
Ibid., 21, p.13. 

20 
. VivekaChtla"iinahi ~loka 412, pJ156. 
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gross and subtle bodies is part of his technique of 

IUphenomenological reduction'il . The. gross, (s.thula) and subtle 

(suksma) bodies are, of course, false entities, "constituted" 

Ckalpita) by the mind and superimposed on the Self like cycles, 
21 

years, seasons, and other periods of time. The subtle 

body's five sensory organs, five motor organs, five Pranas . 
or Tanmatras, and mind (manas), intelligence (buddhi), 

_ 22 
ego (Jiva) and memory (citta) must.likewise be negated or 

"reduced". These are false entities constituted by the pro-
23 

jecting power (viksepa-'akti) of rajas that simultaneously 

obscure the Self by the veiling powe.r. (.avrti or avarana-
/ 24 
sakti) of tamas. Pure sattva reflects the Atmar;u but in 

conjunction with rajas and tamas gets. involved in matter and 
25 . 

phenomenal existence. The entire complex of gross (sthula) 

and subtle (suksma) bodies has to be negated in order to realize 
" ... :::~ , 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Ibid., §loka 497, p.185. 

Ibid., ~lokas 92-96, p.33-34. The five functions of Prana are 
~a, Apana, Vyana, Udana, and Samana which are, respect.ively, 
the "vital fUnction controlling breathing, excretion, metabolism, 
expiration, and nutrition. Tanmatras are the five elements 
or constituents of all material things. 

Ibid. , §loka III, p.40. 

Ibid. , / sloka 113 1 p.4l. 

Ibid. 1 §loka 117, p. 43. 
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26 
Brahman as et.e.rnal Bliss. /. -,-

Let. us see how Sankaracarya 

,Udestroys" or rescinds the mind (manas) ,the intelligence 

(buddhi) and ego piva.) in order to discover the Atman that 

lies uveiled li by thes.e.superimpositions. 

The annihilation of the mind (manas) and its modifications 

.. / ~ --(vrttis) is of fundamental importance to Sankaracarya for 

attaining liberation from Ignorance. He writes less ambiguously 

about the mind-ignorance equation in VivekacUdamani than in his 

major commentaries: 

There is no ignorance (Avidya) outside the mind. The 
mind alone is Avidya, the cause of the bondage of trans
migration. When that is destroyed, all else is destroyed, 
and when that is manifested, everything else is manifested. 27 

The mind, because of its primal Ignorance! superimposes all 

I .. --- "" 
the diverse forms of the universe (sakala~ visvam nanarupam) 

on .Brahman, which is absolutely free from the diversity of 
28 

human thought. If the various entities perceived by the mind 

are false, it follows that their systematic negation returns the 

26 
Ibid. I 

I 
sloka 395, p.lSO. 

27 
Ibid. , / sloka 169, p.6S. 

28 
Ibid. I §loka 227, p. 88. 
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mind to its pristine "purity". 
/. --
Sankaracarya compares the 

ilou:tg.oi:ngU (bahir-mukhaln) mind, i.e. the mind preo.ccupied 

with various serise-obj.ec.ts., to a play-ball dropped accidentally 
29 

on a staircase that keeps on bouncing. downward. The mind, 

if "attached lt to sense--obj.ects., desires them; and desiring "them, 
30 

sets the body in motion to obtain them. "Attachment" 

triggers a whole series of events that drag a man down to 

a sub-human level: 

Attachment for o~j.ects arises when a man thinks of them 
specifically. Wrath arises when desire is frustrated 
by some cau.se or other ...............•...............•... 
From wrath arises delusion, a lack of discrimination 
between right and wrong .•.. From infatuation filil}ows 
failure of memory .... From failure of memory follows 
loss of conscience (buddhi) - the inability of the inner 
sense (antah-karana) to discriminate between right and 
wrong .... Thus by loss of conscience (antah-karana , buddhi) 
he is ruined]. he is debarred from attaining human" 
aspira>cions • .:51 

I 32 
Such a man nd€iviates from his real nature ll (svarupa-vibhramso). 

If bge ,mind,: with its propensity for obj ecti vi ty, is 

the cause of manl·s bondage to phenomenal existence, it is 

29 I 
Ibid., sloka, 325, p.123. 

30 
IBid., ~loka 326 1 p .• 123 lithe mind that is attached" is the 
transla"tion of avisaccetah, from root vis meaning "enter, 
go into"., The mi~-d merges with and is "affected by its objects. 

31 I 
B. G.) S. B. II, 62-3, Trans. Sastry, Ope cit. jr pp.73-4. 

32 
- - I Vivekachudamani, sloka 328, p.124. 
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33 
also th.e. instrument of l.iberation. One mus.t train the 

mind to give up sense-obJects,' .and to concentrate.its. vision 
. 34 

on Brahman. The rescindi!lg of the external world super-

imposed (constituted) by the mind prepares one.. for liberation: 

When the external world is s.hut out (bahya niruddhe) , 
the mind is cheerful, and cheerfulness of the mind brings 
on the vision of the Paramatman .... Hence the shutting out 
of the external world is the stepping-stone t.o liberation 
(vimukteh).35 . 

For {anka~;C~rya, there is no liberation for one who lives 

identified with the body, or whose mind is "attached" to 

sense-objects, or who undertakes the performance of various 
36 

~eligious) duties or actions to win liberation. He alone 

is truly liberated who identifies the whole universe with the 
37 

Self and gives up all superimpositions of the mind. As 

gold l when heated over a fire gives up its impurities, so the 

mind, throlj1gh meditation, gives up sa·ttva, rajas, and tamas, 
. . 38 

and attains its true identity as Brahma~. When all mental 

33 I 
Ibid. , sloka 174, p.67. 

34 
Ibid. , 

I 
sloka 327, 329, p.124. 

35 I 
Ibid., sloka 335, p.127. 

36 
~loka Ibid. I 340, p.129. 

37 
~loka Ibi·d" 338, 339, p.128. 

38 , 
lbid., sloka 361, p.137. Sat.tva, rajas, tamas are the three 
g:u:nas or constituents of primal matt.er (Prakrti) out of which 
th~ universe is cons·ti tuted, according to Sahkhya philosophy. 
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medificat.iens (pitta-vrtt.au) are Inerged (sa~hi ltayam) 
. ", .. . , " 

in the Undifferentiated (nirvikal.pe) the phenemenal werld 

is seen no. mere 
39 

to. mere talk. 

(~drsyate)i it is "reduced" . (pari{i·syate) ., 
The apparent variety (vikalpo) ef the 

universe has its reet .in the mind (cittam'U1e); it disappears 
, 40 

'itvhen the mind is " annihilatedil (cittabh-;ve ~ ka~cana) 

(ankaralcarya is net advecating mental suicide, but rather a 

purificatien ef the mind. The cancellatien ef the ilcentents U 

ef the mind, ef the se-called "ebjective il and "subjective ll 

werlds,brings the latent intelligence ef the Self (Atman) to. 

"pure ii self-awareness. In Apareksanubhuti he calls this mental 

abandenment (tyagah) ef the illusery universe (2rap~ca-

rupasya) the genuine er henered renunciatien (EPiyah tyagah), 
41 

that by which immediate liberatien (sadyah meksamayah) cernes. 
o , 

We are reminded, here, ef Husserl's fameus epech~ er suspensien 

ef judgment cencerning the reality ef the werld; it is an atti-

tude ef IIdetachment" which enables transcendental subjectivity 

to. realize its freedem. The werld is reduced to. phenemenen 

(cegitatum) and is viewed as " censti·tuted by the intentienality 

ef the Transcendental Ego.. The werld, in ether werds, is a 

39 
Vivekachud~mani, ~loka 398, p.151. . . 

40 
/ 

Ibid., sleka 407, p.154. 

41 / 
Aparekshanubhut i, s leka 106, p. 56 . 
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£ullY·Hcontingent" appearance. and subordinate to transcendental 
- .. 

consciousness which. isUlne.cess·aryu for its. existence. The 

world has no independent rea.l.ity or existence of its own. 
/. 
Sankaracarya, though he speaks of the Videstruction ll of the 

universe, does not imply or intend the annihilation of the 

natural world. He implies" rather, the destruction of all 

that bogus "realityll and "objectivityll superimposed as the 

world of facts and even-ts l;!Jy the primal Ignorance (avidya) 

of the mind. His goal is the elimination of all that primordial 

Ignorance that underlies and even IIconstitutes" the "naturalistic 

attitude II towards the world, and the simultaneous "realization" 

of the transcendental consciousness or Self (Atm~). Though 

he speaks of "destroying" the. mind, his real intention is to 

"-transcend" the mind and to realize its identity with _Brahman 

as Absolute Existence-Knowledge-Bliss. This is accomplished 

in Nirvikalpa Samadhi by the negation of all duality or variety 
42 

caused by the limiting adj uncts (:!1padhi-bheda} of the mind. 

4. Reduction of the Intellect 

The mind (manas) is only one facet of the "subtle body". 

The "reduction" has to be extended to include the intelligence 

42 
- - I I Vivekachuda:mani, sloka 427, p.162 and, sloka 337, p.136. 
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(buddhi) and the .ego (.r.iva) as we.l.l. Theinte.llect, though 

a modification of primal' matte:r (prakrti) and ine.r.t by nature, 

II reflects" the intelligence of the Self because of its close 
43 

"proximity" . It manifests itself as inte11igent through 

contact with Brahman just .as dull iron manifests sparks 
44 

(matra-adi) through cont.act with fire. The ideas of III", 

"you ll and "this" occur because of an inherent defect of the 

intellect - what §ankaracarya oalls the "heart's knot of 
45 

ignorance" (aj!!iana-hrdaya-granthi). Liberation consists of 
46 

destroying this knot which is nescience (avidya). The 

destruction or reduction of the limiting adjuncts (upadhis) 

such as body, organs, mind, ego, intellect, etc. is like 

destroying the leaves, flowers, and fruits of a tree. It 

does not affect in any way the immutable Atman which is one's 
47 

real nature. The ideas of agency (kartrtya), experience 

(bhoktrtva), and even bondage (?addhatva) and freedom 

(vimuktata-adayah) are but notions of the intellect (buddher-
48 

vikalpa) which come and go. Their constantly changing nature 

43 
~.I £loka 188, p.73 "proximity" is a spatial metaphor for 
phenomenological "transparency". 

44 I 
Ibid., sloka 349, p.132. 

45 t' 
~., sloka 353-4, p.134. 

46 ,; 
Ibid., sloka 558, p.207. -

47 I f12.iS... , sloka 560 .. p.208. 

48 
/ 

Ibid. , sloka 510, p.190. 
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show that they do not belong. to. [the. Self which is unchanging-, 

eternal, One without a s.econd. The bondage-.liber.ation pair 

of opposites (bandha-maks.au) are II conjured Upil by. lvIaya 

(maya-klptau) in the intellect. We know their unreality by 

their appearance and sUbs.equent disappearance in consciousness, 

just as we know the illusory appearance and disappearance of 
49 

a snake in a rope. Talk of bondage and liberation is 

want of a second thing (~nyabhavad) because it is non-dual 
. 50 

(dvaitam no sahate ~utih)~ Bondage and liberation are 
.:- 3 

qualities of the intellect which ignorant people "superimpose" 

on the Reality (vastuni kalpayanti). They have no ultimate 
51 

reality. How can there be consciousness of parts or 

activity or imperfection with respect to the Supreme Self which 

is without parts (niskale), without activity (niskriye), . , 
without blame (niravadye), One without a second (advitJrye)? 

/ 

52 

And now, Saiikaracarya summarizes one phase of his VI reduction II 

49 I 
Ibid. , sloka 569, p.211. 

50 I 
Ibid. , sloka 570, p.212. 

51 
I 

Ibid. I sloka 571, p.212. 

52 I 
Ibid. I sloka 573, p.213. 
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of inte.l.lect with a state.ment that is truly astonishing when 

viewed against the. backgr;ound of §rutis and .the . .orthodox 

tradition of India: 

There is neither death nor birth .. neither a bound nor a 
struggling soul, neither a seeker after liberation nor 
a liberated one - this is the. ultimate truth. 53 

The corresponding Sanskrit reads as follows: 

na nirodho na cotpattirna baddho na ca sadhakah 
na murnuksurna vai mukta ityesa paramarthata . .. 

The great significance 6ankaracarya assigns to this statemtent 

is apparent in the next verse where he calls it IIthis excellent 

- - ~ ~ . 
and profound secret" (siddhanta-rupam paramidarn atiguhyam) and revealed 

/ 54 
astlJ.e··inmost purport of all Vedanta' (darsitam _te) . How 

I. __ 
can we reconcile this conclusion with Sankaracarya's earlier 

and very extensive discussions of man ':s bondage to ignorance and 

liberation by knowledge? Or, more importantly, how can we 

reconcile it with the revealed Scriptures (§rutis) of which 

he is an acknowledged and authoritative con~entator? The 

answer is to be found in the Vedantic methai of iideliberate 
55 

super-imposition and subsequent rescission" (adhyaropa-apav~da:). 

It is virtually impossible for a " realized ll man (one who is 

in command of transcendental consciousness) to communicate 

53 

54 

55 

Ibid. I 

/ 
sloka 574 1 p.213. 

Ibid. 1 
I 
sloka 575, p.213. 

See my Introduction, last section, on the Advaitin method 
of fIT deliberate superimposition and subsequent rescission II 
as a technique of transcendental phenomenology. 
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with "unrealized" mortals without resorting to empirical 

/ 
modes of thinking and talking. Sankaracarya deliberately 

adopts the mental and intellectual modifications of the 

"natural a-tti tude II in order to subvert it and "transcend II it. 

He knows that "bondage" and "liberation" are meaningful terms 

for men at certain s tages or levels of consciousness short 

of "Self-realization". He knows they can advance to "liberation" 

or inward freedom only by the negative method of "cancelling" 

the false , because unexamined, superimpo s itions "constituted" 

by the Ignorance of their minds. In other words, there is no 

contradiction at all between the absolute point of view 

adopted at t he end of the series of "reductions" and t he 

relative point of view adopted at the beg i nning, or in the 

midst of the series of "reductions" aimed at "S e lf - realization" . 

It is interesting to find modern phenomenologists expressing 

a similar pro blem of co~~unicating transcendental reality 

to "dogmatis-ts" i. e. those who approach the world through 
56 

the "natural atti tude" of conunon-sense, or scienti sm. 

56 
Eugen Fink summarizes the problem in terms of paradoxes. 
Eugen Fink, "The Phenomenological Philo sophy of Edmund 
Husserl and Contemporary Criticism," in The Phenomenology 
of Husserl, Ed. R.O. Elveton , Chicago : Quadrangle Books, 
1970, pp.142-4: "There is first "the paradox of -the 
p o sition fr om which statements are made" to the dogmatist. 
The transcendental attitude is not shared by the dogmatist, 
so a "provisional" communication of it is accomp lished b y 
inserting the "reduction" in the "na-tural at ti tude" . 
Secondly , there i s the " p aradox of the phenome nolog ica l 
s-tatement" . The phenome nologis-t wh o wishes to communicate 
with a dogmatist has only worldly concep ts at his dis posal, 
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The "phenomenological re:duction it of the. 1\ subtle bodyii 

(s'ITksma §arl"ra) 1 otherwise known as the linga ~arTra I is not 

complete until all sense .of egoity (jivatva) is annihilated 

from consciousness. ~. -- ;~ Sankaracarya calls ego-sense (ahamkarah) 

the root cause of transmigration (samsara-hetavo) I the first 
57 

modification (prathama-vikalro) of nescience. The treasure 

of Brahman-Bliss is coiled round by lithe dreadful serpent of 

egoism" and its three hoods consisting of the three constituents 

(gunas) or qualities of matter (prakrti) I namely, rajas 

(the principle of activity), tamas (the principle of inertia) 

and sattva (the principle of balance). Only a wise man who 

severs the three hoods (the material universe) with the 

"sword of realization" in accordance with Scripture 
58 

/ 
(Sruti) 

merges in Bliss Absolute. The value of the serpent metaphor 

is obvious: it indicates the death-dealing power of egoism 

and the extreme difficulty to be encountered in destroying it. 

57 

thel.anguage OI t.ae, Unatural attitude n • There is I thirdly, 
the n logical paradox of transcenden"tal determinations". 
Transcendental relations cannot be mastered by natural logic, 
for example the identity of "the transcendental and human egos 
in ontic terms is simply absuI.",d II 

Vivekachudamani, ~loka 298, p.114. 

58 / 
Ibid. I sloka 302, p.lls. The three gunas ofPrakrti (matter) 
a::i?ecosmological terms of the Sankhya system of philosophy. 
'§·aiikara reinterprets them in phenomenological terms. As 
""hoods n of the serpent of egoism, they are "reducible" and 
known to be ultimately false entities ilconstitutedU (kalpita) 
by the mind. 
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It i1.1ustrates I furthermore l' .the .absolute n.ec.essi ty of "Self-

~ealization II if one is .to: sl'ay the serpent and att.ain ·the Bliss 

of Brahman-Atman "guarded il by it. 
/'" --
Sankaracarya implies that a 

man must attack egoism wi.th the same zeal and courage he 

r . 
would muster to des·troy hi.s enemy (~-satrum). Egoism is 

like a sharp fish-bone (ka~taka) stuck in the throat of a man 

while eating his mearl. ibhoktur:-gale). He must use lithe sharp 

knife of rea1ization ll to extract it, or else forfeit the bliss 
59 

of his own Self. Even after the mighty serpent of egoism 
... 

is rooted out (samula-krtto), if it is entertained again in 

the mind, even for a moment, it returns to life like a dried-
60 I' • 

up citron tree when watered. The vividness of Sankara's 

metaphors in this connection indicates the importance he 

assigns to the ego and its "annihilation". He urges men to 

N 
release themselves (munca) from their identification with egoism 

the agent (kart"i) for it is nothing but a modification (vikara) 

of nescience, a reflected image (pratiphala) of the Self that . 
diverts one from knowledge of the Self. Identification with 

the ego plunges a man, as it were, into the bondage of relative 

existence (sams~ra) where birth, death and suffering are 
61 

inevitable. Even wise men find it difficult t.o destroy 

59 I Ibid. , sloka 307, p.117. 

60 I Ibid., sloka 309,310" p .118. 

61 
~loka Ibid. , 305, p.116. 
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ego-consciousness once .i t ha.s be.en establishe.d in the mind by 

habit. They transcend egoism and realize the Sel.f (A-tman) 
62 

only in the state of Ni.rvikalpa Samadhi. The projecting 

power (viksepa-{akti), infatua.tes a man with the egoistic idea 
• 

(!3htth.-buddhaya) and it is almost impossible to conquer unless 
63 

the veiling power C;varana-'akti) is first roo·ted out. 

In phenomenological terms, the projecting power associated with 

.rajas is akin to the ilconstitutivell activity of Husserl's 

Transcendental Ego. The veiling power (~vrti) associated 

with tamas is similar in function to that "natural attitude" 

of the mind which causes unreal things to appear real l and 

mistakes "transcendent" entities for the transcendental 

consciousness that alone "constitutes ll objects and supports 

them in existence. It requires a conversion of sorts to the 

non-natural or transcendental attitude to overcome the 

"dogmatism" of naive realists and even idealists. There is 

nothing in the history of recent philosophy to indicate that 

this radical change of consciousness is either popular or easy. 

It goes against the trends of modern empiricism, naturalism, 

psychologism, materialism l vitalism, idealism, and religious 

I. --
dogmatism. Husserl and Sankaracarya seem to agree that 

62 
I 

Ibid. , sloka 342, p.130. 

63 
I Ibid. , sloka 343,...344, p.130. 
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egoism is one of the major ,obstacles. to philosophic wisdom and 

that its "reduction" is.es.seribi.al for the rea.lization of the 
64 

Supreme Reality. 

6. Reduc:t'io:n :Of:. :J\!g:eric:yand Action 

§ankaracarya's. negati,on of egoity necessarily involves 

the rejection of the notion of agency. In his commentary on 

the Bhagavad Glta, he makes it clear that the notion "I am 

the doer!! is associated with egoism (ahamkara) and belongs 

only to a man under the delusion of primal Ignorance (avidya): 

64 

65 

The man whose mind (antahkarana) is variously deluded by 
ahamkarra, by egoism identifying the aggregate of the 
body and th~ senses with the ~elf, i~e., who ascribes to 
himself all the attributes of the body and the senses and 
thus thoroughly identifies himself with them - he, by 
nescience, sees action in himselfi as regards every action, 
he thinks III am the doer".65 

Edmund Russerl in his article on "Phenomenology" in The 
Encyclopedia Brittanica (14th Ed.) p.701 writes: "The 
transcendental problem is eidetic. My psychological 
experiences, perceptions, imaginations and the like remain 
in form and content what they were, but I see them as 
"structures ll now, for I am face to face at last with the 
ul tima·te structure of consciousness." In other words I 

Husserl reduces the "human ego" (eidetically) to the 
"intentional structures ll of the Transcendental Ego. 

/ 
Bh. G • ..§.: JLIII, 27, Trans. Sastry, Ope .£2:!., p.108-9. 
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/" ._-
One of t.he. main rno"tives animating Sankaracarya I s commentary 

on the GTta is to wean men from the way of action (karma

yoga) to the way of knowl.edge . (jiiana-:.YQ,g,s). Both action 

(pravrtti) and inaction (nivrtti) presuppose the ego's agency 
• • 

and so, strictly speaking, are false and irrelevant for the 

attainment of liberation (mukti) from bondage to ~gnorance: 

In fact, all our e,~';perience of such things as action and 
agen"t is possible only in a state of aVldya, only \-Jhen 
we have not yet attained to the Real (vastu). He who sees 
inaction in action and who sees action in inaction; -
he is wise among men, he is devout (yukta, yogin) I and 
he has done all action. 66 

./, .--
Sankaracarya justifies his radical reduction of "action" and 

ego-consciousness in the world by appealing to that One Divine 

Being or transcenden"tal consciousness which is actionless and 

devoid of egoity: 

Indeed, all activ.ity in the world ... arises by way of 
forming an object of consciousness; it has its being in 
consciousness and has its end in consciousness ..•. 
Accordingly, as there is no conscious entity other than 67 
the One Divine Being, there cannot be a separate enjoyerj .... 

7. Reduction of Prarabdha Karma 

/, --
Sankaracarya's thoroughgoing reduction of ilaction" in 

Vivekacud~mani and AparoksanubhiUti appears to be in conflict 

66 
Ibid., IV, 18, p.129, line 3ff. 

67 
Ibid., IX, 10, p.245, line 8 ff. 
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wi th &;uti and §ankaracarya IS. maj or commentaries on ~ruti with 

respect to the law of karma. Three kinds of karma are said to 

be operative in man: prarabdha, actions done in past lives 

that liconstitute" or form the present body; sail'cita, the 

accUlllulated actions of all previous cycles; agami I deeds yet 

to be done. The continuance of the body after Self-realization 

is attributed to a residue of prarabdha ~a in the Chandogya 

.Upanisad: 
.1./_ 

"The delay in his (i.e. Jnanin's) case is only so 
• 

long as his body lasts, after which he becomes one with 
. 68 

Brahman . 
./"' .. _-
Sankaracarya, in his commentary on this tex·t writes: 

... the delay is only so long as that Karmic Residue is 
not exhausted, by experience, by virtue of which his body 
has been brought about, and so long as ... that body does 
not falloff; and then ... he becomes merged ... there is 
no interval of time between the falling off'of the body 
and the merging .... 69 

In other words, he supports the view that prarabdha karma 

remains in force for a j~anin (knower of Brahman) so long as 

his body lives, and that a complete "mergiJ:1yli with Brahman 

is delayed until the body's death. The same interpretation is 

offered in his Bhagavad-G~taBhaBya, where he comments on the 

verse that reads~ liAs kindled fire reduces fuel to ashes, 0 

Arj una F so does wisdom-fire (j1(ana-f-gnih) reduce all actions 

68 
chand. up. VI § x.tv, 2. 

69 / 
Chand up. S. B. VI, xiv, 2 Trans. Jha, Ope cit., p.353, 
line 21ff-:-
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70 
(sarva-karmari1) to ashes . .; 

Accordingly we should. understand that right knowledge is 
the cause which renders all actions impo.teht. But the 
actions by whichthi.s.. body has been brought. into exis-tence 
will come to an end only when their effects will have 
been fully worked out . .71 

The way §ankaracarya excepts prarabdha karma from II reduction Ii 

to ashes by the "wisdom-fire li indicates his f~ithfulness 
/' 

to Sruti but does not, apparently; prevent him from making 

a further Vireduction" when the Illogic" of transcendental 

phenomenology requires him to do so. So long as cosmological 

and metaphysical considerations are paramount, he is obliged 

to maintain the literal meaning of Jirutii but the intentional 

meaning of §ruti is fulfilled by rein-terpreting the li-teral 

meaning. In his Brahma Sutra Bhasva, we find §ankaracarya 

defending prarabdha karma against the objection of an opponent 

to the effect that Self-knowledge necessarily destroys all works: 

70 

But, an objection is raised, the knowledge of the Self 
being essentially non-active does by its intrinsic 
power destroy (all) works; how then should it destroy 
some only and leave others unaffected? .. The origination 
of knowledge, we reply, cannot take place without 
dependence on an aggregate of works whose affects have 
already begun to operate ... we must - as in the case of 
a potter's wheel - wait until the motion ... comes to an 
end, there being nothing to obstruct it in the interim. 72 

Bh. G. IV, 37, Trans. Sastry, op. ci:t . .1 p.150, line 10 ff. 

71 ./ 

72 

Bh. G. j S. B. IV, 37 1 loco cit., line 17 ff. 

Vedanta Sutra Bhasya IV 1 1,15, Trans. G. Thibaut, op. cit., 
p.358, line 6 ff. ~ (underlining my own). 
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Is it possible that the. obj.ec.tion raised her.e; ~if by an 
/' 

opponent; arose in Sankaracarya' s ~ very fertile mind, and 

that the reply (in terms 'of the "potter's whee.l ll
) failed to 

satisfy his doubt? Yes, indeed; it is possible. And if so, 

do we find the resolution of this inner dialectic in the so-

called minor works,VivekacULdamani and ~paroksanubhUti, where . . 
,I. __ 

Sankaracarya, free from the IIburden li of commenting systematically 

"" on the Sruti tex"ts, is able to press the Ii logic Ii of IIp henomeno-

logical reduction il to i"ts ultimate conclusion in "transcendental 

consciousness"? In the opinion of the writer, this explanation 

is not only possible but probable, and reconciles the apparent 

discrepancy between the commentaries and the "minorll itvorks 

./. --
attributed to Sankaracarya on the continuance or discontinuance 

of prarabdha in nrealization". 

In Aparoks"anubhuti there is a bold and candid acknowledg-

/'. --
ment by Sankaracarya that he intends to refute the theory of 

I 73 
prarabdha, even though i"t is derived from Scripture (Sruti). 

he says, does not exist (naiva vidyate) after the 

dawning of Self-Knowledge because the body, mind, intelligence, 
74 

etc. are non-existen"t (~). This body of the waking 

state is superimposed (adhyastah) on the Atman no less than 

73 I 
Apa:t:tokshanubhuti, sloka 90, p. 46. 

74 / 
Ibid., Sloka 91, p.47. 
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,;~ 

a body in dream. In the. absence of real bodies, what scope 
75 

is therefor talk of prarabdha karma? Vedanti.c texts 
N_ 

declare primal ignorance (ajnanam) to be the material cause 

-- ...v' 
(upadanam) of the phenomenal world (prapancasya). If that 

76 
ignorance is destroyed, how can the universe subsH,t? 

Brahman is the substratum of the illusory world. If the 

"'Ir-
substratum is knovvn (adhisthane jnate), the phenomenon disappears . 

• • 
ffhe body belongs -to the realm of phenomenali ty, so how can 

prarabdha karma truly exist? It is for the understanding 

..".- - .. ./ 
of ignorant people (ajnani-jana-bodhayam) alone that .~i 

78 
speaks of Prarabdha! Men of realization have no body-

consciousness because they are established in Atman. I-t is 

only iiunrealized" men who have consciousness of a 

body and who talk about his physical behaviour. 

41- . Jnanl's 

/. ~Sankaracarya 

quotes a text from -the Mundaka Upanisad: IIWhen that Self, 

which is both high and low, is realized, the knot of the heart 

gets untied, all doubts become solved, and all one's actions 
79 

(karmani) become dissipated. EI He says that the use of 

75 / 
Ibid. I sloka 93}' p.48. 

76 
~loka Ibid. 1 93, p.48. 

77 l Ibid. , sloka 96, p.SO. 

78 I Ibid. , sloka 97, p.SO. 

79 
Mund. Up. II, ii, 8, Trans. GambhTrananda, Ope cit., II, p.138. 

I • 

77 
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the plural word ilactions,1i here neg.a·tes not only s.airci ta and 
, 80 

kriyamana but also prarabdha karma. Those who ignorantly 

maintain prarabdha involve, themselves not only in a double 
81 

absurdity (anartha-dvayagamah) I' but also risk abandonment 
82 

of the Vedantic conclusion (vedanta-mata-hanarn). 

In VivekacU-d~ani §ahkaracarya is equally insistent 

on the need for negatingprarabdha karma. If there is any 

perception of emotion such as happiness (sukha-adi-anubhavQ) 

or sadness, it must be understood as the result of prarabdha 
83 

.IV 
karma. Sancita, that accul'nulated action of a IIhundred crore 

of cycles" ceases instantly on the realization of one's identity 
84 

with Brahman. Agami, or action yet to be performed, does 
85 

not touch one who has realized the Self. All three karmas -

80 I 
Aparokshanubhuti, sloka 98, p.51. 

81 
S'ltvamT Vimuktananda explains the two absurdities in footnote 3 
to Aparokshanubhuti, sloka 99, p.52: !lIn the first place, 
Moksha or liberation from the bonds of duality will be im
possible for them, as there will always remain a second thing" 
Prarabdha, along with Brahman; and in the second place 
liberation, the sole aim of knowledge, being impossible, 
there will hardly remain any utilit~ of knowledge, and in 
that case they have to give up the Sruti on which they build 
their theory as useless, since the Sruti has no other 
function but to lead to knowledge." 

82 I 
Aparokshan,ubhuti, sloka 99, p.52. Those who maintain PraLrabdha 

the final stage, and there
of absolute non-duality. 

Karma uphold a sort of duality in 
fore sacrifice the Veaantic truth 

83 _ _ f 
Vivekachudamani, sloka 446, p.168. 

84 I 
Ibid. r sloka 447, p.168. 

85 I Ibid. , sloka 449, p.168. 
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N. . _ 
sancl.ta, p.qaml., and prarabdha are destroyed by the "fire of 

perfect knowl.edge n
, because a Self-realized man is truly 

86 
identical with Nirqul}a Brahman. The ques.ti.on of the existence 

of prarabdha karma is as meaningless to a " realized" sage as 

the question of a man's. connection with dream-objects after 
87 

he has awakened from sleep. The body is fashioned (nirmito) 
88 

by karma but the Atman exis"ts without any relation to it. 

How can a man who is identified with Atman be affected by 
" / 

prarabdha since it is written in Sruti; liThe Atman is 

birthless, eternal, undecaying, and ever new (ancient) I 

90 

89 

and is not destroyed when the body is destroyed. 1I The 

notion of pr2irabdha can be maintained only so long as one 

lives identified with the body. The man of realization 

identifies himself with Atman, so rejects prarabdha along with 
91 

all other action. It is an error to attribute prarabdha 

86 I 
Ibid., sloka 453, p.170 Nirguna means iiquality or attributeless Ci 

as oppo"sed to Saguna, meaning liwith qualities, or attributes". 
This equation of the "realized mann with Nirguna Brahman 
is surely one of the boldest statements about the exalted 
status of a JTvan mukta. 

87 I 
Ibid., sloka 454, p.170. 

88 I 
Ibid., sloka 458, p.172. 

89 
The word is puranah and means "ne'itl indeed even from of old". 

90 
Rath. Up. I, ii, 8 quoted in VivekachUda-mani, £loka 459, p.172. 

91 
VivekachUdamani ~loka 460, p. 172. 
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even to t he body. How can a s uperimposed entity h ave existence 
92 

or birth or deat h? How can prarabdha affect an unreal entity? 

'~ankaracarya concludes with a statement to "justify" the ~rutis 

in their persistent talk of ~r:;:rabdha karma(a nd incidentally, 

h is own u se of the term in his commentaries) : "it is to 

convince t ho se fools who e ntertain a doubt " (about the 
/ 

existence of the body ) "that the Srutis, from a r elative 

standpoint ( baJlya-dr ~ tya) hypo thesize (vadati ) ? rarabdha 
93 

work ... " All the entities B consti tuted" by t he intellec't 

are, from t he perspective of transcendental c onsciousness, 

"reduced" to relativity. They have no independent reality, 

but exist only so long' as Ignorance (avidya) remains to "hide Ii 

the Supreme Self. Ac tion of every kind is seen to be false 

and of no ultimate worth for the a't'tainment of freedom. The 

reduction o f egoity, a long with its sense of agency and action 

/. --
of every kind, is a vital step in Sankaracarya ' s e limination 

of the non-Self. 

". 
8. Reduction of Isvara and Jiva 

One of the subtlest objects "cons,tituted" by the 
-,; 

intellect is Isvara (,the Lord ) . The incompatibility or log'ical 

92 
I 

Ibid. , sloka 461, p .173. 

93 
11 " Ibid. , s oka 462-3, p.1 73. 
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--/ 
inconsistency (virodho) betwe.en Isvara and JTva is. caused by 

superimposition (adhyasa) and is not real (na va:stavah) . 

-:/ 
This "erroneous predication" in the case of ,Isvara is caused 

by )"'lahat (cosmic intelligence) which is I.:faya (cosmic illusion) i 

and in the case of the Jiva (individual soul), consists of 
94 

-the five sheaths (ko§as) ,which are effects of !"'laya. When 

these two conditioning adjuncts (upadhi) are eliminated as 
_/ 95 

false, there remains neither Isvara nor ~a. Only .Brahman-

_Atman remains as the lIessencell of both. ./. ---Sankaracarya in his 

commentary on the B7"hadaranyaka ppanisad justifies the 

description of Brahman in completely negative terms: 

How through these two terms 'Not this, not this' is it 
sought to describe the Truth of truth? By the elimination 
of all differences due to limiting adjuncts, the words 
refer to something tha-t has no distinguishing mark such 
as name, or form, or action, or heterogeneity, or species, 
or quaIi-ties.... But Brahman has none of these distinguishing 
marks. 96 

It is proper, therefore, on-the authority of the £rutis to 
97 

eliminate all duality, all adjuncts superimposed on Brahman. 

The entire gross and subtle universe is to be denied (vyapohya) 

9~ 
Ib 'd Ll~k 243 94 __ 1_., s_'_o :a_oj ,p.. 

95 
Ibid., ~loka 244, p.94 

96 I 
Br. Up., S. B. 2 •. 3.6, Trans lVIadhavananda, op. cit., p.344, line l2ff. 

97 I 
vi veka:chudamani, s loka 245, p. 95 . 
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._/ 98 
to realize the oneness underlying Isvara and Jlva. The 

two terms (tau) must be. carefully considered (.su-laksyau) for - .. 
their II implied" meanings Claksanaya) so that.thei.r absolute 

. .. #., 

identity (akhandaika) can be. established. Neither ·the method 

of total rej ection not-that of total r.:et.$t::J.:tiob." ., will do. One 
99 

must reason in a way that combines both meanings (ubhayartha) 
./. ._-
Sankaracarya describes here a method parallel to modern 

Phenomenology I s II eidetic reduction II J' the extracting of the 

"essence" from a pair of opposites and their subsequent 

identification. 
/' 

He applies the method to the famous Sruti 

sentence, ilThat thou artll (Tat-Tvam-asi): "a wise man must 

give up the contradictory elements on both sides and recognize 
-/ 

the identity of Isvara and Jlva, noticing carefully the essence 
100 

of both, which is Cit., or Knowledge Absolute. Transcendental 

Consciousness is the lIessence it common to both conditioning 
- . -II 

adjuncts (upadhi), Isvara and JTva - so the "reduction IU of 

the adjuncts superimposed by ignorance (avidya) leaves only 

Brahman (Cit). ~nkaracarya explains that "it is the 

98 

99 

I 
Ibid., sloka 246, p.9S. 

Ibid., §loka 247 I p.96. SwamT Madl1avananda l in Note to 
V'Ivekachud'amani 247 explains that there are three kinds of 
Laksana o~ implied meaning: - Jahati, Ajahati, and ?haga. 
"'I'he first is that in which one of the terms has ·to give up 
its primary meaning ...• The second kind is that in which the 
primary meaning is retained, but- something is supplied to make 
it clear .... 'In the third kind of Laksana.each of the terms 
has to give up a part of its connotation. 1I 

100 / 
Ibid., sloka 248-9, p.97. 
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identity of their implied, not literal meanings which is sought 

to be inculcated" by the. Vedant.ic method, since their attributes 

or literal meanings are "contradictory to each other" or 
. 101 

mutually exclusive. 

9. Reduction of the CaUsal Body 

,,/. --
We have followed Sankaracarya through the "reduction" 

-of the gross (sthula) and subtle (suksma) bodies, the latter 

involving the negation of mind, intellect, egoity, action, 
-,I' 

and Isvara. There remains only the "causal body" to be subject 

to the same process of reduction. It is the Undifferentiated 

~avyaktam), the compound of the three qualities (trigunais,) 

manifested in the state of profound sleep (susupti) as thesuspen-
102 

sion {pralIMof intellect (buddhi';;'Vrttih). It is Nescience 

I 
(Avidyii) or Illusion (Maya), the power of the Lord (paramesa-

{akti), to be inferred only from the effects she produces. 
103 

It is -the material cause of the manifested universe. It 

(the causal body) is neither existent not non-existent but is 
104 

wholly inexplicable and indescribable (anirvacanJLya~rupa). 

101 
11 . Ibid., s OKa 241-2, p.93. 

102 I 
Ibid. , sloka 120, p.44. 

103 
I 

Tbid. I sloka 108, p.39. 

104 I 
Ibid~ , sloka 109, p.39. 
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/ 
The blissful sheath (anandamaya kosa) is but .a modification of 

Nescience and is experienced in deep sleep as a state of intense 
105 

Ignorance. True, there. can be no phenomenological introspection 

of the experience of ignorance during sleep but by means of what 

might be called "phenomenological retrospection" in the post-

sleep state of wakefulness one can have an lIimrnediate li awareness 

of it. The total elimination of this primal Ignorance by 

"reduction" is synonymous with "Self--realization Ul since it 

reveals the Atman purified of all "constituted" entities 

of the phenomenal world, and purified even of the condition 

(Ignorance) that makes such con~titution possible. The causal 

body (karana §arlra) is negatable because it is the material 

cause of phenomenal existence 

the relative order of things. 

(samsara), and so belongs to 
._'/ 
Isvara (the Lord) is negatable 

because He is the efficient as well as the material cause of 

the universe. Brahman-Atman alone remains Absolute, transcending 

cause and effect, the Reality behind all appearances, One 

without a second, uncaused and uncausing. IISelf-realization" 

is impossible wi-thout the total reduc-tion of the gross, subtle, 

and causal bodies, the waking, dreaming, and sleep states, 

-/ 
as well as Isvara, Jiva, Karma, intellect, mind, _.and body. 

All these entities, being products of Maya, obscure the reality 

of the Self (A-tman) and keep a man in bondage to phenomenal 

existence (samsara). 

105 
Ibid. , I sloka 207-8, p.80-8l. 
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10. The COrlSc:i:ousness of a JTVan Mukta: 

In both Vivekacudamani and h.parok~anubhuti 1 tankaracarya 

describes the consciousness of a Self-realized man in a 

series of verses beginning with the phrase ill am". These 

statements in the first person singular describe the Hpure 

consciousness" of a Jlvan Mukta (one who attains final liber-
106 

ation while still embodied). Since the "realized" man has 

no consciousness of either body or ego, the "I am" expression 

must be understood in its implied rather than its literal 

meaning. 
/' --
Sarikaracarya writes in this mode purely out of 

d.eference to "unrealized" mortals who, because they are .abound" 

to primeval Ignorance, ahvays think and speak with reference 

to their II real II bodies, nlinds, egos, soulS. etc. For him, there 

is but one all-embracing Reality, Brahman-Atman, with which 

he is totally identified. All other entities of the empirical 

world are but iimodification" or "limiting adjuncts!! (upadhis) 

superimposed on Brahman under the powerful influence of 

106 
Videha Mukta is one who attains liberation only after decease 

-of the body. Liberation is delayed, owing to the continued 
operation of Prarabdha Karma. This is the position upheld 
in the commentaries, provisionally. jJLvan Mukta, on the 
other hand, attains nrelease~ while still embodied. 
Liberation is imrrlediate, because of the absence a body
consciousness, and consequent immuni·ty to Karma, whether 
accumulated in the past (sabcita) through another existence, 
operative in the present (prarabdha) I or reserved potentially 
to·. be experienced in future (againi). This is the teaching 
of Vivekacudamani and AparoksanubhTIXi as the result of 
IIreducing U prarabdha karma to nullity. 
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Ignorance (Avidya) or Cosmic Illus.ion (Maya). The "definitions" 

of Brahman., insolfar as they use the language of the "natural 

atti.tude" are necessarily neg.ative; lout insofar as they 

"transcend" the thought.-.. forms of relative existence (samsara), 

they are positive. 'I'heunigueness of the "I am u statements 

is directly attributable to the thoroughness of the method 

of Transcendental Phenomenology used in Viyekucudamani and 

Aparok~nubhuti. There is nothing comparable in the "major" 
,/ 

commentaries of Sankaracarya, because he is limited there by 

the task of corrrrnenting on Scriptures ({ruti) and elucigating 

their meaning .. ' 

Now let us examine the 1'1 am Ul testimony of a JTvan 

IYlukta directly. In Vivekacudamani he begins: "I neither see 

nor hear nor know anything· in this (Realization). I simply 

exist as the Self, the Eternal Bliss, distinct from everything 
107 

else." All finite ideas, all objects of the empirical world 

cease. Nothing remains bu"t the contentment of Pure Consciousness: 

iiBlessed am Ii I have attained the consummation of my life, 

and am free from the clutches of transmigration; I am the 
108 

Essence of Eternal Bliss., I. am Infinite ... " The consciousness 

of the world wi th its round of births and dea"ths, and mixture 

107 I 
Vivekachl1damani l sloka 485, p.181. 

108 I 
Ibid., sloka 488 1 p.182. 
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of joy and sorrow is no more. The Jlvan Mukta is free from the 

law of ka~ and tr.ansmigra"tiQn. The meaning and essence of his 

life is realized as Infinite Bliss (nityananda-svarUPa). 

IV /1/ 
"I am unattached ~asango); lam disembodied (anango), I 

am free from the subtle body (alifl'go), I am undecaying 

..", 
(abhangurah).1t The .1i'Van Mukta no longer considers himself 

as a body or a mind. He is free (in consciousness) from all 

those conditions that bring on death and corruption: ItI 
109 

am serene}, I am infinite, I am taintless, and eternal fl
• 

The JiVan Mukta is free from the delusion of egoistic activity: 

iiI am not the doer, I am not the experience, I am changeless 

and beyond activity.1i This statement sounds ridiculous from 

-the point of view of an embodied soule .. (Jiva) i but from the 

view-point of a Jivan Hukta it indicates the ego-less freedom 

of Self-realization. Of course, unrealized men see his body, 

and attribute action to him, but he himself sees only the 

changeless and actionless Mman: ill am the Essence of Pure 

Knowledge J• I am Absolute (kevalo) and identified with Eternal 
110 

Good. " He does not identify himself with the activities of 

the finite body or mind: "I am indeed different from the 

seer, listener, speaker, doer, and experiencer; I am the Essence 
111 

of Knowledge .•. beyond activity ... infinite. fI The JiVan Mukta 

109 . / 
Ibld.,sloka 489, p.182. 

110 I 
Ibid., sloka 490, p.183. 

111 
I 

Ibid., sloka 491, p.183. 
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boldly asserts his 'identi:ty ;;v:i-th Brahman: II I, am indeed 

Brahman r the One wi,thOu't a second, matchless, .theReality 

that has no beginning, beyond such imaginations (kalpana) as 

thou or I J' or this and that, the, Essence of Eternal Bliss}, 
, 112 

the Truth.1i This verse brings to mind the famous dictum 
. 113 

of Jesus: "I am the WaYr the Truth, and the Life." I am 

well aware of the theological interpretation often given for 

this astonishing statement. But, is it not possible that he 

too "vas speaking out of II transcendental consciousness II and 

claiming for his own Self that Absolute Reality which his 

contemporaries and later interpreters attributed to the 

empirical man, Jesus of Nazareth? Whatever may be the case, 

the J'I'Van Muk..ta is not averse to identifying himself with the 
114 

Supreme Being, Narayana. As ~irguna Brahman, he is the 

Essence of all the gods: II I am Knowledge Absolute, the Witness 
115 

(Saksl) of everything; I have no other Ruler but myself ... " 

He has complete responsibility for himself. He is conscious .of 

nothing greater than his own Self to which can give pay homage. 

112 I 
Ibid., sloka 493, p.183. 

113 
Gospel of John, 14:6. 

114 __ _ 
Narayana is a patronymic for the personification of Purusa, 
often identified with the gods visnu and Krsna. 

115 i 
Vivekachudamani, sloka 494, p.184 . 

• 
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is conscious of being. ,the .substratum of all superimpositions: 

alone reside as knowl,edge .in all be.ings, be.ing their internal 

external support. I myself am the experiencer (bhokta) 

all that is experienced (bhogyam) - whatever I looked 
116 

IIthisll or the not~Self previously. That is, all 

t e experiences of the world prior to Self-realization, whether 

su jective or objective in nature, are known to be nothing but 

Self (Atmall). "I am beyond contamination like the SkYi I 

am distinct from things illumined, like the sun; I am always 
117 

ionless like the ocean. II The .rrvan Muk-ta, though free 

m the bondage of phenomenal existence, communicates his 

pu ity, self-effulgence, imraobility and infiniteness by means 

ofl entities belonging to empirical consciousness i.e. sky, 

suh, mountain, ocean etc. "I am verily -that Brahman ... in 

Wh~Ch the whole universe from the 1undifferentiated (Avya~ta, 
pr~krti, r,iaya) down to the gross body, appears merely as a 

.. 118 
ShtdOW." The phenomenal world - in all its manifested and 

unranifested forms, is merely an appearance of ~rahman-Atman, 

jUft as a shadow in ordinary experience is relative and dependent 

on a body for its shape and size. The world is a product of 

llrl l Ibid., sloka 495, p.184. 

llIIbid., ~loka 499, p.186. 

11 I 
I Ibid. , sloka 512, p.190. 
I 
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Nescience ~Avidya) or Cosmic Illusion (May'a). "I am verily 

that Brahman; the One wi.thout .a second, which is the support 

of all (sarv·:;:--dharam); .which illumines all thi:ngs (sarva

vastu-prak-a{am) I which has infinite forms (sarva-karam), is 

1- .~ 
omnipresent (sarva-gam); devoid of multiplicity (sarva-sunyam) 

119 
" The JTvan Mukta is conscious of being the one substratum , , , 

(essence) of all entities in ·the phenomenal world, the one 

Witness (saks1J knowing them with the light of Eternal 

Knowledge, though appearing in infinite names and forms due 

to superimpositions by the mind. ill am verily that Brahman, 

the One without a second, which transcends the endless 

differentiations of Maya, which is the inmost essense of all, 

is beyond ·the range of (empirical) consciousness I and which 
120 

is Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, and Bliss Absolute. This 

verse declares Brahman's essential nature (svartlpa laksana), 

not its indirect attributes (tatastha laksana). It is a . . 
description of transcendental consciousness (i.e. Nirguna 

t) 

Brahman) and not of consciousness of transcendence qualified by 

attributes (i.e. Saguna Brahman). "I am without activity, 

changeless, without parts ... without any other support 
121 

(nir·alambo) . II Brahman-Atman is final, absolute, beyond 

119 f 
Ibid., sloka 513, p.191. 

120 I Ibid., sloka 514, p. 191 (Bracket and underlining mine). 

121 
Ibid., £loka 515, p.192. 
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which there is nothing else.. iiI am the Univer.sal (sarvatmako), 
. 122. . 

I am the All (sarvo)" It is important to. recall that 

/. - - !I Sankaracarya, when he uses the formula I am '" does not speak 

egocentrically. Rather, he affirms -the identi.ty of his own 

and every other ego's "essence ll to be Brahman-Atman. 

In Aparoksanubhuti we find a parallel series of 

ill ami! sayings, having both positive and negative features. 

"I am verily Brahman .•. by nature absolute Existence, Knowledge, 

and Bliss (Saccidananda-laksanah)" This very positive statement 

is followed immediately by a negative one: "I am not the body 
123 

which is non-existence itself.iI The negation of the gross 

'(sthula) body is extended to include the subtle (suksma) 

and causal (karana) bodies. These three are superimpositions, 
.. 

products of Ignorance, and belong to the non-Self. "I am 

without any change, without any form, free from all blemish 
124 

and decay. II Transcendental consciousness transcends the flux 

of empirical existence. It is without the finitude, the 

ignorance), the objectifying and "constituting" activity of 

the empirical consciousness. The Jivan Hukta says HI am 
125 

beyond all comprehension (nirabhasah). He cannot be 

122 
/ 

Ibid., sloka 516, p.192. 

123 
Aparokshanubhuti, ~loka 24, p.15, compare Vivekacriudamani 465 
p.174. ~ 

124 
I k Ibid. , slo a 25., p.15. 

125 
I Ibid. , sloka 26, p.16. , 
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comprehended by any thought of the mind, for mind thinks 

always in terms of duality, of subject and object. The Atman, 

being non-dual by nature, is beyond the scope of mind and 

intellect and language. It is comprehended only in Self-

realization. "I am without any attribute or activity. I 
126 

am eternal, ever free, and imperishable. Ii Jivan lVlukta 

is conscious of no attribute at all with respect to its 

Self, but views all attributes or qualities as limiting adjuncts 

(upadhi) superimposed by ignorant minds on the one eternal 

Substratum. He is without a sense of agency or action of 

any kind, and is therefore not subject to prarabdha karma 

and the bondage of the body. iiI am free from all impurity, 
127 

I am immovable, unlimited, holy, undecaying, and immortal. II 

The "I am" statements of Vivekacudamani and Aparoks'i'nubhuti 
" 

are not to be found anywhere in the major commentaries of 

/. --Sankaracarya, though one may say they are perhaps implied. 

They belong uniquely to a Jivan Mukta, one who had attained 

libera tion while s-till in the body. In my opinion, they belong 

to the maturest expression of the Advaita philosophy, and are 

possible only in a context that transcends the orthodox 

1imi tation of prarabdha karma, and -the practical limi tatiol1 

126 
/ 

Ibid. I sloka 27, p.16. 

127 
/ Ibid. , sloka 28, p.17. 
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I 
of giving an exposition on Sruti texts. Taken literally, the 

VII am w1 sayings can be construed as the mad ravings of a 

megalomaniac; but, understood in their "implied" meanings, 

they point beyond mere words and concepts to the reality of 

"transcendental consciousness". They are utter nonsense to 

the man who retains the "natural attitudell,who assigns reality 

and permanency to the subjective or objective world of entities. 

And no less "nonsensical" to him is the question to which the 

"I am" statements provide the answer, namely, "Who am I?" 

The sayings are gems of wisdom to the man who knows his 

identity with the Supreme Self and wishes to communicate 

that Reality, that Consciousness, that Bliss, to others 

yet in bondage. The "I amI! statements are enigmatic and 

problematic for those who look at Reality through the lenses 

of their own individual body-senses, egos, minds, intellects 

etc.; but for men who have transcended the finitude, the 

ignorance, the duality of phenomenal selfhood, and "realized ii 

the Infinite, Eternal, Non-Dual Self (Atman) I they are 

glorious declarations of spiritual freedom and human consummation. 

All statements about Brahman, whether positive or negative, 

are ultimately indirect (paroksa) whereas the intuitional 

knowledge of Self in .Samadhi is direct (aparoksa). The 
I 

instruction of Gurus and Srutis, though valuable, are only 

aids to an aspirant. fo::: direc-t and immediate Realization 
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(Aparoksa-anubhuti). Each man should stand "face to face" 
128 

(sammukham) with Atman. 

11 Some General Statements About 

Brahman-Atman by a Jivan Mukta 

We shall conclude this chapter by examining some general 

statements about Atman in Vivekacudamani and Aparoksanubhuti. 

'They are not cast in the familiar II I amI! formula of the last 

few pages, but do reflect the transcendental consciousness 

of Ii Self-realization II. 
129 

"Atman is all consciousness (jriana-

mayah) Ii. The Self knows itself as Pure Consciousness, 

nothing more, nothing less. All other I!objects' of the 

phenomenal universe are relative to it, and exist by it. 
"...1' 130 

"Atman is the Illuminator (prakasakah)". It shines the 

light of consciousness on all enti-ties, whether internal or 

external, whether immanent or transcendent. liThe luminosi-ty 
131 

of Atman consists in the manifestation of all objects". 

128 I 
VivekaChudarnani, sloka 477, p.178. 

129 _ I 

AParokshanubhuti, sloka 19, P .12. 

130 
I Ibid., , sloka 20, p.12. 

13i 
I 

Ibid. , sloka 22, p.l3. 
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The light of Self is unlike any other light. It isanni-present and 

lirni ted by nothing. Its presence as consciousness in man enables him to 

corrprehend everything fram the gods to the smallest rrolecule of matter. 

Atrnan is "tl'1e Self-effulgent Witness of everything, which has buddhi 

for its seat. ,,132 The self "witnesses" the phenomenal world in its 

entirety, because it is the "essence" or substratum of man's intellect 

and mind. lI'Atrnan is eternal, since it is Existence itself ..• ,,133 The 

phenomenal world's "existence" is relative, perishable' but the Self's 

existence is absolute, imperishable. The Self alone is the Being 

(Existence) of all beings (existent entities). Brahman is "the Essence 

of Existence, Knowledge, and Eternal Bliss"" 134 Pure Consciousness 

exists without the need of anything else for its "enjoyment". The 

knower of Brahman is "satisfied with undiluted constant Bliss, he is 

neither grieVed nor elated by sense-objects A' is neither attached nor 

averse to them, but always disports with the Self and takes pleasure 

therein. ,,135 Having realized his identity "'lith the Infinite Bliss, there 

is "cessation ~nivrttih) of the objective world, extreme satisfaction . . 
(parama trptis) , and matchless bliss. ,,136 The annihilation of the phen~l 

132 _. _ I 
Vivekachudarnani, sloka 380, p.144. 

133 I 
Aparokshanubhuti, sloka 21, P .13. 

134 _ _ I 
Vivekachudarnani, .?loka 465, p.174. 

135 
I 

Ibid., sloka 536, p.199. 

136 / 
Ibid, Sloka 420, p.159. 
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world Ei-n ,Consciousness) destroys all desire.s and all performance of works. 

A man of realization is peaceful and contented· with Reality like " a 

child (who) Plays with its toys forgetting hunger and bodily pains. ,,137 

He is oblivious to place, time, posture, moral disciplines, objects of 

meditation etc. He no longer feels the need to go on pilgrimages to 

holy places, to pray at stated hours, to assume yogic postures, to undergo 

physical and mental disciplines, to meditate on images. 138 These are 

the "means" used by the "unrealized"; but the "realized" man enjoys the 

- - - - 139-sovereign independence (svarajya-samrajya) of the Self. As Atrnan, 

he "bestows meaning" on the Vedas, the Puranas, and other~rutis.140 

He no longel::' depends on other cornuentators and authorities for the correct 

inteJ::-pretations. "The Self is Brahma, the Self is Visnu, the Self is 

141 Indra, the Self is Siva.... Nothing exists except the Self." Even 

the transcendent gods are not outside the sovereignty of the transcendental 

Self, since they are the creations and projections of the buddhi. Their 

continued reality would violate the principle of non-duality. "One 

should behold the Atroan, the Indivisible and Infinite, free from all 

limiting adjuncts such as body, organs, Pranas, manas, and egoism, •.. 

137 / Ibid. , sloka 537, p.200. 

138 / 
Ibid. , sloka 529, p.197. 

139 I 
Ibid. , sloka 376, p.142, and 517, p.192. 

140 
{;loka 534, Ibid. , p.199. 

141 
I 

Ibid. , sloka 388, p.147. 
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like the infinite sky. ,,142 The infinite sky sometimes appears full of 

clouds of various shapes and sizes, even as the lnfinite Self appears 

in a variety of manifestations through Ignorance: "The limiting adjuncts 

from Brah:rria down to a clurrp of grass are all wholly unreal. Therefore one 

should realize one's own Infinite Self as th.e only Principle.,,143 In 

transcendental consciousness the ego-sense loses its reality, whether 

in reference to one's self or another; "It is the deluded man who taJks 

of "thou" and "I", as an effect of the wine of Maya. ,,144 The ego is 

"reduced" to impotence once we realize its essence or substratum to 

be the Self. This usually happens in ascending levels of consciousness: 

"The immutable AtInan, the substratum of the ego ••• is the Purusha, the 

Isvara (the Lord of all), the Self of all; it is present in every fonn and 

yet transcends them all. ,,145 All illusions requirs·./"a substratum of pure 

consciousness for their appearance. "Brahman alone is the substratum of 

all varieties of names, fonns, and actions. 11
146 ,Brahrnan-=AtInan is the 

substratum of all experience (sakala-anubhu-ti) though it transcends the range 

of empirical knawledge. 147 I~ is impossible to describe the Self in 

142 I 
Ibid., ~lOka 384, p.145. 

143 I 
. Ibid., sloka 386, p.146. 

144 I 
Ibid., sloka 391, p.148. 

145 I 
~parokshanubhuti, sloka 40, p. 23. 

146 _ _ , 
Vivekachudarnani, sloka 50, p.29. 

147 
I 

.Ibid., sloka 535, p.199. 
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ordinary language. It is impossible, furthermore, to conceive it with the 

mind. The mind in contact with the Self melts like a hailstone falling 

and merging in the ocean. 148 A roan of realization knows, through 

Sarnadhi, the Infinite Brahman as "the positive Entity, which precludes 

all negations, which resembles the placid ocean and is without a name ••• 

which is eternal, pacified and One.,,149 Though it appears at the end 

of a series of reductions, though it is unthinkable by the mind, though 

it is indescribable in words, though it transcends empirical existence, 

yet it is the Real, the Self of every being, the Self of eve:rything 

that is. Tat tvam asi (That thou art) ! 

148 / 
Ibid., sloka 482, p.180 

149 I 
Ibid., sloka 410, p.155. 



CONCLUS.ION 

There is insufficient evidence at the present time 

to either "prove" or "disprove" the tradition that attributes 

Vivekacudamani and Aparoks~lubhuti to Sankaracaryais 

authorship. I have tried to show in Appendix 2 that Daniel 

Ingall's argument against the tradition, based on internal 

evidence of a philosophical nature, is not convincing. The 

alleged difference between ~ankaracarya and Gau~apada on 

the status of the waking and dreaming states, as well as 

the alleged absence of the category of "indescribable" 

(anirvacanTya) in reference to the empirical world in 

~ankaracarya's philosophy, may be dismissed. Both arguments, 

it seems to me, are based ultimately on a misunderstanding 

of the orthodox methodology of Advaita Vedanta, namely, 

"deliberate superimposition and subsequent rescission" 

(adh,iaropa-apavada). I find no basic dd:sagreement between 

/ --
Gau~apada and Sankaracarya, both of whom use the phenomenological 

method of approach to the transcendental Self (Atman). 

Nor do I find any good reason to deny the tradition that 

attributes Vivekacudamani and Aparoksanubhuti to ~ankaracarya. 
This thesis has been a sustained effort to show that 

,/. - -Sankaracarya used the method of transcendental phenomenology 

in his major and minor works alike. His methodology is 

seen more unequivocably in minor works like Yivekacudamani 

199 
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and Aparoksanubh'uti than in the commentaries. Several 

reasons for this may be .su<,3"ges,ted. He is consciously and 

deliberately writing inst,rnction (upadela) to show his 

followers the way to Sel,f-realizeition. Avowedly, the treat-

ment keeps clear of the polemical style of prima facie 

view (purva :eaksa) and final truth (siddhanta.). The 

simplicity of his style and vividness of his metaphors 

suggest -chat he is writing for laymen" who are relatively 

unsophisticated in learning. In these original works, 
I 

he is free from the onerous task of commenting on Sruti 

wi th the obj ect of removing appareni: contradictions, or of 

defending his interpretations against the attacks of opposing 

schools. It is doubtful whether ~ankaracarya could have 

distilled so much wisdom in so few words until a relatively 

late and mature period of his career - writings inculcating 

teaching (upade/a-gran-tha) being considered more mature than 

polemical writings (vadagrantha). There are verses that 

summarize briefly and profoundly whole passages of the 

Upanisads I Brahma SUtras, and Bhagavad-GTta. Even to-day, . 
in the ~ankara monasteries (maths) of India, VivekacTIaamani 

s .4 

is studied and regarded as one of the best introductions 

to his major works on Vedanta. 

£ankaracarya's philosophy proceeds by the method of 

"phenomenological reduction". i.e. the systematic and radical 

negation of all empirical entities. In Chapter Tvvo we saw 
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him superimpasing the waking, dreaming, and deep sleep 

states ~ if real. His next .step was to. descxibethe 

characteristics af thesta-tesas phenamena in cansciausness. 

His purpase was to. shaw thetransitary nature af these 

states and -to. carry aut .their reductian. 

In Chapter Three the same basic pracedure was fallawed. 

~ankaracarya enumerated, described, and campared the five 

sheaths (ka~as) "cavering" the Self - the material (annamaya), 

the vital (pranamaya), the mental (manamaya), the knawledge 

(yijlla-namaya) and the bliss (anandamaya) sheaths. At 

first the five sheaths were described~ if real entities 

enclased ane within the ather, and ranging fram grass to. 

subtle. Always the descriptian was carried aut to. impugn 

the permanency ar the eternality af the sheaths, and ultimately, 

to. establiffil them as praducts af Ignarance (avidya). The 

central rale af the mind in creating the bandage af phenamenal 

existence as well as in winning liberatian fram it, was 

highlighted. The false identificatian af the self with 

bady, ar mind, ar ega, was viewed as the main abstacle to. 

"realizatian" af the transcendental Self ar pure Cansciausness 

that lies cancealed in all empirical cansciausness and 

existence. We nated that the micracasm-macracasm hamalague 

so. prominent in the TaittirTya Upanisad, althaugh implied, 

is less praminent in Vivekacudrunani and Aparaksanubhuti 

because af the emphasis an Self-realizatian. 
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In Chapte.r Four we witnessed. s'ankaracarya I s radical 

Ii reduction" of enti.ties in empirical consciousness - body l' 

mind/intellect, egoityl' agency and acti.on, prarabdha karma, 

ytvara and Jlva, and the IV causal body". The elimination of 

pr~rabdha karma prepared the. way for the unique series of 

first-person singular statements by a JTvan I)llukta, speaking 

out of "transcendental consciousness':. This bold cancellation 

of prarabdha karma, not quite paralleled in the major 

1« -_ 
comrrlentaries of Sankaracarya, and a seeming departure from 

orthodoxy, raises a legitimate doubt about the tradition 

- - /. --attributing Vivekacudamani -to Sankaracarya. I prefer, 

however, to think that ~ankaracaLrya, by a more systematruc 

application of the method of transcendental phenomenology 

in these independent works, is able to reach conclusions of 

a more radical or ultimate nature. It is startling to read 

his surlID1ary statement that IIbondage and liberation, which 

are conjured up by ,Maya, do not really exist in the Atman n 

and that "there is neither death nor birth, neither a bound 

nor a struggling soul, neither a seeker after liberation nor 
1 

a liberated one - this is the ultimate truth.1i Yet this 

conclusion is entirely consistent with the methodology 

adopted from the beginning. 

1 I 
VivekacliUdamani, Sloka 569, p.2ll, and 574, p.213. 
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I. __ _ 
This the.sis did not set. out to ucompare" Sankaracarya; s 

Advaita Vedanta with Hu sser 1 , s. Transcendental Phenomenology., 

though some interesting convergences have been noted. 

I have preferred to use Husserl !. s. philosophy as a limodel II 

phenomenolog-y 1 not bec.ause it is the only possible one, 

or even the best one, but because Husserl is generally 

acknowledged in the West to be the founder of modern 

Phenomenology. His method of epoch" (suspension of the "natural 

attitude"), though it "brackets" the natural world in order 

to focus attention on consciousness itself, does not aim at 

the elimination of world-consciousness. It retains the world 

as a uconstituted" entity in consciousness, and views the 

nature of consciousness as "intentional". Husserl's aim 

seems to be to discover the source of apodictic certainty 

in knowledge, rather than to achieve any kind of "liberation" 

from the world of relative existence. {ankaracarya, on the 

other hand, begins his work in a religious milieu where the 

primary concern is moksa or "liberation" from the bondage 

of worldly existence (samsara), incessant rebirth (punar-j anrnah.) 

and transmigration. Of course, he reinterprets these 

religious categories in a phenomenological way, and makes 

the cancellation or "reduction" of the mind's Ignorance-

structure fundamental to IISe lf-realization ll
• The phenomenal 

world is neither doubted nor denied. It is retained, but 

only as a relative existence devoid of ultimate reality. 
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The transcendental Self (Atman) alone is Rea.lity.. The 

world is significant but only as something to. be transcended. 

It is the manifestation of. Maya 1 that inscrutible power 

of Brahman that makes things appear differently from what 

they really are. There .is no interest ·.here in liconstitutingil 

the world through "intentionalityli. /. --Sankaracarya is intent 

on eliminating the illusion of "objectivityil so that a man 

can, while still embodied, enjoy the Absolute Bliss of 

Brahman-Atman unimpeded by the constructions of the mind. 

I . 
Sankaracarya's maln thrust is one-way: from the realm of 

empirical existence to transcendental consciousness and 

reality. Husserl's thrust is .two-way: first, a search 

for the apodictic foundation of knowledge itselfj second, 

a return to the world through IIconstitutive intentionality". 

The difference is one of emphasis and should not cause us 

to overlook the common interest of both men in self-

exploration and self-transcendence .. It is perhaps 
I. , __ 

arguable that Sankaracarya's negative evaluation of the world 

enhanced his positive evaluation of the transcendental 

Self, and therefore encouraged his followers to adopt the 

attitude of renunciation (Vairagya) more resolutely and 

uncompromisingly. 

Husserl's Transcendental Ego, though it functions 

as the universal "essence lll of all individual egos through 

the technique of the "eidetic" reduction, is not exactly 
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/ -- .-
equiva.lent to Sankaracarya I s. Sel.f (Atman). Its.·11 invol vement Ii 

in mundane existence thiough the concept of Ulconstitutive 

intentionality". gives it a world-orientation that is foreign 

/. --to Sankaracarya' s Atman. The latter "consti.tutes" nothing 

in the world because to do so would violate the principle 

of non-dualism (advaita). One "realizes" the Self by 

negating the false superimpositions of the mind. The world 

is a product of beginningless Ignorance (Avidya), and has 

no reality as an independent entity. But when viewed as 

a cosmic illusion (maya) it is the "appearance" of Brahman. 

Husserl's Transcendental Ego with its propensity for 
I' __ 

"constitution" is more akin to Sahkaracarya's Witness-

Consciousness (Saksi) though the former is active and the . 
latter is of the nature of a passive observer. No easy 

identification of the Transcendental Ego and Atman is possible, 

because the utter quality-less (nir-gu~a) nature of .Brahman-

Atman puts it in a category by itself. It is best described 

in negative adjectives as non-dual, non-temporal, non-moving, 

non-acting, etc. It is, indeed, transempirical, transcendental, 

the,iI:Essence ii of everything that appears in phe'nomenal 

existence. It is Reality itself. 

Though it fails in certain respects to approach the 
I. __ -

radicality of Sankaracarya's ~dvaita Vedanta, Husserl's 

Transcendental Phenomenology would appear to me to be one 

of the closest approximations to it in modern western 
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philosophy. The procedure of uphenomenolog:ical -reduction II 

is common to both, .thOughHus.ser.l stops short of reducing 

the phenomenal world to unreality. The turning of attention 

away from the world of "obj.ects.1U to "transcendental consciousness 

is COlllill0n to both, thcmgh Hus.ser.l does it on a temporary 

and methodological basis to discover the founda"tion of 

/. --
knowledge whereas Sankaracarya does it as a permanent 

"realization" of his identity with Brahman-Atman which is 

Knowledge Itself. The use of Husserl's Transcendental 

Phenomenology can be a valuable aid to Western man in 
I. . __ 

understanding some of the nuances of Sankaracarya's Advaita 

-Vedanta, provided one does not make the mistake of fully 

identifying the two philosophies which belong to widely 

divergent milieus. 



APPENDIX ONE 

.I. --
Sai:ikaracarya ; the 'Mart and 'His 'Works • 

.I 
SaTIkaracarya, one of the greatest if not 'the greatest philosopher 

of India, was born of a Brahman farnil y belonging to the ;Narnbudiri 

sect at J:<aladi, six miles fram Alwaye, in present-day Kerala State, on 

the Malabar coast of India. The generally accepted date of his birth is 

788 A. D. and of his death is 820 A. D.I He is believed to have died 

prematurely at the age of thirty-two. According to tradition, he was 
; ~ . 

the only son of Si vaguru who died while SaTIkara was still young. At 

the age of eight he is said to have I\aevouretf~' with delight all the 

Vedas. He begged his mother's permission to become at 'satiIiyasin (wandering, 

ascetic nonk) and received it on one condition: that he return at her 

death to perfonn her funeral rites. 
I • 
Saiikara soon became a devoted pupil 

of Govinda Bhagavatpada, a renovmedguru (religious teacher) residing 

on the banks of the Narmada River. Govinda was, in all probability, 

I 
The dates are far fram conclusive.SU:ryanarayana sastri gives some 
evidence for and against: "An inscription of Cambodia refers to one 
Sivasoma, the pupil of Bhagavan Sankara, and the preceptor of Indravannan 
(878-887 A. D.); he was also the grandson of Jayavannan's maternal 

uncle, known to have lived fram 802 to 869 A. D. There is no improbability 
in Sivasoma having been a pupil. •• but there is no conclusiveness since 
the successors of Sankara in the various pontificates were also known 
as Sankara-Acharyas.... other dates claiming greater or lesser 
probability range fram 400 A. D. to 805 A. D. The suggestion by Telang 
would place Sankara in the seventh century, if not earlier; for in 
the course of his commentary on the Vedanta SUtras (IV. ii. 5) Sankara 
refers to the cities of Srughna and Pataliputra; the latter reference 

207 
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a pupil of Gaudapaa.a, the author of theMandukya :r<a:r:ikas, an early .. 
Advai tin carrmentary on the Mandukyopanisad. That would make Gauda@a, 

.~ ~ . 
I. --

mo preceded Sankaracarya by about three htmdred years, his teacher's 

teacher (parama-guru.). 

After finishing his instruction under Govinda, ~arlkaracarya 

travelled throughout India teaching the Advai ta philosophy, writing a 

number of carrmentaries, and disputing with adversaries - primarily the 

Buddhists, MllMmsakas and Nai yayikas. He is usually credi ted with the 

defeat of Buddhism in India. He is also believed to have established 

/ 
at least four rronasteries (maths) in India - the Sringeri at ~sore, 

the Govardham at Puri I Orissa, the ~D:varaka at Kathiawar, and the 

Badrinath in the Himalayas. At Benares, one of his earliest disciples 

- A/ -was Padmapada who later wrote the conmentary called Pancapadika, based I' __ 

on Sankaracarya' s comnentary on the Brahma SUtra Bhasya. Another disciple 

I L' -was SUresvara, who wrote a cam:nentary on Sankara' s Brhadaranyaka , . 
Upanisad Bhasya. /. --Saiikaracarya is alleged to have met Vyasa, author of . .. 
the Brahma sU'tras, at Benares, and to have disputed endlessly with him 

tmtil Padrnapada intervened. The story goes that .Vyasa finally acknowledged 

I --
the correctness of Sallkaracarya' s position and gave him pennission to write 

commentaries. 

'wbUld"-:~e reen meaningless after that city had been destroyed by river 
erosion, about 750 A. D. There is also reference to a Purnavannan, 
probably well-known king of the periOd; such a king is mentioned by 
Hieuen Tsiang, as having ruled about 590 A. D. Probably, Sankara was 
a contemporary. The trouble with such arguments is that they are so 
inconclusive. "Purnavannan" may have denoted a particular king or 
may have been used indifferently just as one says, Tam.l Dick or Harry ••• II 
S. S. SUryanarayana Sastri; 'The 'Life 'Cilid "Teachings "of 'scinkaracharya 
(Third Ed.) Madras: G. A. Natesan and Co., no date, p.4. 
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/. --
The last days of Sankaracarya are shrouded in It¥Stery. Tradition 

is fairly unanirrous about his visit to Nepal and Kashmir. He is 

believed to have died in the Himalayas at Kedarra th. The best known 

biography of ~aiikaracirya is the Digvijaya attributed tb~dhava 

Vidaranya, though its nwthical elements and historical inaccuracies 

discredit it in the eyes of mcxlern scholarship. 2 

Dr. RaOhakrishnan, in surrroarizing the distinctive 'flavour' 

/ --of Sankaracarya' slife writes: 

/ 
The life of Saffikara makes a strong[ impression of contraries. 
He is a philosopher and a poet, a savant and a saint, a TI'!Ystic 
and a religious reformer. Such diverse gifts did he possess 

2A further note on dating from S. S. SastJ::'i may be of interest to the 

lilt has been said that the upper and lower limits at least are fairly 
fixed. Sankara carre after Bhartrihari, V.mo, according to I -Tsing , 
liverl. betweerL 60() _.andc.650:.:A;';-£l.; _ and he must have precerl.erl. by· a 
reasonable interval, Vachaspati Misra, who wrote his commentary, the 

" "Bhamati,on Sankara 's "sutra..:.bhasyai Vachaspati's date is fixed about 
841 A. D. 

There is reason to think that Kurnarila Bhatta, a stalwart 
exponent of the M.ima:msa school of philosophy, lived in the latter 
half of the seventh cen'blry A. D. Sankara reveals himself as a critic 
of both of the schools of Mimamsa, - that of Bhatta as well as that 
of Prabhakara. Mandana Misra is also a critic of both schools, 
though reputed to have been the pupil of Kumarila. And in some places 
in the "Brahnia..:.siddhi, an Advai ta work of Mandana' s, Sankara' s views 
seem to be presupposed and criticised, notably in the discussion of the 
value of ritual observances in securing release and in the conception 
of release even while embodied" (jivannnik:ti). This kind of pupil-critic
criticiserl. relation seems best to fit in with the hypothesis that 
Kumarila, Mandana and Sankara were contemporaries, and that Sankara, 
like Kumarila, belonged to the latter half of the seventh century A. D. 
Attractive as it is, this suggestion (of Dr. T. R. Chintarnani) 
cannot yet carrmand final acceptance. II S. S. Sastri,op.cit., p.6-7. 
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that different images present themselves, if we try 
to recall his personality. One sees him in youth, on 
fire with intellectual ambition, a stiff and intrepid 
debater; another regards him as a shrewd political genius, 
attempting to impress on the people a sense of unity; 
for a third, he is a calm philosopher engaged in the 
single effort to expose the contradictions of life and 
thought with an unmatched incisiveness; for a fourth, 
he is the mystic who declares that we are all greater 
than we know. There have been few minds more universal 
than his. 3 

Scholars are virtually unanimous in allowing that 

I. - - -
Sankaracarya wrote cooonentaries on the Brahma Sutras, the 

Bhagavad-Glta, and on ten or eleven of the principal 
-/ / 

Upanisads viz. Kena, Katha, Isa, Prasna; ~undaka, ~andukya, 

Chandogya, Brhadaranyaka, Aitareya, and Taittiriya 

Upanisads. There is less unanimity about his authorship . 
/ ~ -

of commentaries on Sve"tasvatara, Mai trayani Upanisads and 
4 

on Gaudapada v s .Mandukyopanisad Karikas. 
I 

Upade sas ahas rl 

and Vivekacudamani are attributed to him and certainly 

reflect his philosophical position. Among other minor 

works attributed to him are: Aptavajrasuci, Atmabodha, 

/ I - - -
!~lohamudgara, pasasloki, and Aparoksanubhu"ti. In addition, 

there are some popular hymns to the different forms of 

3 

4 

S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, New York: 
The MacMillan Company; London: George Allen and Unwin 
Ltd., 1923. p.450. 

S. S. Sastri, OPe cit., p. 25. 
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Godhead: Daksinamurti Stotra, Harimide Stotra, Anandalahari, 
5 

and ?aundaryalaharI. Of the minor works, (prakaranas) 

attributed to §ankaracarya, Dr.Belvalkar admits as genuine 

only a few: Aparoksanubhuti,. lJpade(asahasri ,pa1i'cikarana~ 

prakriya, and Sata~loki. The Tantric works j Saudaryalaharl 

-'1/ 
and Prapancasara are dismissed as spurious by Dr. Belvalkar 

6 
in spite of a strong tradition. Paul Hacker opines that 

/ - -
all of Sankaracarya's independent writings are collected 

/ -
in the twenty-two Prakaranas of Upadesasahasri, and that the 

others are spurious. He admits the commentary on Gaudapada's 

Karikas as genuine along with the commentary on ~iandUkya 
7 . ~ 

Upanisad. 

5 

6 

7 

S. Radhakrishnan, QQ.. cit. I p.450. 

Sastri, Ope cit., p.25. 

Paul Hacker, "Sankara der Yogin und Sankara der Advaitin" 
in Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Sud-und Ostasiens, 
Band XII-XIII, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1968-9, p.147. (English). 



APPENDIX 2 

'REFUTATION 'OF DANIEL TNGll .. L'L:' S: :TI-IEORY 

AG:AINS"T ~;~~~; I S' 'AUTHORS~TP OF' VIVEK~~CUDAMANI 

Daniel H.H. Ingalls in his article, "The study of 

Samkaracarya" opines that ~ankara did not write Vi'vekaclid:arnani. 

He gives two reasons based on internal evidence, the first of 

which is that: "The author of the Viveka-cudamani makes an 

absolute equation of the waking and dream states after the 

fashion of Gaudapada. 
/.-
Samkara may liken the two to each other, 

1 
but he is careful to distinguish them" I assume that Ingalls 

is referring to those verses where Sankara deals with the three 

states of mind - waking, dreaming, and dreamless sleep - for 

a phenomenological analysis of the intervals of experience. 

The relevant verse' (sl:oka) reads as follows: 

1 

In dreams, when there is no actual contact with the 
external world, the mind alone creates the whole universe 
consisting of the experiencer etc. Similarly, in the 
waking state also, there is no difference. Therefore 
all this ~phenomenal universe) is the projection of 
the mind. 

Daniel H.H. Ingalls, "The study of ~aID.karacaryali, art. in 
Annals of the Bhatida:r:kar 'Or'i'e:n:tal' Res'ea'rch Tris:titute-;
XXXIII, Poona: 1953, p.7 

2Sankaracharya, Vi"v'ekachudaman,i, Trans. Swami Madhavananda, 
Calcutta: Advaita A,shrama, :1:970, sloka 170, p.66. 
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Now it is a fact of experience that" .when we. dream, .the mind 

is out of contact with.object·s, y.et is able to project or 

create a world involving subjedts, Objects, and their relation-

ships. To the dreameF i it all seems very real indeed. 
; 
Sat'J.kara concludes that the phenomenal universe is projected, 

by the mind, not only during dreams, but also in the waking 

state. Both states of consciousness, though factual, are 

unreal when viewed from the perspective of the absolute Self. 

There is virtually no difference betill7een them. Ingalls 

fastens on the phrase "there is no difference" and concludes 

thctt such an "absolute equation Ii of the waking and dream 

~ . 
states is very atypical of Sankara. The argument fails to 

convince me. 
L. - -It leaves out of account Sankaracaryais 

method of "deliberate superimposition" ·Cadhyaropa) and 

subsequent "rescission" . (ap:avada). At one stage, out of 

methodological and pedagogical considerations, he may deliber-

ately impute the difference between waking and dreaming states 

as a concession to the empirical mode of thinking. But it is 

perfectly consistent with his methodology, at a later stage, 

to rescind or annul the previous superimposition for the 

purpose of 'Otranscending 'O the empirical mode and for arriving 

at the absolute or transcendental point of view. We have an 

example of "rescission" in verse 170. The phenomenological 

method of reduction leads to a transcendental result: 

realization of Self· (A'tm:an) . There is no good reason, 
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/'. -.-
the;r:e.fore ,:to rej.ectSankar~Garya' s, authorship on the basis 

of this argument. 

Ingalls has another reason, .'whichhe feels is crucial: 

Again, and most deCis.ive of all, the' ViVeka:-'du:d'atria'ni 
accepts theolassical theory of the ,three truth values, 
the existent , the non-existent and that which is' 'an'irvac'an:iya 1 

indescribable as being either existent or non-existent. 
The.'workaday.:..:.world, according to the classical theory 
is 'a'n:irva'catdya.... Now, Paul"Hacker"has pointed out that 
when Samkara u.ses the word 'anirva'c:a'r1iya, he uses it in a 
sense quite different from that of the classical theory. 
He uses the term in connection with his theory of creation. 
Before creation primary matter, which he calls'n:~rttarupe r 
was in a state ofanirvacaniyatva. It was an indistinguish
able mas.s - 'tattvan:yatVabhyarn: 'an:i'rvac'anTya, a mass in 
which one could describe nothing as being a thisar' a that. 
There is nS? implication here as to the state of it.s 
existence. 3 

" -Earlier in the same article, Ingalls opines that Sankaracarya 

authored the Upadetasahasri of v-lhich the main .features are: 

1. disinterest in the workaday world; 2. keen interest in 

release (mumuk~utva). These features of timelessness 

(kutastha-nityatva) he considers to be consistent with 

L --Sankaracarya's philosophy. Bubs as indicated above, he thinks 

the classical three-truth theory with its category of ~

vacanI'yatva ("indescribable as being either existent or non-

existent ll
) gives the empirical world more reality or value 

than ~ankaracarya would have allowed. I submit that this is 

L· - -a misunderstanding of Sankaracarya's methodology, and may 

not be used as an argument against his authorship of 

Vivekacudamani. 
W" 

3·Ingalls, Ope cit., p.7. 
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Let us look at the internal .eviderice:from another 

point of view. It is cer.tainly true that the classical 

three-truth theory is ·operat.ive in Vivekacudamani. on first 

appearance, it seeins to support a simple two-truth theory 

that discriminates bet'Vleen Brahman as the Real and the world 

as the unreal; but, on closer examination, we find the world 

of relative existence (samsara) described as the effect of 

nescience (avidya) and, therefore, as neither existent (Being) 

nor non-existent (absolute non:-Being) but as an "indescribable" 

(anirvacaniya) third entity: 

Avidya (Nescience) or Maya, called also the Undifferentiated, 
is the power of the Lord. She is without beginning i's made 
up of the three gunas and is superior to the effectS 
(as their cause) ••.• It is She who brings forth this whole 
universe. 

She is neither existent nor non-existent nor partaking of 
both characters; neither composed of pa.rts nor an indivisible 
whole nor both. Sh~ is most 'Wo!lderful and cannot be 
described in words. 

Is it possible that Ingalls, in his concern to use a philo-

sophical method that affirms the reality of historical change 

". - -(parinami nityatva) misses the subtle way Sankaracarya , 

discriminates between the relative or dependent reality of 

phenomenal existence (samsara) and the ultimate or independent 

Reality called Brahman-Atman? The three-tr:'uth theory is 

perfectly consistent, it seems to me, with his method of 

4 J ,._ 
Sankaracharya ,·op. 'ci t., sloka 109, p. 39. 
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adhyaropapc;vada and assigns the world a. value that is neither 

Being nor non-Being, but a relative existence to be transcended 

in the interests of achi.ev'ing Self-reaTization. 

The idea derived from Paul Hacker that ~ankaracarya 

applied the category of indescribability (anirvacanlyatva) 

to primary matter before the existerice of the phenomenal 

world does not in any way support Ingal,l' s .. argument. It 
, 0 __ 

supports, in fact, ~~ argument that Sankaracarya subscribed 

to the orthodox three-truth theory of existence, non-existence, 

and a middle term Ulindescribable" as either (~nirvacanlyatva). 

In terms of cosmology, the consistent application of this 

formula places the entire cosmos, including matter, under the 

middle term. It is indescribable as either existence (Being, 

Bra'hrrlan-Atman:) or non-existence (Non-Being, Nothing) but 

hovers between them as the product of primal nescience (avidya) 

or cosmic illusion (maya). Since the latter is described as 

the "power of the Lord", it is but an "appearance". The 

ambiguity of empirical existence is cleared up only when man, 

by intuitional knowledge of the Self (Atman), sees through 

the delusion of ignorance (avidya) to the Absolute. The 

distortion is due entirely to our lack of real Knowledge~ 

We do not want to suggest that the error of our knowl~dge 
is absolute. There is no such thing as absolutely 
erroneous knowledge. Error always hangs about a core 
of truth. We misperceive 's'ome:thingj and this something 
is' 'present in our perception together with the erroneous 
distortion that we add to it •••. In fact, truth peers at 
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us througherrone,ous appearance ~Itis never 'wholly 
hidden'.' Only we Jail to. ,recogr:izeit.5 

, , 

Enough has bee'n: said to. establishthefacttha.t Ingalls, on 

the basis of internal philosophical evidence, has not been 

able to disprove the tradition asserting that 'Sahkaracarya 

was the author of VivekacuQa:rnarii. 

5 
G.R. Malkani, Metaphysics of Advaita Vedanta, Amalner: 
Indian Institute of Philosophy, 1961, p.149. 
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Adhyasa 

Agamj karma 

- -/ 
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GLOSSARY 

("knowing and teaching the acara", rules ~ cu.c;tOJ'lls); 
a spiritual guide or teacher; a title affixed to the 
n~e of le~~ed Bragm~ ~~ great teachers, e.g. 
Sankara + acarya = Sankaracarya 

(neg. prefix a + dvaita, dualism); non-dualism, 
the doctrine that only the Ultimate (principle) 
has real existence, all phenomenal existence and 
plurality is an illusion (maya:). The school of 
Vedanta established by §ankar~arya. 

superimposition; snecially what is not real on the 
Real; erroneous predication of qualities and attributes 
on quality-less Brahman. 

deeds or actions yet to be performed in future, 

(aham, I and kara, making, action, from root kar, 
to-aD, make) rne-individuating principle, resp0n~ihle 
for the limitations, divisions, and variety in the 
manifested world; the ego, a self-conscious entity. 

(neg. prefix a + j J!i'ana, knowledge); ignorance, 
especiallY ignorance of the ultimate Reality, 
Brahman-Atman. 

- / -/ (prep a + kac; a, appearance; from root kas, to sh ine , 
appear); either, space 

Ahsolute Bliss, one of the three words used to 
describe the essence of the Ultimate Reality, 
Brahman. 

The material sheath; one of the covering of the Self; 
the gross body. 



/ 
Anandamaya kosa 

,Anirvacanlya 

,1\nta~karan8 

A...naroksa .. 

Ap;:rrnkc:: ?:ubhuti 
~ 

As ana 

As at 

- / 
Avarana-sakti, 
Avrti" 

Avidya 
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bliss sheath; one of the fiYe sheaths or coverings 
of the Self to be ..,henomcnologl cal]v Hreduced" or 
negated; considered to be the <'-'most subtle and inward 
sheath, and "nearestrl the Self. 

(fut. J2§!I.t. not to be defined); indefinahle, a te!1l1 
applied to the whole phenomenal tmiverse appearing 
by the pm-rer of maya, or cosmic illusion.; neither rea1 
(sat) nor unreal (aSat) 

(antar internal +karal1a sense -organ): the interrlal 
organ; rind in a col1ective sense, including intelligence 
(huddhi), efo (ciharnkara), mind (mana.:;), <"nd memory 
(Cltta), 

(neg. prefix a + parok!;;11, invisihle, imperceptible, 
unintelJizible); umnediate, v;sible, perceptible, 
intelligible. 

(a!laroksa + ~mubhuti, :perception, apprehcr,sio:-:); 
direct:,· immedi<'lte ~pprehension bv intl,'ltion. 

(from root as, to sit); s itti.ng, pos bIre: one of t'1 e 
stages in tncpractice of Yoga. 

(neg. Prefix!. + sat exi.stent); nnn-heing 

The SunreJ'1e Self or Snul ~ wi th snall a it refers 
to theA individual soul: hut in Advai ta the rTessence1? 
of the individual soul' is Annan, so th-ere is no 
dis tinction. 

The veiling pm-rer of ~1i'ya; in S amkhya, attributed to 
~~ Cl cm5tituent or !laual ityl! of Pr:lkrti; in 
Ved~nta, a phenomenological factor in the structure 
if mind itself. 

(neg. prefix .e. + vidya, knowledge, from root vi.d, 
to know); primordial Ignorance~ manif'ested at'tfie 
COSP11C and :individu~l levels. 

(pr. not manifested); the Unmanifested; in SairlkhV8 
-priTY1ordial matter; in Ve9.ant'b some as Maya. ' 

(froT" root hhas, to ~PlC1k, t!!,1]s. say); a commentary or 
explanatorY work; an Sankaracarya's commentaries 
are knmm as hhac.;)ras i . e. Btahma Sutra Bh asya • 



Bhedahheda 

Brahma 

Brahman 

Brahmasutra 

Buddhi 

Cit 

Citta 

n'\...· -'Hyana 

Dikvijaya 

Dvaita 

Dama 

Gun a --. 
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(!'-hecla, difference,cleavage + non-difference ahhedi), 
dIfferent, yet not different; dualism (hheda) and ) 
non-du~Tism (ahheda) in combination. A school of 
Vedanta ~ opuos ed to Adva ita. 

name of one of the gods nf the Hindu trinity or 
Trimurthi; the Crea1:0r god. The others are Visnu, 
the preserver, and Siva the destroyer. ~ 

(root brh, to grow, increase, expand) The Self
existent, the Absolute, the Eternal, Universal S:,irit; 
not an object of worship but of intuitive knowledge; 
universal Being, Consciousness, BUss. 

(compound of Bral-J.ma + sutra, aphorism); another name 
for the VecIa'ntasutra, so called because it is a 
series of aphorisms ahout the Universal Spirit, 
a Iso called Uttara Himams a; Author, Badarayana 

(from root hudh, to wake up, recover consciousness): 
intelligence, power of forming conceptions and notions; 
pm1er of the mind to discern, judge, comprehend, apprehend, 
understand~ a higher ~aculty, than mind (mafias) belonging 
to the Vijna.~ama~Ta kosa. 

(from root cit, to know, perceive); universal con
~cjousness; in Advaita, uSed to describe Brahman-
Atman, along with Sat (Being, Existence) and Arianda (Bliss) 

memory; one aspect of the knmdedge sheath. 

from root dhvai, to think of, consider, meditate on 
I < __ 

The naJ11e of a '!'lel] -kn01'!Jl biography of SankaracaryR 
hy 1I·1adhava Vidvaianva; somewhat fanciful f, unreliable 
from the point of view of chronology. 

(from dvi, two + suffix ta); dualism, doctrine advocated 
by MadiiVa", that denies the Ultimate PrincipJ e as cauc;e 
of the vforld, contencls t.l,at soul is a separate principle 
with ap. independent existence of jts mm. 

restraint of the external sef!se organs 

usually translated "oual i tv!! OT l'a ttrihute l!; translated 
in this thesi~ as !fcansti t;Jent11

; in Samkhya 
ph 110so:r'hy , there are three gll!)aS or constituent.c; of 
nrimordial Ma.tter (Prakrti): . sattva, raias and tamas; 
.~ /..s ~ k IT .:1- + h . ~ d 1: l' 1 1 n ,an ara . euan , .. 3, t es e are rE'lnterprete as T.J! I enoJTIeno_og' C"a 
entities in consciousness. 
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Indriyac:: 

-/ 
I~v1ra 
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a s1"i ri tual teacher 

sen~e-organs; they cau<:;e "att:lchment~' to the phenomend 
l·tOrld 

(from Toot is, to he m3Ster, to command, rosses, 
dispose); the Lord, Supreme Deity, personal god. 

Jasarastha-avasth"a the waking state; one of the three states of 

fiva 

..,.. 
Jivan""1ul<ta 

111-
.Jmma 

T
,I)l.. • 

. nam.n 

11-
Jnana Yo~a 

Karma 

Kama Yoga 

Karta 

Ksetra 

v Ksetrajna .. 
Taksana . . 

" ..-Linga san ra 

Manas 

consciousness 

(from jiv, to live) the individual soul as 01.5-
;':ingui~hed from the Universal Soul or SE'l f; in 
Sankara I\dvai ta) a product of Ignorance . 

a man '·.no eniovs Y"l iheration n ,\nile vet emhodied: 
he is freed from the effects of Prara.hdha Karma.' 

(from jna, to know) the knmdedge of 'Peal i ty derived 
from meCIi tation on and identification ,d th the 
Supreme Snirit. 

One who has knowledge or i'realization", m.Q.re sy>ecifically 
one ",no hc:lS lfrealized" his identity with Atman~ hence, 
a. kno"i';er of Brahman. 

The tIDion wHh t.'e Ahsolute by the way of knowledge. 

Action: accusative of action: duty: the law of Kama 
is the' moral ] aw of cause Mel e+fect. 

The way of tIDion with the Ab:!'olute through works. 

Agent, doer. 

a short exegetical elucidation. 
I 

(Lit. the field); used By SanVaTa to irdicate the 
hody as the receiver of ohjective knowledge. 

The subject; knower of the Y!field" or of objectivi~r. 

The implied meaning 

.,.. /-
Same ac; Suksma sarira, subtle hodv 

(from root man to think, believe, imagine); mind: in 
a 'ltJiC!er sense, it means all the mental powers, including 
intellect, understanding, conscience, will; in limited 
sense, capacity for reflection, inference, doubt, 
cognition, mem0ry, desire, etc. 



/ 
Manomava kos a 

iv!oksa. .. 

rvrukta. 

lVJukti 

Mtnnuksutva. 

Neti Neti 

Nirguna ---.-

Nivrtti 

Nitya 

Nyaya 
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The mental sheath. one of the five sheaths enclos ing 
the Aman and concealing it. 

the veiling force of Nature~ displaying duality, and 
thus producing error and ilbs ion.?.. it is pos tula ted to 
accotmt for all phenomena; In Vedanta, it is said to be 
nei ther realJlOr tmreal but indescribable (ariirvacartTya); 
beginningless. 

(from moks, desiderative of root muc, to set loose, 
to free:-release); emancipation, liberation, release 
from worldly existence. 

(perf. pass. part of root muc); one who is Jiberated, 
released, emancipated from relative or phenomenal 
existence. 

final liberation or emancipation, freedom from the bondage 
of Karma and s ams ara. 

(from desiderative of root muc); one who is eager 
for liberation from mundane existence. 

(from mumuksu + tva); earnes t.ness to know the Absolute 
Reali ty; on~ of tile four (lua] ifica tions for tmdertaking 
instruction in the "Jay of knowledge. 

(~ + i:ti.. Di!. + iti "Not this, not thisH); famous 
sentence "reducing" all empirical_entities - to arrive 
at Pure Consciousness or Brahman Atman, without 
attributes. 

(from nir, without + guna, attribute) without 
attributes, devoid of all qualities or properties; used 
in reference to Bra~man from the absolute or 
transcendentaJ Doint of view, oppos i te of Saguna Brahman. 

* 
'<lithont Modifications (vrtti); the state of "pUTE' 
consciousness!? "men a] 1 mental changes have heen stopped. 

eternal, permanent, real, 

(from ni down + ava arrival) one of the six 
'/ - ; svsteITiS""(Darsana.<,); founded by Gautama c. 550 

B'.C. It goes mfo all subjects u.sing the syllo
gistic method; science of logical proof. 
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Par~artha Satta (o"lnpoH1'1ded of rarama + RTtha) , the h:ifhest trutll, 
spiri'tlJ~l kno~rledge; orposlli of vy::tvaha:rik~_ satta. 

ParaTl'la gunl 

Prakrti 
• 

Prakarana 

Prarahdha Karma 

" 

Prac; thana -traya 

Pragabhava 

Purusa 

Rajas 

Saccidananda 

Saguna Brahman 
" 

/ 
Sakti 

I!tc8c;,pr's tcach crl1; Gauda-ri5"da's relation to Sii:tilikara. 

tQ..c founder of Y 0;.':a -ph i ] os ophy; avthor of th e Yoga-
c:;utra, the science of restraining all mental mQ(fffications. 

(~, before, first; kar to make) Cosmic SubstC'TIce J 

prlT:Jordial matter, m::tde up of three constituents (gunas): 
sattva, rajas, tamas; also called pradIi"ilna and. avyakia 
(unm:1nifested); In Vedanta, it is also kriOlAll1 as ~1ava. ---
A small independent treatise or monograph. 

action that has begun to issue in fruit; action producing 
the present body, commonly cOILc;idered binding on a .. ~in 
(knower of Prahman) until deatlI of the body. 

(nra b~fore;~ma hreath; from root an to breathe) the 
hreath of Hfe,-Hfe-rrinciple. 

Vital sheath, one of the five sheaths covering and 
ohscuring the Self. 

The three great ~ays ~ .Qlr.ee major works of Ved~nta; 
j e. Hp anis ads, Bhagavadgl ta and Brahma - Sutra. 

e • 

Iiy>revious non-existence; a term in Nyaya logic. 

Cosmic Spirit; first principle of SamklIya system of 
philosophy; the principle that guides and regulates 
cosmic evolution; in Vedanta.! used as equivalent to 
Almon. 

energy, activity; in Sanikhya, one of the three con
stituents (gunas) of matter (Prakrti). 

(compounded of sat + cjt + 'ananda); Being-Con
sciousness-Bliss; -in Vedanta, the three words used 
to describe Brahman's essence. 

Brahman wit'i-) attributes, qualities; Brahman 
conceived CIS Creator, Preserver, Destroyer; the 
opposite of Ni.rguna Brahrrlan . .. 
(sak, to be strong, able) creative power, energy; 
the kinetic aspect of Consciousness. 



Salesi 

Samaa~:ma 

S N. K , anCl ta anna 
/. 
Sankara 

Sama 

Samkhya 

SaTIlsara 

S~t 

Sattva 

~yac1dha 
/ 
Sruti 

Sthula 

- 1_ 
Sthula -s an ra 
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Wi tness -Consciousness, t.'at 't~jch ''beholds'' all 
entities, all activities In the phenomenal world, 
without itself acting. 

(sam, together; dhi a placing from root dha to put) 
~final stagel:rl Yoga, l.vhereby the inaividual soul 
becomes one with the object of meditation, attaining 
super-co~sciousness and bliss. 

concentr~tion of the mind on Sat (Being) 

accumulated acts; acts done in the past 

founder of non-dualism (advaita) based on Bra~m.a 
(Yedanta) Smra; lived approx. 188-820 A.D.; founder 
of four monasteries (maths) at Sringeri in south, 
Badarina th in north; Piid in th.e eas t, and Dvaraka 
in Hes t. Di ed Kedarnath, I-Hmalayas. 

abandonment of all desires (vasovas) by control of 
the mind 

(from sam together and khya to reckon or COill1t uYl, 
enumerate): the oldest school of philosophy, an 
account of cosmic evolution; founded by KariTIa in 
sixth century B.C.; enumerates 25 tattvac; or cat
eg-ories including Purusa (Cosmic Spiri t); Prakrti 
(Cosmic Subs tance) etc. 

(sam, together; sara flowi.ng); the iJa5sage of the 
soul in the cycle of births and deaths; the rOlmd 
of existence, transmigration. 

Being;, Peali ty, F.xis tence. 

in 5arnkhya, onc of the three const:itu~nts of Cosmic 
Substance (Prakrti); prindple of balance bCD'men rajas 
( 0 0 ) rl 'l. (0 .; '\ l..actIvIty an .. LY.'as Inert ,at .• 

implicit faith in Vedas and gurus 
I 

(from root ~ to hear); revealed knOlvledge, Vedac:; 

(from stha, to stand, remain); gross, tangihle, 
l'lateriaI:-

9'ross hodv: the material, perishahle hOG". 
t,;;.~ .. • _ 

suhtJe, atom; c, intangihJe 



Suksma ~arTTa 

SV3yma -avas th:a-

Sutra 

. Tattva 

Tat tvam asi 

TtlTI:va 

tJpanisad 

Uparati 

Unadhi . ' 

Unadanam , 

vaaa 

vairagya 

the subtle hody; also cal1 ed Hnga Sar1r8. 

the dreaming state 

the deep sleep state 

(from root siv, to sewl; a short sentence or 
aphorism i. ~rahJ11a Sutras 
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(-FroM pronoun tad, and suffix tva); thatness, essence 

T'rinciple of darkness, dullness ~ inertia; in Samkhya, 
one of the three constituents (gt.n;).as) of Cosmic 
Substance or Piakrti; the restrainjng aspect of Nature 

"lTedantic aphorism meaning !!That art though", identification 
of the individual ego (.Jlva) ,.rlth the Supre!'1c Se1f (Atman) 

natient endurance or forbearance of sorrow and 
suffering 

The fourth; Br~hmaTl, transcends and pervades the 
three states of consciousness; ('llso called Caturtha. 

(prep. ura towards; ni do"~; sad to sit) 
sitting-aown oppositethe teacher to recejve 
instruction; the philosophical part of the Veda~; 
source of Vedanta and SafuKhya, part of th.e 
Jtrawaka. 'whj Ch is part of Brahmana, dated froT"l 
8t5 century, B.C. 

spontaneous eqm.loise of the mind: complete 
with drawal of the senses from sense-ohjects. 

denotes anY Imitation imposed on the Self 
through iv"orance of the mind . 

"material causell of the universe; opposite of 
"efficient cauc;ell

• 

(fromvad, to speak) discussion; ~ffixed to a word 
it indicates a school of philosophy. 

(vi apart, away, without; raga desire): without desire: 
dISpassion; indifference to-Ble lmreal and 
transitory; renunciation of all desires to enjoy 
the result of action here and hereafter; 
in Vedanta, one of the four qualifications. 



Veda 

VecIanta 

Veaanta -sutra 

Vidya 

Vicara 

,/ 

Viksepa-Sakti 

Viveka 

Vij~anamaya ko~a 

Vivekacudamarli 

Vrtti .. 

(vid, to knOl,,'); generic name for most ancient 
sacred literature; fOUT collectiors (saIDhita): 
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Rg. Veda, hymns to gods; Samaveda, priestly chants; 
Va-jur Veda, sacrificial formulae; 'AtharVa Veda, 
magical chants; Vyasa is the com:riler and arranger; 
Vedic period 1500' 1000 R.C. 

(Veda + artta, end); end of the Vedas, second 
part of theT'Jfimam.c;a: founder: Badaravana _______ ' ' a 

the aphorisms of :Vedanta philosophy, ~scriherl 
to B<ldarayana.; also called Brahm? -sutras . 

(from root vid, to know); Knowledge, especi.ally 
knowledge of the Ultimate Reality ,Brahman-Atman; 
the nhenomenological reduction of Avidva leadS 
to Vidya; or "1iberationH from Ignorance. 

Enquiry; the method of enquiring into Reali tv 
by asking questions like "Who am I?" 

The "nroj ecting powerll of i<1aya that makes the 
pheromenal universe appear; attributed in 
sankh~ra philosophy to rajas, the aCTive principle. 

(from vi, a1· ray; apart, without; ti..£ to shift ~ 
sever, separate); discrimination, especially 
between eternal and non -eternal, real and unreal; 
in Vedanta, one of the four qualifications for 
Knowledge or Self-re~lization. 

The lmowledge sheath, one 0f the 
the Self (A1Jnan): T'1ore sut>tle than 
sheath (manama va ko~a), but not as ., / 

bliss sheath (anandamava kosa). 
, '---' 

five coverings of 
the mental 
subtIe as the 

~e name of a small treatise attributed to 
Sahkaracarva: its title means Crest Jewel 
(cuda-mani) of Discri~ination eViveka); .. 

..v, 

One v.ho follows the Buddhist schoo] of V:i~nru1a-
vaarr, a fonn of subjective' ir1iea1ism ~'hich-den:i"'s 
tre Tenlit;! of anything ohjectivC". 

(from vart to nlTIl~ Tcvolve); menta' s-t::<lte, 
conditlOri'"; or rlodi.fication. N:iVTtti is t.he sto1!Y'ir.:r 
of sue" 1"1.odifications. 
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(from root vuj, to yoke or join); one of the 
. I -- f d d ,~ p""" ,01/. 1· SIX Da:rsanas or systeITls ;oun e r-y atah]a 1 

(3rd Cent. H.c.), based 011. Sankhya J!hilosophy; 
a practi.cal way of joining the indi,ddual saul 
i,rith the IT:liversal Snirit; defined as "restraint 
of mental '"!1odjfication.<;n Yogin is a practitioner 
of Yoga. 
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